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.Our readers will note this issue is somewhat longer than
usual but it was necessary in order to present the whole story
of MISOE. It was possible for us to present the whole story
only because of the cooperation of the Massachusetts,
Department, of Education who shared the additional .cost
involved.
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PREFACE

The single purpose of; this publication is to provide a basis for, judgement on the part
of the reader 'about a recent development designed to support the policy makin
management function for occupational eflucation at the state level. This development is
called the Management Information System for Occupational Education (MISOE).
Although M1SOE has been developed for occupational education; it could serve as a
prototype for all public education and has implications for the _development of social
policy beyond education. It is hoped that this publication will priwide a necessary basis
for a judgement about the usefulness of MISOE by a wide range of readers, from
legislators to concerned lay citizens.

It is recommended that the reader immediately skip to Chapter 1, which describes the
nature of the development offered for evaluation. For the reader who is persuaded that
MISOE is sufficently valuable to warrant an examination for the purpose of evaluation,
Chapter 1 also provides a guide to the publication which is designed to help arrive at a
knowledge-based judgerhent with a minimum investment of precious time. If the
reader's evaluation is positive, we would like to insist upon his returning to read the
following paragraphs of acknowledgement.

The development of MISOE has occupied approximately three years of the principal
Investigator's life and could not have been accomplished without the specific
contribution of the following people:

Charles Buzzell, Associate Commissioner, Division of Occupational Education,
Massachusetts Department of. Education,-has provided support, inspiration and (above
all) "beat Ne Philistines back", thus allowing MISOE to become. The -management
leadership demonstrated by Charles Buzzell silo* serve as a role model for
'development, research and progress in government. It is not easy to provide support for
a development whose implications are hardly understood by. a substantial number of
one's colleagues and, at the same time, a development that challenges the current
practices of other colleagues.

Elizabeth Weinberger, Research Associate, MISOE staff, whose logic, persistence and
insight are responsible for a substantial part of MISOE. Miss Weinberger wrote Chapter
7, and contributed. mightily to the substance ofChalit---

John Creager, Division Director, Division of Educational Statistics, American Council
on Education has provided MISOE with valuable assistance during this. development. Dr.
Creager is a first rate social scientist who is more responsible for the development of
MISOE Sample Data Systems than anyone. His genius is reflected throughout this entire
publication. .

Martin Breslow,. Research Associate, MISOE staff conceptualized the interactive
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computing system for MISOE and played a major role in developing the MISOE Census
Data System. The range .of accomplishments described by these two functions speaks to
the insightfulness of Mr.- Breslow: Chapters 3 and 6 represent his contributions to
MISOE in this publication. .

William Kyrbs, Research Associate, MISOE staff developed TERMOBS for MISOE.
We coiisidvr TERMOBS an important development for occupational education, and-Bill
Kyros is probably the only person in the world who has been able to make sense out of
performance objectives for instructional management at thc state level.

Gerald Downey, Assistant Professor, Liowell Technological Institute', single liandedly
developed the cost analysis system for MISOE. As a part of this function, Dr..Downey
helped develop the 'CDS Reporting System, and. wrote Chapter 5 of this publication.

Michael ,Garet, (part-time MISOE staff member .and graduate student Systems
Dynamic Department, Sloan School of Management, Massachusetts- Institu e of
'Feclinology, minoring in education and social policy at Harvard Univerety) is
responsible f6r adopting ,dynamic simulation to MISOE. He alone has developed the
model of Chapter 9, and, in addition earlier models for MISOE. Dynamic simulation is
very much a part of the total conception of MISOE and Michael Garet isesponsible for
the development of the it of this vital process into MISOE.

Finally, without our secretarial start, we would simply not be able to communicate
our development to anydne. They are Mrs. -Anne Bowes and Mrs. Majorie Alongi. On
behalf of the entire MISOE staff, I publicly acknowledge our debt to these women.

William G. Conroy, Jr..
Guest Editor
Principal Investigator
Management Information System for

Occupational Education
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CHAPTER 1

A STATEMENT OF INTRODUCTION

William G. Conroy, Jr.

This chapter is intended to accomplish
three separate goals:

1. to offer a statement of purpose for
MISOE;

2. to suggest implications of MISOE for
managers of public education and society
at large; and

3. to present' a guide for efficient reading of
this .publication. .

I Statement ofMISOL Purpose

The purpose' of MISOE is to provide a
computerized, information suppQrt capa-
bility for those charged ' with the
responsibility of planning for occupa-
tional education at the state level. MISOE
hds been purposefully designed to support
the planning process by allowing man easy
access to information and operations to
analyze information such that experience
can influence the process of policy.
formulation. MISOE has been dinreldped
upon the fundamental /assumption that a

It
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capability 'for man to analytically interact
with experience will contribute to a better
understanding of the future consequences
of current policy. To accomplish this
goal, MISOE has adopted "state of the
art" :computer technology to equip the
manager wish a capability to enter.into an
interactive dialogue with information and
simultaneously provide analytical tools to
examine this experience in light of future
goals.

MISOExOnceives of resouce allocation
as the fUndamental state ,leveLphring
function for occupational education, i.e.,
assigning funds to specific alternatives
wh'ich are ,designed to cause desired
ontcomis to occur. Planning in occupa:
tional education includes . describing
program characteristics, stipulating the
range and nunier of students to be served
and stating the desired outcomes for
individuals who experience these planned
programs and, society 45 a whole. These
plans include a statement of social and



private costs, and explicit estimation of
the econon enetits for society and the
so-cal target students.

lie planning or policy- making,
management function supported by
MISOE includes the following three levels.

1. The Overall Social Agencies Level
Planning at this level is typically done by
the legislature, and determines the optimal
mix of education with other-social seruiees
necessary to achieve de j e societal
goals,

2. The Overall-Education Level Planning at
thiltVel is usually done by the Chief State
School Officer and his staff, and seeks to
stipulate the optimal mix of occupational
anchnonoccupational education necessary
to a tain specified societal goals.

3.. The Within Occupational Education Level
Planning at this level is.most frequently

done by a division or bureau at the state
department of education and decides the
specific occupations for which students are
to be prepared, the .occupational capabili-
ties within occupational programs with,
which students are to be prepared, and the
program characteristics which seem most
likqly to help students achieve learning
objectives of occupational education
programs.

MISOE assumes 'tlia the degree to
which the state mana mein level permits
local government to Initiate plans at any
of these levels is discretionary to the
legislature. Although MISOE is helpful for
planning at the local level, its primary
purpose is to support statewide policy
formulation for occupational education.
Simply bec use MISOE is designed to
support. statt, e planning, it does not
follow that it . disregards the locl
educational planning function, even
though it clearly distinguishes between
these governmental levels. A reasonable'
description, of the distribution of planni
esponsibility for education between s ate

)

and local governments assumed by*MISOE
in development is that local planni4
occurs with a statewide framework.
MISOE has been developed to help
policy-making managers at the Mate- level
specify that framework or structuro for
occlipational education, within the demo__
cratic tradition.

MISOE conceives of `occupational
eduktion as an alternative means for
achieving desirable and specified societal
goals. Further, the only reason society
supports . the practice of occupational
education is because of its perceived,
positive contribution to the attainmAt of
these goals. MISOE has been developed to
provide policy-making managers at all
levels (hereafter, manageis) with an
information system designed to help them
understand relationships between occupa-
tiomtl education and the society it serves
in a way that supports planning for the
future at-the state level. r

MISOE supports the principle that
policies...for education must be made on
the"-basis of future -benefits, and that the
future time frame which constitutes this
basis for public education is several
generations. Whether the political struc-
ture which controls p#ic education in
America can tolerate futurism . as a
foundation for planning is_ not at all
-certain, nor is it certain that middle
managers of public education are
particularly concerned with taking
society's future into account as they
"innovate change."

AIISOE Implications for Managers and
.Society

It is obviously difficult to .specUlate
about the influence of a development yet
to be implemented. It seems more sensible
o suggest a perspective. or "something to

think about" while forming an evaluation
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of MISOE, and that is Vv kat are the
likely consequences of MISOE on both
the policy -maker and the policv.-makint;
function?"

The goal of MISOB is to provide
managment with a better understanding
of the future consequences of current
policy througri numerical and. interactive
analysis of experience. As this publication
will describe, MISOE allows management
to browse and analyze a wide ranging data
description of past succeand failures
in a WaN that is at the'lltame time
responsive to an enormous variety of
policy hypotheses and predictive of future
consequences. As an interactive, comput-
ing capability, MISOE provides manage-
ment with immediate response _to
complex questions. This respofse is likely
to qause new understandmngs and insights,
Onerafilig more questions. 'f-;444-1-t-triued
interaction between management and
MISOE could be described as a developing
chain of, knowledge which suggests causal
relatiowhips among parts of man's world.
Some of these interactively developed
understandings will question previously
held beliefs, while many "fajtsr will be
confirmed. Usually, the devylopment of a
policv-relevant understanding will result
from a fairly substantial dialogue with the
MISOE interactive computing system.

It should be pointed out that MISOE
has been designed such that few technical
skills are required to browse and analyze
the data files, 11(mA/ever, some numerical
analysis skills are required to interpret
numerically described experience. Given
this brief description -of the process of
"thinking with ina'cliine"N it seems
reasonable to hope that those attempting
to'cletermirie the usefulness of MISOE will
develop a position on its k likely
consequences for the' policy-making
manager, whether te be a Legislator, 'a
teacher, a Chief State School Officer, a

1
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member of aState-.Board of Education, a
student, a citizen or an Associate
Commissioner for Occupational Educa-
tion.

One way of thinking about ranges of
responses to this qnestion is to attempt to
fix a position on a vontinum which could
be described by the following,extreme.-
points:

1, Management shoulif rely on a research staff
to browse and analyze experience for
policy development, probably developing
recommendations within a range of
alCernative constraints: or
Policy. making management should define
its function to include the development of
new understandings through direct: inter-
active and .4 analytical dialogue with
experience.

It is obviously not possible to develop a
definitive position until there has been
considerable -experience on the part of
policy-making managers with interactive,
computer systems. Unfbrtunately, the
past performance of computers in
providing numerical analysis oc experience
as a support- for policy formulation has
been dismal. Usually-computers have been
used to answer one or two question,
typically formulated by policy-makers,
but answered by,researcheri.from one `or
several ResearThers access
computers through a 'data processing
team. The computer is used to process
and dnalyie a mountain of information
against these one or two ,questions. The
result of this. experience is typically a final
report, which can either be accepted or
rejected. If the final report provides new
understandings requiring more -informa
tion, another study must be undertaken.
On the other hand, MISOE offers a
capability for managers to enter into .a
direct interaction with experience (struc-
tured by the logic of multi-disciplines) in

,tne process of arriving at new under-

1 0
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standings for Cle =
purpose of p, llic v

formulatitm. t rgu.. that
rinaking managers who delegate

subordinates the task -of probing and
analviing experience are in tact -giving
avav- the fundamental p)licv-inakidg
task, even though ditie'rent skills than
rApicall pt,ssessed by the average
pokey-maker are required for uvilitation
of ,MISOE.

It is rea,itable to speculate about the
implications of MIS9E on society as part
of the process of.ev-aluating its 'usefulness.
Again, it might bi. helpful to frame
response alt wg a continuum .defined by
the hdlowing two poles:

I. In the .hands olL..a fascist and closed
administration it could' facilitate a

cenmilization of policy making; for public
education; or

2.- In the hands of a democratic and open
administration it can provide a basis for
contributing to the impr4ement of the
quality of life.

Although it 'is not an .unreasonable
cOnclusion that freedom is -frequently, the
function of governmental ignorance. it
seems not unreasonable to hope that
knowledge can contribute to improving
the lot of man during his brief tenure on
earth, without necessarily causing political
revolution.

.1 Guide to Understanding An.S(11.:

Through this Publication

This publication is designed to serve.a
wide range of educational policy-makers
including: legislatures; state department
of education personnel; superintendents:
principals and teachers; school boards;
and concerned citizens. It is difficult _to
accomplish this goal ,I,vith one publi-
cation. However, the following few
paragraphs are designed to provide the
reader with a guide so that s can get

A

to the "heart of the matter" with a
reasonable time investment. Then, if he is
sutticientkinterested in learaing (kink
()t the MISOE structure, he ciin "dig nroie

4 deeply" into selected sections of this
publication. All thic .is not to (liscourcige
the reader tr(nn carefully wading through
the entire volume, as such an exercise will
pr(,ide maximinn. understanding..

one word of caution. The single
purpose of this pumi i icaton is to provide it, I-
basis tot judgement of a i:svelopment for
(hicati(mal management. It is possible to

evaluate this deveh yment with absolutely
no information at all, simply on,the basis
of 'an immediate response to a vaguely
understood stimulus. Such an activity is
of no value , to providing a basis for
advising others. On the other hand, a
reader can become hopelessly buried in
the details_ of this publication, and base
his judgement on something other than
the-essence of the potential of MISOE to
serve society. The follow/ing guide should
help the reader strike a balance, between
-these extremosi - '

.1//ap tct 2 is a c sc iption of a certain
\............,r

basic components of MISOE that are
.necessary to understand its scope. It is

described as a necessary dictionary
experience (evil) and should be "carefully
skimmed" by all readers.

Lhapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 describe in some
detail (nontechnical) important com-
ponents 'of MISOE which are overviewed
in apter 2'. These, cluti)ters will be of

siderable interest, to readi.sfs who are
moving toward a positive ,evaluition of
MISOE and who want to learn of its

-structure. However, the uncommitted,
probing and- casual reader wants to arrive
at such a positive,. evaluation (or Dot)
befOre investing-his valuable time with an
indepth analysis; he should "quickly
skim" these chapters. The "uncommi ed
skimmer" should attempt, -to seek a I oad
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unkiirstanding of tile it-illation types ,*1. with an
as races through '(:hapters .1. 4. cornplMISOE

and 5, as well as a "feel" F111. the .2oniputer tecl
ttrminal and file structure des-ribed in
Chapter 6.

r.hant,;t mlf.1 be read abf)ut at.

carefully- as Cha'pter 2. Its purpose Is to'
provide a reader wit to understanding of
die process Uf e.1Aterirint,, an interactive
dialogue with a computer It is

purposefully, ,conA;ersational an pc fully
enlightening. It is a aieessary prereLlui..ite
to Chapter H.

Lifriftcf s Is designesd Cu offer the
rt.ader ail :experiem.e, in policy fornlula-
tir it MIS 0E: It speaks for itself and
is the basis upon which.a judgetnent about

)E should...13e -made. In fortunately.
.the reader is constrained by the It )g,it- of.
the example. In real` MISOE could
probe along any brancing chain his logic
dictated, within the boundaries of the
MISOE data structure. All the data
presented in Chapter 8 are manufactured
for the purpose of this example, as are all
the data anywhere in this publication.

Cif,iptcr .`i describes and offers an
example 4 understanding and inter-
pr.eting experience through a modelling
process, The process described is called
dynamic and is also sup-
ported by an interactive computer
capability.

When !van as a ,I.eterininer of social
policy' interacts with MISOE as described
in Chapter. H, he could be describedas.
('operating from a model or concepticm of
the world at large. His dialogue with
_experience extends his understandings
about this world. His conceptual model of
the world is. constrained by the number of
elements he can "juggle" in his mine
one time.. Frequently e develo jn-efit of
social policy involves -:_j nig" more
elements at one time-- than man can
acc(innuodate...Dvnarnic simulation. offers
a computer assisted methodology to deal

develop itriderstandings about
social issues! Unlik.c other

nines :mathematical progianimint.C.
ftutdantenital purpose( is dolt to `yCcj f:

iptinitun- simplified . t,

complex probleim but rat lief
,.-ontr:ibute to a development of under
standings oil the part of human niquagers
about the lundamental, nature of
relatiLmshirs between elenlients relevant tti
a particular social policy ill formulation.

Dynamic-simulation can be particularly,
useful in making explicit those elements
to be ,acted upon br a policy in future
time' and communilating understandings
ab,sut ,ilternative outcomes from varhius
policy 'decisions. It is most useful at the

h'e'r Social Agency bevel. Dynamic
;Santliat tun has been incorporated into

MISOE as a supportive process for policy
making, when (combined with the,
interactive inf'orniation syttern which
constitutes the basis of MIS() )1'.. Chapter 9
should read by those who are at 16ast
moving ti ward a positive evaluation of__
MISOF as a resuP of completing Chapter
H.

(,1./aptct 70 offers an assessment of
MIS( )E by a state-leKel manager for
occupational education, all economist,
and an educational researcher, and they .

are: I)r. Charles Burrell, Associate
Commissioner for the Division of
Occupational Education, Massachusetts:
Dr. Jacob Kaufman, ProfesSor. Depart-
ment of Economics, Pennsylvania State
University and David V. Tiedunrari: Pro.-
lessor, Northern Illinoistiniversity. This
assessment has been written as all
indepth ysis of MISOE. Its purpose is
to a suggested framework for
evaluating MISOE from 'three separate
points of view. It is designed to help the
reader reflect upon the usefulness of
MISOE. it should provide an interesting
reference point 'against which a reader can
judge his evaluation.



CHAPTER 2_

A FEW GENERAL DEFINITIONS AND DISTINCTIONS

William G. Conroy, Jr. and. William Kyros

sir

There seems tek be a tendency ainTh&
human beings working together over a
long period of time to develop a language
for, communicating among themselves.
One would expect the scope of the
language to be positively pelated to the
size and resoufcesfulness of the group
members, and the length of time they
worked together, Another predictor of
langthige site might be the Tatietion of the
group. The development of computerized-_
information systems must rank as one of
the Most powerful function predictors of
jargon p oductivity, and MISOE's overall
eerfor anee on this criterion is
forrnida e.

Typi- ally, members of such in-groups
have in equent contact with the world at
'large, an they become unaware that their
private set, of symbols do, not com-
municate beyond tile group. Incredibly, it
is not unusual for such group members to
develop nagatiVe evaluations toward
non-group members who cannot under-

stand their esoteric 11nguage, - and
non-group members are often dismissed as
an inferior batch' of human beings,
somehow viable to undttstand ' and
appreciate beauty and truth. This seems
particulairly' true of professional groups,
and certainly workers in the field of
educational development and research are
not second.,clasS. professionals in terms of
this particular standard.

It would' probably be possible for us to
e ee MISOEt in a way that is totally,

incompre ible to anyone but tlx6'
MISOE staff. a Matter of bittel-
historical fact, the MISOE_ staff is guilty-
of having done this on a number of
unforgettable occasions, and have paid., a
high price for each blunder. One of
causal factors, of these communication
failures by developers seems to be the
intriguing complexity of the development
process. The resolution of the enormous
problems at hand always seems crucial,
And there simply never appears to be time



to pull together a description of,progress.
In fact, to the so- called development
purist such activities are viewed as
counterprOductive, public relations
forays. This is a particularly fascinating
dilemma for MISOE, since its fundamental
purpose is to develop an easy access,
interactive computer system which
involves complex technology and systems
for use by the educational manager, a
group typically not distinguished by its
track. record in :applications of develop-
ments by social scientists, or systems
analysts.

To 4complish the single goal of this'
publication, i.e., to communicate an
understanding of MISOE as a management
support process such that a judgment of
its usefulness can be made by the reader,
it is necessary to stipulate a small part of
the MISOE vocabulary, but this exposi-.
tion will be limited to the essential
minimum required to understand MISOE
structure. A maximum effort is being
made to kt3ep "MISOE-eze" to a
minimum, i.e., we are attempting to
communicate iii the common vernacular.

jrThe. purpose of this short chapter is to set
( forth a few definitions and distinctions
wifich are a olutely necessary td an
understandin and evaluation -of MISOE.

9

Conceptua,14 true. ture

A conceptual structure is nothing more
than a plan for 'describing and classifying
the parts of a whole and the relationships
among those parts. Typically, such
structures. art; a compromise between the
complexity whole and the need for
a-. definit'ble structure. Occupational
education is a complex whble, managed
by a wide range of individuals, from the
United States Congress to the local school
board, wtith state boards of education,
state administrators, teachers' unions,
advisory groups and others wedged in
between: These factors suggest the need
for a conceptual structure for occupa-
tional education which is both compre-
hensive and uncomplicated if it is to be
useful as a basis for an information system
designed to support management.

The four boxes in Figure 1 are offered
as a visual description of the conceptual
structure of occupational education upon
which MISOE is based.

The conceptual. structure presented -in
Figure 1 describes occupational education
as a four element whole, in which
students (input) experience a planned
rocess. The product of.. -occupational-

cation includes the number of

FIGURE 1

A CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE FOR OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

Inputs Process Product Impact

Description 7 Structural Number and Effect of
of Student / Achievement Product on
Characteristlics Organizational Level of Society and

Program Self Over Time
Completors

P
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completors, and 'the capabilities, of these
completor2/, which were fostered by the
intervention' eof the edncational process.
The impact element of the conceptual
structure is defined-by:

1. The impact of the. product of the
educational program on society over time;
and ;

2. The relationship between The educational
process experienced .by the student and his
subsequent life-style.

These stark descriptors are nor intended.- -
to dehumanize their objects, but rather tp.
provide clear distinctions among parts of a
totality. Regrettably, such labeling set.ins
to accomplish both objectives -Simul'
taneouslY;

Arbitraril'v, MI SOE's conceptL1
description of Occupational education
defines expenditureg as a part of the.
process element within the model, and
assigns so-called contextual elements to
input .,space. The contextual components
include the non-school world of the
student. MISOE assumes that students
are, in part; defined by theSe factors, and
that they -exert an interactive influence
during the student's tenure within an
sducatiOnal program. MISOE contents

---itsuif-With measuring the effect of these
influences upon the -student by its
comprehensive battery of measures that
describe the student at point of entry into
the program.

Dese riptive Information

The information types,of MISOE have
been classified by the input, process,
product and impact conceptual structure
(IPPI) and are briefly described at this
point.

Input Information describes the charac-
teristics of the student at entry point into
the program. This information is

developed from the, so-called 'input

battery and includes a description of
students' abRities, achievement, per-
sonality, value and his out-- of school-
environment ionic,, huffily, peer rela-
tions, etc.).

tforthation descri es corn-.
ponents 1 the planned edilcational
process/t liis information is wide ranging,
and *hides such program descriptors as
le th, characteristics of the staff, the
attire of the school organization, etc.

Process, variables can be thought of as a
basis for hypotheses formulation to
explain differences in product or impact:
All process variables result from it

management plan or policy, and process
information describes the results of these
plans as program elements, Expenditure
information describes process elements in
terms of dollars.

.PLodut Inforh)tation is constituted by
three separate parts:

1. Simply whether the student is a completor
or a non-completor;
A description-- of general educational
development, and

3. A detailed statement of the occupational
capabilities achieved by each completor
within specific programs.

OcCupational capabilities are described by
objectives which are called TERMOBS by
MISOE, that terminal objectives.
MISOE product information includes
comprehensive measure of general educa-
tional development to provide a basis to
estimate those, capabilities of completors
which are not directly related to specific
occupations, like reading ability or
knowledge of social studies. These
measures provide a basis for comparing
students who have sacrificed non-
occupational learning experiences to those
who have not specialized in a specific
program designed to develop competence
within named, occupations. TERMOBS
represent a major 'development effort of



the MISOE staff and will be 'described in
sonic detail later.in this'cliapter.

Iiiil),ict 1,11101-MatiM attempts to
describe -the ,experience of program
completors during post-program life. The
impact information includes a description
of both occupational and nono&upa-
tional behaviOr,- including measures of
productivity. career patterns, voting
Vehavior and community service.

naiytica/ Hormatiort

Analytical information describes rela-
tionships among the: IPPI elements. Their
fundamental purpose is to:provide a basis
for assuming causation- of one IPPI
element upon another, namely process oil
product and product on impact. Iii both
cases such information includes controls
for the human variability of students as
they interact with process and the
consequences of these differences in terms
of product and impact. The description of
the major analytical inforitation types of
MISOE assumes .controls_ for .individual
differentes.

Process .Prods -t informition describes
relationships bet veen sets of educational
process elements and 'the resulting
product,_ as described by the pioduct

-measures, i.e., number of completors,
general educational development or
TERMOBS: Proces.;, product information
seeks to describe systematic-relationships
between a level ot productivity and the
initiation and maintenance Of a certain
proC:ess mix, i.e., the interacting elements.
within an educatio 11- prograth. For
example, is-a fa'culty ith an average age
of 46, 'an average verbal IQ -of 104, an
'average of .5 years exptwience in the
specific occupation being offered before
entering teaching and am average of 12
years teaching experience more likely to
be associated with programs that produce

11

, more competent tradesmen and tech-
nicians than a facallty that is younger, on
the average, but with -less industrial
experience before entering teaching?

MISOE's process battery represents a
wide range of process elements, from
fairly static characteristics like faculty age
and program length to constructs like
staff planftilness, moonlighting and
inbreeding. In general, the process battery
includes major characteristics of educa-
tional programs necessary for planning,

staff .characteristics and program
..Iength, as well as -a variety of constructs

inch , are both within the reach of
management

of
and have a high

probability of' accounting for product and
impact differences.

Cost Effect/v(1 /*rim/am/ is a wayof
relating expenditures in . occupational'
education to product. It is a very
uncomplicated analytical information
type, but one which should be yf some
usefulness to management. In MISOE
there are a limited variety of prodlictrvity
descriptions:

1. Number of completors. Some programs are
more productii.re .than others in that they
produce mere- cornpletors at a fixed cost.

'2. Number: of TERMOBS achieved per
completor. S,ome occupational education
programs are more productive becaue
they pro LILA,. la re -students who have
achieved more TERMOBS, on the average,
than another program,.at a fixed cost:

.3. Quality scores averaged ovtrcompletors.
Some occupational education programs, are
more productive- because they produce
students who have achieved higher .scores
on TERMOBS than students from another
program, at a fiXedost.

4. Gene. Educational Development. Some'
progiams. are, more prbductive because
they produce students with higher scores
on measures of general educational
development than others, at fixed costs..

Cr I.
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Cost effectiveness information must
control tor input variabilit1,4-nd is always
framed to reflect a balance among
productivity alternatives. lir spite of these
controls, there seems to be a negative
attitude toward the appropriateness' of
such information for the management of a
human service like public occupational
education, as it seems to smack of an
"assembly line mentality." Nonetheless,
educational management must frequently
decide between process -mixes, and one of
the criteria frequently ,used is cost
effectiveness. For example, given a fixed
amount of capital, what is the optimum
mix of staff and materials to graduate
fifty. aritoinechanics from a secondary
program each year for the next ten years?
Cost effective information in MISOE is
designed to provide a clear ckeiription of
the relationships in occupational edUca-
tion,between cost and productivity.

Cost impact Information (cost benefit)
describes relationships between the 'cost
of occupational educational programs and
the resulting benefits to society or
specified individuals. It is an essential tool
for selecting alternatives at 'several levels:

1. Between public ) education and other,.

alternatives like health, iiational defense
and environmental control;
FOr determining the mix between
occupational and nohoccuparionAl educe*:
tion; and

3. For deciding among occupational educa-
tion programs; for example, should Society
increase the number of automechanics or
reduce the number of computer pro-
grammers.

Although the development of cost
benefit ,ratios ,involves the raise of
econometrics and an understaitding
of several econo is principles (none
very difficult), the management
implications of cot benefit ratios are
straightforward. Goals (benefits) are

specified and quantified in dollars, while
the costs of alternative ,programs to
achieve these goals are calculated; and
thus cost benefit ratios are formulated.
For example, if a goal of education is to-
produce completorS' who pay maxinium
taxes, a societal benefit, a cost benefit
analysis would rank order educational
program alternatives in terms of the
favorableness of their cost bene ratios,'
with benefits the summation o total
taxes paid over a prescribed num er of
years, and costs the total p c,

expenditure.. for the educational program.
The higher the evaluation of the ratio, the
better the investment, in terms of that
benefit; i.e. benefits over costs.

Cost Impact Information provides an
equivalent of a system of market
principals for investment, in social

agencies, and represents a crucial
information type of MISOE. As a.matter
of fact, cost impact information is

conceived. as the single most iniportant
information' type for the management of
occupational education at the state level,
as it is this information that provides the-
basis' of social investment in extra cost
occupational 'education programs. In fact,
so-called marginal thinking, extra costs to
extra benefits, forms the basis for
investment in public education as it
competes with other social agencies for
limited dollars to impact upon societal

"goals. A current criticism- of public
education is based on a .form of .cost_.
impact logic, and that is public education
is not, contributing Ao equalizing oppor-
tuniti-es in terms Hof economic benefits,
consistent with its promise, While other
-forms of intervention to accomplish this
goal ,of economic equality have been
suggested (Jencks, 1972) The economics
of MISOE are discusied in more detail in
Chapter 5.
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A//S()E Dtt-Systertis

MISOE has two major data systenTs:
The MISOE ,Census Data System (CDS)
and the MISOE Sample Data Systems
(SDS). The basic distinction between
the'se systems is that the Census Data
System includes basic descriptive in-
formation about (major components of all
occupational educational programs, while
the Sample Data Systems are detailed
description; of a limited number of
occupational education programs in a
prescribed number of schools. These
separate data systems are described in
some detail in the next two chapters, but
several basic distinctions of each system
will be set forth at this time, as a part of
this overview sketch of the major com-
ponents of MISOE.

CDS is comprised of that information
management requires of each occupa-
tional education program to meet its basic
'accountability responsibilities. This infor-
mation includes enrollments within
occupational education programs, by
grade, level (secondary, postsecondary,
adult), school type (comprehensive,
regiorial vocational-technical, etc.), by
geographic region, and by certain student
characteristics {sex, rate, handicapped,
etc.). In addition, CDS describes annual
expenditures by school, occupational
education progratn, as well as information
about staff characteristics and space
utilization by occupational education
program. CDS is considerably more
complex than it appears,since it provides
for integrated reporting of basic informa-
tion for occupational and nonocciipa-
tional education in a way that allqws for
comparisons by these gross data 'among
programs.

Another important feature of CDS is
the way in which it connects inforniation
together. gssentially. CDS is a cross-

)
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sectional data system, with the school or
program as a unit of analysis. Enormous
development pains have been taken such
that census information is maximumly
crossed. For example, the reporting forms
provide for crossing a description of
enrollments by grade and occupational
education program. Frequently, census
type information systems are designed
such that management is limited by
aggregation 'alternatives. It is not unlikely
to find statewide census informatiqn
systems from which management can
either discover total enrollments in
occupatiolial education over all grades, or
the total secondary enrollment by grade.
Such data systems cannot cross informa-
tion by occupational program and by
grade. MISOE CDS Was carefully designed
to avoid such limitations.

CDS also ' describes completors by
TERMOBS achieved within occupational
education programs. This is conceived as
an enormously useful management tool.
TERMOBS are discussed in some detail in
this chapter, and the description of
completors by TgRMOBS within occupa-.
tional'education progiams is described in
Cliapter,3.

SDS is divided into two subsystems,
described as SDS(1) and SDS(2). SDS(2)
includes only the secondary sector of
,occupational education, and is limited to
the nineteen high enrollment programs
(accounting for about t,:iglity per cent of
the .enrollment within Massachusetts at
the secondary level). SDS(1) includes a
number of additional occupational educa-
tion programs to those of SDS(2), as well
as students from the postsecondary and
adult levels. Also included in SDS(1) is a
sample of students at the secondary leyel
who are net enrolled in ,occupational
education. The purpose of including a
nonoecupational education cohort is to
provide a basis 'for comparison to the
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extra . cost occuptional .education pro--
.grams in terms of both- products and

itinpact.
SI)S(2, information includes a descrip-

tion of input, process, product.' and
impact, while SDS(1) is limited to di?
input .battery, the' impact battery,
minimum product data, i.e., completion/
noncompletion, a measure of general
educational development at the secondary

. and community college levels and
expenditure information. Put another
way, process information and TERMOB
test data are not included in SIDS (1).
Ess'entia11y, this means that process.
product and cost effectiveness analysis are
possible for SDS(2),' while cost impact
analysis is available For both SDS(2) and
SDS(1).

Chapter 6 describes how Census and
°Sample Data Systems are connected
together for interactive use by manage-
ment. An' important part of MISOE
development has been the creation of a
technical capability to connect all data
files together for interactive file browsing.
This is a result of a. complex system of
classifying and identifying data. There is
no attempt to swerve into, a technical
discussion at this point, but it somehow
seems reasonable to at least acknowledge

. the development effort of the MISOE
staff.

US( YE Codes

A' preliminary discussion of USOE
Codes (Vocational Education and Occupa -'
tionsy U.S. Government Printing Office,
1969) is necessary background to a
description of TERMOBS. USOE Codes
provide a numerical classification system
for occupational education programs.,
USOE Codes have two numbers to the left
of the decimal and up to eight numbers to
the right. The numbers to the left of the

decimal specif$, broad occupational areas,
for example, health occupations, office
occupations, trade, and industrial occupa- .

tions. As one moves to the right from the
decimal numb_ er, more occupational
specificity is obtained. For example,
14.000000 i's the USOE Code for all
office occupations,"14.0102 describes
Bookkeepers.

USOE Oodes provide occupational,
descriptors for occupational education
programs, and are a basis for describing
students enrolled in programs. Fre-
quently, students are enrolled.in:programs
which can be described by more than one
USOE Code, and completors often attain
a configuration of entry level occupa-
tional capabilities in more than one
occupational area, as described by USOE
Codes. Obviously, USOE Codes provide
an important identification component of
the MISOE information system.

TERMOBS. (describes below) are
.conceived as descriptors of occupational
capabilities, and MISOE provides a
mechanism such that completors of
occupational education programs can be
described, by the. configuration of
occupational capabilities achieved within
occupational areas as described by USOE
Codes. The reporting process is explained ,

in a little more detail M the following
chapter, but the important understanding
at this point is that MISOE provides a
structure for each loca'l' educational
agency (LEA) to describe its completors
in terms of the occupational capabilities
( TERMOBS) which represent the con-
figuration of entry 'level occupational
capabilities deemed apprOpriate by that
institution. Classification of occupational
educatitm completors on a'CDS- basis by
USOE Codes and TERMOBS provides a
basis for detailed analysis between
occupational skills attained and career
history. In addition, such information

15
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'Orquides,..#eltjA set of instructional goals
.etttiiiktion4t1 managers.
'Me final point needs to be made about

USOE Codes, before a brief description of
TERMOBS is 'presented, which is that
although they provide coded occupational
descriptors for instructional programs Of
occupational education, these occupa-
tional descriptors are often different than
specific job titles.Wsually a USOE Code
includes a variety of specific job titles, fOr
example the USOE Code 17.3601
describes Millwork and Cabinet Occupa-
tions, which can "include the follOwing
-specific job' titles: Cabinetmaker Fore-
man: Cabinetmaker; Refrigerator Cabinet-
maker; Cabinetmaker Apprentice; Mold-
ing Sander; Multiple-Drum Sander;

15
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components of the claSsical performance.
objective: 11w conditions or the equip-
ment, machinery and supplies that are
required for the execution of the
performance; the performance or a.
statement of what the completor is

expected to be able to di); and the exten
or the criteria against which the
performance is to be evaluated. It is

important to understand that TERMOBS
are limited to describing the occupational
competency of completors of USOE
coded' occupational' program's, and are not
to be confused with so- called' enabling
objt;crives which describe the results of a
learning task. Each USOE,coded----

.occupation is descril3edi43-yTitout sixty
separate TgRIVIOBS, which are sufficient

Stroke-Belt-Sander Operator, etc. j. specify the occupational capabilities of
Vocational 12Itication and Occupations 7 .F:ompletors. TERMOBS.,arOimited to the

(USGPO. 1969), provides a basis for psychomotor oriented outcomes of
crossing USOE Codes and job titles of the occupational education and, do not treat
Dictionary of (kcupationat Titles: MISOE affective goals at all.
provides a basis for describing a completor Figure 2 presents a typical TERMOB
of an occupational education program in describing the format of the TERMOB
terms of specific capabilities. within an and provides a basis for ,understanding
occupational area

or CodeS. Thi
esignated

information is 'basic
by a USOE their use in MISCUE. . .

Code or conditions, performance and
to relating occupational 'education to the extent of each TERMOB are flexibly

world of work by specific occupations, `organized, so that each school can

'while not constraining open systems for stipulate the particular combination of
occupational eicrtation. 'These distinc-
dons are important to users of MISOE,
particularly for program planning pur-
poses.

TERMOBS

conditions, performances and extents that
seem appropriate for their students. The
performances are coded so, that 2.01
always describes. a general statement of
performance and the resulting product or

+service. Specific procedures associated
with the general statement of per-

TERMOBS are performace objectives formance are coded, from 2.02 to 3.00
and are numbered seq entially to relate
each procedural step to corresponding
extent. Although the steps rocedures or
operations) are listed in the order in
which they are to b'e performed, it is
possible for the faculty of a local school
to alter the performance sequence by the

which are purposefully comprehensive,
that is to say they describe substantial
occupational capabilities. They have been
designed to .provide a description of the
performances' which describe occupational
competence within one or several
occupations. TERMOBS include the three

v
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FIGURE 2

A TYPICAL MISOE TERMOB

Program Electronics Division

,JSOE Code No(s)-

Unit

TERMOB No,

System/School ID

03 Circuit Testing ,

02 Amplifiers -

13-025

No. of Completors

1.00 CONDITION
( ) 1.01 Single-State Common Emitter Voltage Amplifier With Bias Stabilization
( ) 1.02 Schematic Diagram

c. . ( ) 1.03 List of formulas, Tables, Graphs, Etc.
) 1.04 Basic Electronics Took Kit (Appendix 1)

( ) 1.05 OscillOscope
( ) 1.06 VTVM
(' ) 1.07 VOM (Conventional /Digital)
( ) 1.08 -Ewer Supply
( ) 1.09 Signal Generators
( ) 1.10 Frequency Counter

100 PERFORMANCE
General Statement of Per rmance and Resulting Outcome1.°
( ) 2.01 Test a Single-Stage, Common Emitter Voltage Amplifier with .Bias Stabilization

to Determine Circuit Characteristics Employing the Following Operations:

( ) 2.02
( ) 2.03
( ) 2.04
( g ) 2.05
( ) 2.06
( ) 2.07
( ) 2:08

3.00 EXTENT

Select Proper Test Equipment
Check and Zero as Necessary All Test Equipment Used
Determine Voltage Gain
Determint Input/putput Impedance
Determine High/Low Frequency Cutoffs
Determine Power Gain
Determine Frequency Response Curve

General Statement of Extent and Extent of Resulting Outcome
( ) 3.01 Following Proper Procedures and Safety Precautions to Approval of a Board of

Expert Raters. To Be Completed Within Two Hours With Each Step Judged
As Satisfactory or Unsatisfactory

( ) 3.02 Of Sufficient Sensitivity and characteristics To Produce Significant alues
( ) 3.03 In Accordance With Manufacturer's Procedures
( ) 3.04 Theoretical Value ± 20%
( ) 3.05 Theoretical Value ± 2b%
( ) 3.06 Theoretical Value ± 20%
( ) 3.07 Theoretical Value ± 20%
( ) 3.08 Theoretical Value ± 20%



reporting process: Fdrther, the reporting
process of TERMOBS allows for LEAs to
specify additiaonal conditions or extents,
accept or reject TERMOBS altogether, or
specify TERMOBS not included in the
MISOE file.

In summary, TERMOBS represent a
process for reporting the occupational
capabilities of program completors which'
does not restrict the range of program
objectives, but is flexible and open,
without sacrificing specificity. In MISOF,:5
CDS, each occupational department in
each school describes enrollment by
TERMOBS, within USOE Codes. No
testing of students against locally ,opted
standards is included in the MISOE-CDS
design. In SDS, however, students are
tested against these criteria (criteria
referenced testing), and quality scores are
developed on a one to five 'scale, with a
score of less than two a failure. This
publication will not stipulate TERMOB
data in detail, .except to say that it
includes a form of item analysis which
rank orders TsERMOBS by their, level of
difficulty as determined by the compara-
tive performance of students. The MISOE
staff proddly feels tliat 4 TERMOBS
represent an important development, in
that they provide a basis for evaluating
occupational education programs in terms
of achievement, without forcing constant,
standards across programs.

The following are the occupational
areas for which TERMOBS haVe been
developed:

f. Distributive Occupations
2. Practical Nursing
3. Occupational Child Care
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4. Accounting and Computing
'5. Business and Data Processing
6. Filing, Office Machines and

General Office Clerical
7. Stenographic, Secretarial Occupations
8. Automotive Body and Fender
9. Automotive Mechanics

10. Drafting
11. Woodworking
12. Electrical
13. Electronics
14. Plumbing and Pipefitting
15. Graphic Arts
16. Machine Shop
17. Metalworking
18. Cosmetology
19. Quantity Foods

Each of the occupational areas
stipulated above 'represents a wide variety
of specific occupations.

Conclusion

The basic distinciions and definitions
stipulated in this chapter provide a
necessary and sufficient background for
an overall understanding of the structure
of MISOE information systems. How-
ever, in order' to use the indices and be
able to work through the example of
Chapter 8, it would be helpful to have
more inforrNtilo about tile Census and
Sample Data Systems,' the MISOE cost
systems, and at least some idea of how the

'data within the MISOE file system is

structured. It is suggested that the casual
reader at least skim . the next four
chapters, before studying Chapters 7 and
8 in detail.

'f+
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CHAPTER 3
MISOE CENSUS DATA SYSTEMS

4

Martin Breslow

a

The, purpose of this chapter is to
describe the important_ inforrmOon types
of the .1.11SOE census data systenls
(MISOE-CDS). MISOE-CDS is comprised
of information describing a few charac-
teristics of each institution offering
occupational education. The few char c-
teristics include the minimum intormatio
required fOr the state ide management
occupational educatic 1, e.g., enrollments,
expenditures, etc. TI s descriptive infor-
mation provides th basis for com-

.
municating the state scope of
.occupational education in terms of these,
fundamental, few characteristics.

MISOE-CDS has been carefully
designed to offer a census level
description of a fluid and dynamic process
'of public occupational education. It is not
unusual to find census data systems
Widely regarded as simple-minded classi-
fication schemes which are not capable of
describing, the complexities of practice.
MISOE-CDS was painfully deigned to

b

accommodate wid variations in re orting
occupational education practice terms
of these few characteristics. The structure
of MISOE-CDS is designed to encourage
variation, and not to penalize innovation
with an over-structured reporting system.
This is an important development, giVen a
desire to initiate and ,maintain an
information base for statewide planning in
occupational education which is based 6n
accurate information.

Occupational education is part of total
education, and a census data system
should allow comparisons between occu-
pational and .nonoccupational education
in terms of these few characteristics which
constitute the census data system.
MISOE-CDS has been designed such that
it is integrated with the existing data
system for total education, thus providing
4 single reporting package to local school
districts.

-4 Although MISOE-CDS was difficult to
develop, it is relatively uncomplicated to



describe anc'should provide no difficulty
to either the casual or careful reader. This
chapter briefly outlines the important
information types of M1S0E-CDS as

follows:
1. expenditures;
2. enrollments:
3. TERMOBS;
4. staft; and
5. in,trudional.area.

The process for developing expenditures
-9 -

by occupational education programs from
CDS iiiformaton. is described in Chapter
5. It is important to understand that the
MISOE census data system has been
purposefully dqigned to allow maximum
flexibility and interactive analysis.
Chapter 6 details the connections between
MISOE census and sample data systems
for interactive analysis, and both Chapters
5 and 6 indicate how -MISOE-CDS
expenditure information is used as a basis
for estimating costs in the sample data
systems.

A final introductory note to this
chapter is to restate (,Chapter 2) that
MISOE-CDS was developed to maximize a
cross - connection of data t7rrt-Nts reporting
forms. This is essential to provide range
for interactive analvsis with the MISOE
census ilata system. Frequontly, statewide
census in tormatibii systeths are little more
than 'a series of individual and
unconnected reports grown from a variety
of laws affecting public education. As a
result, such -mandated information"
census information systems are not
organized as a part of a total management
information system, . vital to statewide
planning for education, and are often
regarded as a burdensome administrative
chore, totally unrelated to the imaginative
function of educational management.

Expenditurc Data

-Cost 'intOrmation is a vital des.criptive
characteristic for the statewide manage-

2 4
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ment of occupational education. -Accord-
ingly, MISOE-CDS provides cost informa-
tion, at the LEA, the school and the
individual occupational education pro-
grlin level. MISOE-CDS cost ,data is not
limited to a total cost fig a program, but
is available by a wide variety . of
descriptors within the total cost function,
for example, staff, instructional materials, t
etc.

Cost data at the school level'allows the
comparison of t e per pupil expenditiges
for occupation 1 and nonoccupational
education level (secondary, post-
-secondary and adult) and "by school type
(self cOntained an comprehensive
school). The cost associated ,witlf the,,
-nonoccupational education program of
students enrolled in; occupational-educa-
tion is an available cost information type
within MISOE-CDS. Put another way, the
cost .of -educating-an occupational student
can be divided into academic and
0 ccupationite education components.
These comparisons are important since:
one alternative to spending money in
occupational education is spending money
on nonoccupational education. This
information is especially :significant for
the manageinent for self-cOntained occu-
pational, education schools.

Management also needs to know how
occupational education costs vary by
school.type. CDS school types include the
following distinctions:

1. Comprehensive Secondary Schools
Schools in which students are -enrolled in
both occupational and. nonoccupational
education.
Self-containedontained Secimdary Schools
Schools in which ali students are enrolled
in occupational education..

3. Academic Secondary Schools Schools in

which no students are :enrolled in -

occupational education.
4. Two-Year Colleges
5. Other Institutions



Secondary schools can be classified, as
regional and nonKegional, while, all schools
can be classified as public or private. Cost
data can be classified by USOE codes,
across schools and regions. Expenditures"
by federal, state and local governments
are also separately identifiable by
program, school and LEA. Singe dropouts
and transfer-outs increase the iierage cost
of program completors, CDS provides a
basis for estimating cost per completor
and cost per dropout for each program.

p, Considerable detail on the MISOE cost
analysis system is provided in Chapter 5.
Consequently, this discription of the
expenditure information in VDS is
abbreviatedirie

Enrollment Data

The statewige management function
for occupational education needs to know
the real enrollment of students in LEAs,
schools and individual occupational
education programs within schools.
Reporting enrollments at the LEA and
school levelis a relatively straightforward
matter. MISOE-CDS describes enrollments
by LEA-, by grade and sex for each school
and for occupational and nonoccupatiOnal
education. Individual school enrollments
in nonoccupational and occupational
education are available by grade, race and
sex. In addition, MISOE-CDS provides a
description of the number of completors
of occupational and nonoccupational
education by level (secondary, post-
secondary and adult), race and sex. Thus,
the statewide management function can
determine the proportion of completors
by level and type of education.

Describing enrollments for occupa-
tional, programs in a way that reflects real
life variation is a more complex matter
than merely describing enrollment above
the individual program level. In some
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programs student's are being prepared for
single occupations. In others, they may be

le,arning occupational skills for several,
occupations at the same time. In still
other instances, students may be receiving
training for several occupations in the
early phases of a program,Ibut specialize
in a specific occupation toward the end of
the program.

In order to be able to stipulate each of
.these variations, CDS _provides for
describing enrollments by USOE codes
within each. grade. Students in a program
who are in the same grade and who are
being prepared for an occupation
described by the same .USOE code or
codes are considered to be enrolled in the .

same "student group". The enrollment in .

each student group is available by racy
and sex, as well, as student type (dis
advantaged and handicapped).

At the end of the school year the
number of students in each group
are:

1. continuing or graduating;
2. repeating; or
3. transferring or dropping out are described.

Thus, CDS provides the state-level
management function with a complete
picture of the flow of students through
the occupational education process, and
at the same time provides a detailed
description of:enrollments within occupa-
ional education prograr,ns by USOE

codes.

Terminal Objectives

USOE codes describe broad occupa-
.tional areas. in order to provide more
useful information for the state-level
management function in stipulating the
specific occupations for which students
are being. prepared, CDS provides es .a
process for specifying the configuration of
TERMOBS (see Chapter 2) attained by
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eac h student group, within each occupa-
tional 'education pr ram, for each school.
Students in the "ml grade of an
occupational edu Lion program are
grouped together bArd on the TERMOBS
they have attained N. ithiir student groups,
previously described. lims, if students
within a sine sehoo 1.;Otre being prepared
for the sam group of occupations but
with diff sets of TERMOBS, then
more than .01 e group.. of completors exist
for reporting'purposes.

Each student group represents a unique
combination of USOE codes and
TERMOBS. These' student groups are a
data refinement of the student groups
previously described, which included only
a description of students by the broad
occupational areas for which they were
being prepared. This grouping is available
only for the final grade.

Enrollment is reported for each of
these final grade student groups by race,
sex and -student type. With this data,
MISOE -CDS provides the state-kvel
management function with the capability
of determining the specific occupations
for which studentS are 'being. prepared
within each program. Furthermore, the
state-level management function can
generate summary statistics describing the
frequency with which specific TERMOBS
are offered over programs; as well as a
description of the. numbers of students
prepared with unique TERMOB combina-
tions within occupational education pro-
grams, as described by USOE codes.

The MISOE Sample Data Systems will
proVide a ranking for TERMOBS based on
the performance of students over time.
Through this form of item , analysis,
TERMOBS can be classified as not
difficult, difficult, or very difficult.
TERMOBS in the Census Data System
will be referenced with ,this descriptor,
and thus programs can be compared in

el
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terms of tlie difficulty -level of TERMOBS
offered. Such info-rniation might be useful
as a, bash for explaining d#bpout rates, for
example:.

S tat,/ Ii &for »cation

The description of the number,s and
certain characteristics of faculty, and
administrators for occupational education
is useful to the state management
function. MISOE-CDS provides a descrip-
tion of the occupational Itucation faculty
in a way that they can g classified by
student groups, i.e., grade; USOE codes
and TERMOBS (for completors). The
faculty can also be cross-classified by city
or town, LEA or school, as well as by race
or sex. Administrators and nonoccupa-
tional faculty are classified by . city or
town, LEA and school.'Thus, the manager
can ea'sily determine the proportion of the
state-wide educational 'staff involved in
preparing students for occupational
education in general, for specific
occupations, by gr'ade within occupations,
or specified combinations of USOE codes.

In addition to providing the description
of the numbers of staff in a way that they
can be aggregated by a variety of
dimensions within occupational educa-:
tion, MISOE-CDS includes information
which describes the salary, degree status?'
and work experience of the faculty for -
occupational education. This information
is coded and connected such that it can be
summarized and/or compared across
grades and USOE codes within occupa-,
tional education. For example, manage-
ment at the state level can determine
(interactively) if the faculty differs
significantly by age, teaching experience ,
or salary across occupational education
programs.

2 ti
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n important educational resource. is
tt instructional area, i.e., the classroom,
the of .-the shor.within the particular
school. This rescualIce is relatively fixed
and high Cost, and it is particularly
important that it be used efficiently. It is
therefje desireable that the state-level
mana nent . function lave information
descr litig the way in which occupational
education instructional .areas are used
-t-h-r-ough n the sch-ool year-. Instruc-

.

'tionia ;;pace in occupational education
is also important for allocating certain
educational: costs to specific occupa-
tional education . programs., Thus, an
importand part of tie MISOE-CDS
information sys,lem is a description Of
the instructional areas used for occupa-
tional education.

MI S( information provides a
description of the amount Of space that is
actually in use bk. time of day and by
speci tic occupational education area
(USOE. code{s) ): This information
includes both floor space area and ,work
stations. Instructional space is also rated
in terms of its suitability as an instruc-
tional station 1-;r specific ,occupational
areas.

With this informaiion, the state-wide
management function can maintain a
running inventory of available .space for
e,Zpanding, occupational education pro-
grams. not only as a total, but for specific
occupations in specified geographic
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locations. For example, management can
determine (interactively) the ,number of
available learning stations for preparing',...
automechanics in cities, during (1) the
regular school year, and (2) during the
sniumer months. .

MISQE-CDS information is not com-
plex in terms of the variety of major
in for Mationt-Fpe sproi.tide -(e-x-Re ndit u r

enrollment, staffA,ad instructional area),
and therefore should prc:sent no difficulty
to the reader. The complexity of
MISOE-CDS is caused by the range of
observation units (every program) and the
resulting data " landslide, as well as the
necessity of. connecting and crossing di is
information Cm' interactive analysis.
Chapt r 7 describes the user indices i?f
MISO -CDS data files for interactive
analy

The next chapter describes MISOE
Sample Data Systems, which constitute
the major information bases for policy
formulation. However, the process of
policy development usually, involves a
need to know certain dimensions of the
state of the Teal ,:orld, and therefore
knowledge of the information com-
ponents of MISOE=CDS is important. The
advantage of crossing MISOE-CDS and
SDS files during interactive policy
formulation should be made obvious by.
the example presented in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 4

MISOE SAMPLMATA SYSTEMS

Le

_

a

Join A. Creager, ElizabethfWeinberger,
and William G. Conroy, Jr.

The sample.- data systems, of MISOE
provide management with, most of the
information necessary for policy develop-
ment in occupational- education. Informa-
tion of the simple data systems proV.M-es
the basis for assuming causation relation-
ships between process and 1 ,duct, as well
as describing the relationship between
differential levels , of achievement by
students and the resulting impact on both
society and the individual student. Since
it is necessary fir management to have a
reasonably firm understanding of the basis
for policy formulation as supported by
the, MISOE information systems, a fairly
thorough description of the sample data
systems will be pteseuted this chapter.

The text of this chapter assumes an
understanding of Chapter 2, andwill not
repeat any of the definitions and distinc-
tions ffered in that part of this publica-
tion. This cljapter is divided into four
parts, and they are:

1. A description of the satriplNand research
design of the MIS sample data systems,
including a specificat of the size of the
sample;

2. A comprehensive outline of the variables in
each of the IPPI components of MISOE, as
well as the rationale for their selection;

3. A brief statement aboUt the MISOE

security sategu:trcl system which is

designed to protect the privacy of subjects
n the sample data systems; and

1. amples of generated variables (Gen
Vars). an important part of understanding
the scope and power of MISOE sample
data systems.

The MISOE sample data systems are
not considered an exhaustive list of
potentially significant variables within the
IPPI elements. Nowhere is this more
evident than within the process com-
ponents However, it wal necessary to
att-aiti _closure, such that initiation of the
first cohort could be achieved. The sample
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data systems described below are thought
of by the MISOE staff as first. generatiol
MISOE, yv-1,01 the obvious expectation the
those who" follow this pioneering effor
Will improve upon the first generation
range: of variables. Nonetheless, the
MISOE sample data systems are offered as
a 'reasonable infbrmatiOn basis for policy
formulation in occupational education at
the state level. -

As managers explore the experience of
occupational education as described by

developed on a sample, rather than a
census basis. It is for this reason that
sample data systems have keen so named.

The sampling design for MISOE
sampling data systems (MISOE -SIBS) was
developed to attain a probability sample
for occupational education within a state
which is of sufficient size to permit
scientifically viable samples of students,
teachers and administrators within and
among occupational programs, as well as
for a comparison group of students who'

thesample-data-sys.tems from the perspec occur afinnaLeducation.
tive of current policy needs for future
programs, it is hoped that ne(v under-
standings will be launched which will
make demands for different,
in future MISOE generations. 'In . the
meantime; the IvIISOE sample data sys-
tems described within this chapter set
boundaries of alternatives for policy
development with MISOE. The sample
data systems constitute a major part of
the range of symbols which are available
for* computer assisted policy making in
occupational education.

Sample and Research Design
Sample Data Systems

of the

Q

Occupational education is not just a
production line for gadgets per unit of
time, but a complex process of human
development with wide ranging social
consequences. The sample data systems
are designed to provide a rich information
base necessary to understand the likely
consequences of policy alternatives for
complex \ human beings. To keep a system
of data coll9ction, storage, analysis and
retrieval manageable under logistic 'and
cost constraints, ehe informationdescrib-
ing the characteristics of occupational
education programs, the students served,
the capabilities achieved and the social

' impacts or the students over future. time is

Further; the sample has to be sufficiently
flexible to allow analysis to be targeted
upon specific levels, e.g., secondary, post-
secondary and adult, or for programs
within levels, for example, automechanics
or data processing.

A two-stage sampling design has been
adopted. At the first stage, schools are
taken as the primary' sampling unit and
are stratified disproportionately into
twelve strata. Each strata is defined by
type of sho ,, and community size, as
shown in Figure 1.

With \comprehensive schools defined as
schools which include students enrolled in
both occupational and, nouoccupational .

education and self contained secondary
schools including only students enrolled'
in 'occupational education, schools were
selected in each strata by recourse to a
published table of random numbers. A
varying sampling ratio from six to 100 per .

cent was used, depending upon the distri-
bution of schools in the population in
each strata: It was decided that each strata
should be large enough to allow represen-
tation of all the occupational education
programs at all levels. However, to accom-
plish this a collapse of strata was neces-
sary as shown in Figure 2 for small
enrollment, programs at the secondary
level and all adult and postsecondary level
occupational education programs.



Comprehensive Schools

Cities and Towns
(1) 75,000 or Greater

FIGURE 1
MISOE-SDS STRATA

Self Contained
Vocational-Technical Schools

(2) 75,000 or Greater

(3) Three Largest Cities
in Massachusetts

(4) Three Largest Cities
in Massachusetts

Cities and Towns Between
(5) 10,000 and 75,000

(6) Cities and TOwns Between
100 and 75,000

(7) Towns of Less Than
10,000

(8.) Towns of Less
10,000

(9) Regions (10) 'Regions

Cell 11
3 Community Colleges

Cell 12
3 County A icultural schools

FIGURE 2
STRATA COLLAPSE FOR SMALL ENROLLMENT PROGRAMS.

Comprehensive
Schools

_

'Self Contained
Vocational-Technical Schools

Cities and Towns of
75,000 or more '

.

Cities and ToWns of
less- than 75,000
including regiorp)
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.
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Before moving on ,to the second stage
of sampling, it is important twurlderstand
relationships between the occupational
education programs in the sample data
systems; the strata design of the sample
data systems, and: the inTdrination
ferences between the sample data systems,
-i.e., SDS(1) and SDS(2). These progfar4
are as follbws:

SDS(1) i4cludes occupational education
programs at the secondary level which have
small enrollinent; occupational education
programs at the postsecondary and adult
levels; and a nonoccupational educ;ition
cdiiiparison group at the secondary and
conimunity college levels. These prOgrams
are as follows: ,

I..

SECONDARY
'Agriculture Production
Ornamental Agriculture
Auto Body
Cosmetology
Commercial Art
Plumbing and Pipefitting
Care and Guidance of,Children
Con.sumeetioniemaking
Metalworking

POSTSECONDARY
Community College.Non-Conurtunity College

Associate Nurse Dental Assistant
Office Educ:31-Ii--1 Practical Nurse
Electronic Technology
Electrical Mechanical

Technology

ADM?'
Supple.mental Preparatory

Office Education Office Education
Fire and Safety Distributive Education

Technology Apprentice . .

Fireman Training Carpentry.
Police Science Plumbing and

Technology Pipefitting
Quantity Foods Metallurgy

2. SDS(2) l)ncludes only, occupational educa-,
tion programs at the secondary level and

all IPPI information types. These occupa;
tional programs are:

SDS(2) Programs
1. Distributive Education
2. Office Education Programs
S. Automotive Mecha4ics Programs
4. Millwork and Carpentry Programs
5. Electronics Programs
6. Electrical 'Programs
7. Dkafting Programs
8. Machine Shop Programs
9. Graphic ANIt. Programs

10. Quantityrpods Prpgrams

From an inait 'illation perspective,
SDS(1) occupational programs at the
secondary level do note include process
and TERMQB in:formation: No process
information is :gatlfered for ,the non-
'occupational education cornRarison
group. However, the input and impact
battery for these groups is exactly like
that of SDS(2), and expenditure informa-
tion and the 'estitr-i"-n of general educa:
tional development is included in the data,
file. Postsecondary, community
programs include the Same data types as

,secondary .SDS(1) programs, while stu-
dentS of postsecondary, non-community'
college programs and adult programs', are
.measured by a special input battery, and
there is no measure of general educational
development included. It should be noted
that some programs occur at different
levels, for example office. education and
quantity foods. In total, there are forty
schools in the MISOE sample data systems
in all strata, and all information for all
levels and programs is gathered within
,these schools. There are about 15,000
'students in all sample data systems, with
approximately 6,500 in SDS(2) and 8,500
in SDS(1).

The first stage sampling weights to be
applied to sample data in estimating pop-
ulation parameters are simply inverse
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sampling. ratios. These, however, vary by
program and level, because not all school's
in a stratum offer all programs at all
levels.

The second state of sampling is to be
accomplished within the' schools slilected
by the first stage. All administrators and
teachers associated with the SDS(1) and
SDS(2) programs in a sampled school are
expectedto- participate in MISOE. For the
Sampling of administrators and teachers,
the second stage weights are expected to
be very close to unity. Entry level Stu-
dents in each relevant program are

/*pled at varying ratios, With .weights
eqUal to the inverse of the sampling ratio.
The pattern of sampling ratios is con-
strained by the total amount of testing
that can be arranged at reasonable costs
for all schools and programs. It turns out
that 100 per cent sampling is possible for
students entering' a .program within a
school .up to an enrollment of about
thirty. students. Beyond that level, the
sampling ratios 'drop off accordingly. It
should be noted that most analysis will be
based on aggregates- across sampled
schools and then across strata so theit the
samples on which particular analyses are
based will be of sufficientlyAarge size to
ensure reasonable precision in aggregate
estimates of population characteristics.
However, with fixed logistic and cost
constraints, M1SOE has opted to trade off
some precision' in order to obtain its
richly varied information base.

The weightSactualli'applied to student
data cor computing aggregate estimates
artid for: conducting analyses relevant to
tile population will be the product of the
first stage and second stage weights. Given-
the probability sampling design, these

.weights produce statistically unbiased esti-
..

, mates of aggregate population character-
istiis. Such inferential statistics will, how-
es...ve'r!be subject to conSiderable amounts
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of sampling error. ,

-BeCause MISOE has decided upon two-
stage sampling with disproportionate
stratificatiOn, the typical formulae for the
standard errors of commonly used statis-
tics, e.g., the standard error of a mean. or

'percentage, are not applicable. The appro-
priate formulae al-c_ known for some
aggregate statistics, but require special and
costly computer software development to
make them available in a systematic way.
to the interactive user of the system. The
user will not be overly concerned by these
technical considerations, nor should he be
so distracted. Rather, lie may be expected
to /focus interest on substantive inter-
action with the data base to generate,
develop and test policy-oriented ques-
tions. Neverteless, MISOE plans, as a
part of its own administrative and quality
control responsibilities, to compute esti-
mates of precision in its aggregate statis-
tics 'for some extreme and typical cases.
MISOE recognizes its scientific responsi-
bility to report such information in the
appropriate technical journals.

, It should be noted that if higher preci-
sion is desired, it can only'be attained at
cohort replacement time and under either
or both of two conditions:

1. More fondS are available to permit testing
and 1..,wt.essing data for larger samples; or

2. Sufficient analysis has been accomplished
to indicate which factors now measured in
the data base are unpredictive of educa-
tional quality and impact or are redundant
and can be eliminated from the data base.

The sampling and weighting considera-
tions just described are subject to certain
adjustments lot' logistic problems that
inevitably arise in a, program of this
magnitude. Allowance has been made in
.MISOE development for detection and
treatment of such problems. Much more
important is the fact that additional
weighting factors are required for repli-

)
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cated impact measurement. This arises
because the students are no longer under
the jurisdiction of the school and must be
cpntacted by 'Mail. Because respoonse to
mail surveys is not a random process, the
additional weighting factors must do
double duty; adjust aggregate counts for
the amount of nonresponses, and correct
for the bias due to nonresponse. For-
tunately, MISOE will have extensive in-
put, process, and product information in
terms of which respondents and ndn-
respondents can he compared. Given this
information, weights can be developed
based either on actuarial tables defined by
such variables contrasting the two groups,
or on regression estimates of the prob-
ability of ret,pnse, given. the character-
itics of individual's in theobailout group.
The weights are function's' of reciprocals
of such estimated probabilities and are
applied to the records of the respondents.
For inter-element analysis, the impact
response weights can be multiplied by the
tWo-stage sampling weights to derive the
appropriate weight for representing the
original colon populations.

One of the features of the MISOE
sample data systems th t the informa-
tion retrieved by e manager will have
been weighted in such a manner that it is
applicable as estimates for the populations
of students and programs in which he is
interested, rather than only for the
samples. This is accomplished by a system
of posting`the appropriate weights to the
data files at data entry time.

The research design of the MISOE
sample, data systems is longitudinal. This
means that sample cohorts of students
entering the educational programs noted
in the previous section are followed over
time through the educational process, to
becoming an educational product, and
finally entering the social, economic and
cultural life of American society and
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making di-eir impact upon at society
over time. Thus, MISOE sample data
systems obtain extensive data on the
input characteristics of students-;as well as
on such measurable aspects of the educa-
tional process as teacher and adminis-
trator characteristics, physical environ-
ments and instructional strategies. Then,
MISOE measures the quality of the
product with a unique combiriation of
traditional and criterion-referenced
measurement techniques. Finally, MISOE
sample data systems obthin extensive data
at subsequent points in time (1 year, 5
years, 10 years after program completion)
describing on-the-job performance and the
many aspects of the former student's life)"
as a citizen. Such impact information also
describes the return to society of its
investment in the student.

The major advantage of a longitudinal
.research hdesign is the connectability of
the data over time for each student in the
sample c. ort, such that the complex and
real-life pro ess is mirrored by the data
system. Thus analysis is not confined to
within input, .roc ss, roduct, or impact,
but can also be cam- out across these
elements, to 'describe t le crucial relation-
ships required for poli y determination.

An important feature of a longitudinal
research design is that is allows analysis to
account for individual differences. For
example, students can be differentiated
by a variety of input characteristics, and
studied as they move through education
and into society. These grow ings can be
developed as a result of a differential
impact or achievement. For example,. a
manager might be interested in discov-
ering if the cost of training for students
who are of average intelligence but come
from homes supportive of education is
very different than students of average
intelligence from homes not supportive of
education.



The major 'disadvantage of a longitud-
inal design is the time required to obtain
complete data across all elements for a
sample cohort. This design requires
certain risks to be taken in regard to
continuing support conimitments. For-
innately, one does not have to wait until
all the Eta are in to perform relevant
analysis. Moreover, the apparent high
costs of a longitudinal design are offset by
the benefits of connectability as noted
above.

For instructive purposes, a brief com-
parison with a longitudinal research-design
to two other design alternatives is now
offered. These two research designs are
called cross-sectional and assessment.

In the cross-sectional design, the four
elements (input, process, product 'and
impact) would be separately measured,
each with a different sample cohort
having passed through the system at dif-
ferent times. Not only is there no real
connectability across elements, but one
must make some dubious assumptions to
the effect that there are no temporal
changes pi the culture that might effect
different cohorts educated at different
times, that one cohort is eq,uivalent to'
another in input characteristists, and that
all cohorts have experienced the same
educational process. Also, if all four ele-
ments were measured on different cohorts
at the same time, it would be very costly
and very difficult (logistically) to obtain
the rich variety of information on any of
the four elements that is possible under a
longitudinal design. Moreover, it should
be recalled that some large and expensive
studies have been severely criticized for
trying to ,make causal inferences from a
cross-sectional data base.'
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The assessment design is primarily-con
cerned with ascertaining what progress
students have made toward the attain-
ment of selected educational objectives.
Thus, "census-like" data tre obtained on
samples of such groups, usually focused
on what 'MISOE calls product data.
Assessment is typically, not designed to
evaluate the effectiveness of the educa-
tional process, but usually, seeks to esti-

mate educational attainments of groups of
people. Therefore, in MISOE terminology,
it gathers and
with only a few demogtatihic character-
istics .(like age and grade level) to define a
few subgroups of interest. Its data are not
connectable.

Like MISOE product data, assessment
tends to-use criterion-referenced measure-
ment of defined educational objectives.
As diagnostically useful as they are, assess-
ment data are highly restricted in their
ability to aid management in policy and
decision making purposes. The longi-
tudinal design includ the positive values
of both cross-iectioYal and assessment
designs, bin provides a basis for differ-
ential analysis, using the individual stu-
dent as a unit of analysis. A longitudinal
research design reflects stages ofgrowth
for individual and complex human beings
through life as a student and on into
citizenship. Non-longittidinal wsearch
designs are severely. limiting for interactive
analysis and make it virtually impossible
to- do any analysis 'across elements. The
policy-making example of Chapter 8
should make clear the advantages of a
longitudinal research design in supporting
an interactive information system

_designecOrto support policy formulation.
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Sele-C II ctitti

Considerable detail is provided in describing .the selection process of the input and
. Process batteries, as a way of indicating the care with which MISOE has been
constructed. Less attention is paid to product .variables, as they have already been
described. Impact is measured' by tw9 instruments, and therefore does not require the
same breadth of coverage as input and process. A reader is advised to Skim this section
of the publication until after he has had an opportunity to become involved in the
simulated, policy-making experience of Chapter 8, unless he has a particular interest in
the scope of the MISOE sample data systems. This chapter does provide a statement of
the range of information available to interactively support policy formulation and is
therefore a useful reference., .

Input Batteries Because of the wide range of ages included in the MISOE-SDS(1)
the adult-educatic 1.6044-441C1

content um secondary and postsecondary community college ;level, programs, two
MISOE nput batteries were assembled, MISOE Input Battery I is to be administered
to SD 1) and SDS(2) students at the secondary and postsecondary community
college vel. Input Battery II is to be administered to SDS(1) students at the adult
and postsecondary, noncommunity college level. The individual -instruments that
comprise the batteries are described in a later -section. .

.

Several complex factors were involved in the selection of any given commercial
instrument for inclusion in -either of the MISOE test batteries. One of the major
concerns was that each' battery include a comprehensive sample of those measurable

iident characteristics or behaviors which, on the basis of prior research findings. or
our current hypotheses, appeared most likely to be related to product and/or impact
data. Thus, each instrument included in either of the MISOE input test batteries was
evaluated in terms of its likely value as a predictor of student outcome. or behavior.

A second related consideration involved in the selection of input instruments was
that each of the input batteries include a comprehensive measure of diverse student
behaviors and characteristics. Thus, it was decided, that each of the input batteries

'should 'include cognitiv and noncognitive measures, verbal and nonverbal measures,
imeasures of abilty', ac iievement, personality, values and attitudes, background.

information, including actors such as socio-economic status, educational. and
', occupational aspirations, relationship with family and peers, etc. .

A third consideration for every instrument included in the MISOE input test.
batteries %vas the psychometric .properties of the instrument, particularly reliability
and validity. Only those instruments which we adjudged to be psychometrically
sound on the basis of "information provided in the test manuals and the independent.
reviewers in 0. K. Buros' Mental Measurement Yearbooks were included in the
batteries.

A fourth consideration was whether a given instrumett conforMed to the specific
needs of the MISOE research paradigm. For example, we had originally intended to
include one of the commercially available interest inventories in one or both of our
input batteries. One of our requirements for an interest inventory, in addition to the
previously stated considerations; was that it be equally directed toward the interests

. of occupational education and nonoccupational .education students. After
.
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caTefully reviewing eacii of the wellknown commercially-availabfe-invemories-drat
met all of our other requirements, it was decided that none of them conformed to this
specific need. We instead constructed out own Occupational Aspirations 1nventOry
and included it as an item,: in our Pupil Inventories. (The Pupil Inventories will be
discussed in detail at-ii later point in this chapter.),The Pupil Inventories ,thernselves,.

were constructed in-house because of ouileecific requirements. The rationale for our
selection of the instruments or commerAally available parts of these instruments
included in Input Batteries I and II, respectively, is detailed in the following section
of this chapter.

A fifth consideration, in addition to chose already mentioned, involved the amount
of time required to administer a given instrument. In order to keep total battery
administration rime to a minimum, all other things being equal,' the least
time-consuming instrument was chosen. Testing time for Input Battery I is five,

on44ral-f-se-trool-e6. while testing time fut Input Battery II is fisietuaurS._
The rationale behind selection of commercial instruments included in Input

Battery I is as follows:
I. The Cognitive Measures

As previously mentioned, MISOE is concerned with obtaining a w e range of
cognitive measures in Input Battery I.
A. The Iowa Tests of Educational Development (ITED)

One of our major requirements for an achievement battery was that it
could be used as a measurement of general educational development in a
pretest, posttest type design. The measure of general educational develop-
ment is to be administered as part of Input Battery I to SDS(1) and SDS(2)
students at the very beginning of their enrollment in an occupational or
nonoccupational education program, These same students are to be retested
on this same measure of general educational development at the end of their
respective 'programs. Comparisons can then be made between the change
scores of.various student groups, for example, occupational vs. nonoccupa-
tional education students, on the measure of general educational develop-
ment. One of our major considerations in selection for a G.E.D. measure was
that the change score on this measure reflect primlrily cuilieuluni effects
given similar student types. However, since the instrument used to assess
general educational development is to he administered on a statewide basis, it
was essential that the instrument which was selected cover a wider range of
knowledge than that which would be likely to be encompassed by any given

curriculum. After reviewing each of the major comniercially available
achievement batteries, we narrowed the field down to the two instruments
which appeared to best meet the majority of our requirements. These were:

1. The Stanford Achievement Tests High School Battery, and
2. The Iowa Tests of Educational Development, High School Battery
On the basis of the fact that the Iowa had been used extensively for many

years, whereas, the Stanford battery was relatively new, and because Fite
Stanford Achievement Tests are keyed to grade norms, we decided to select
the Iowa Tests of Educational Development as our achievement battery.

In addition, the ITED yields a composite score derived from the Reading
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Mta I-, d 1 tgua-L6 Arts- Total an d a a ilia iC SCCM s which was suspectedfu
correlate highly with a traditional IQ measure. MISOE wanted to include an
IQ .measure in Input Battery .1 as it Was felt that the IQ score offers a
powerful predictive tool. The MISOE staff is aware of the many legitimate
criticisms of the IQ when used as a sole measure of aptitude; however, it was
felt that these criticisms were not as applicable to a test battery which also
used the Ct lture Fair Intelligence Test as a measure of general ability. .

B. The Differ ntial Aptitude Jest (DAT)
Our pri iarv- criteria for multi-aptitude battery was that th aptitudes

measured no[ be highly correlated with measures yielded by the Iowa Tests of

that it prov de measures of aptitudes which were most likely to be related to
\kEducations Development (i.e., that it contribute a unique valid variance) and

product or impact data (i.e., its predictive Valut.) We narrowed our
4.1.1iva...1.otha -0,k41.-14-44-44-me-nts-w14-k-4-4Tpe-ared -t-o-best meet our criteria, t.heste
being: 1) The General Aptitude test Battery (GATB), and 2) The Differential
Aptitude Tests (DAT'). A careful study of these instruments revealed that the
I)AT would be preferable to the GATB in terms of the unique valia.variance
p rovided if used in conjunction with the ITED.. Based upon this finding, as
well as a hunch that the I)AT would be more appropriate for administration
to the diverse MISOE sample, if was selected as the multi-aptitude battery
instrument. .

.

After examining the DAT, it was decided to include only selected scalesin
Input Battery I for two reasons,: Firstly, some. oft%ei aptitudes measured by
the DAT appeared to be very similar to scales inclu ed in the ITED. Indeed,
the combined Verbal Reasoning and Numerical Ability score of the DAT was
found to correlate highly (.80's) with the composite score of Form X-35 of
the ITED. Secondly, in order to keep total test administration time to a
minimum, while still including a wide range of measures, it was necessary to
be very selective.

Thus, the first two scales of the DAT which were eliminated were Verbal
Reasoning and Numerical Ability. The DAT Language tjsage Scales were also
\eliminated from Input Battery I because of their similarity to related ITED

c afes. It was also decided that the Abstract Reasoning Scale need not be
i eluded because it would not add much unique valid variance above. that
provided by the I)AT Space Relations score (r=.63) and the klturc Fair IQ
score. wr

It (should be noted that we decided to truncate the DAT rather than the
ITE4131

can
several reasotA.1 Firstly, tile DAT is constructed so that separate

scales can be fairly easily administered: this it not true of,the single booklet
ITED.'Secondly, MISOE uses the ITED" in a pretest posttest'' design and this
argued for keeping the instruments intact in order `Co obtain the maximum
number of change scores.

C. The Culture Fair Intelligence Test Scale-2 . ,

The decision to include the Culture Fair Intelligence Test in the input
batteries was based on several factors. Firstly, since,. the input batteries-were
to be administered to a statewide sample of Massachusetts students of varied

rr ' -
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cultural and socioeconomic background, it was felt that an ability measure
which is relatively unsubject to cultural and socioeconomic biases as is
claimed in the Culture Fair Manual could be a valuable addition to the
battery. Secondly, it was felt that a Culture Fair (i.e., language free)' test
might be a better predictor of the loutcome behaviors of t1N less verbally
oriented students than ability or achievement measures which- are highly
dependent upon command of the-English language. Inasmuch as the primary
focus of the MISOE sample is the occupational education student, and since

it can be hypothesized that many . of the students who choose the
occupational education curriculum are less verbally oriented, than students
who choose the traditional academic curriculum, it was felt that a
nonlanguage ability test might be a more effective predictive tool for this
sample of students.

After we -had made the decision to includethe ---CultureFair it- was

n cessary to. decide which of the two higher level scales to use and for whom.
According to the manual, Scale 2.is designed, foT- children 8-14 years old and
for unsettled (non-college) adults. Scale 3 is designed to discriminate among
higher ranges of intelligence from high school age through adulthood. to
order to maximize analysis flexibility qnd because of ithe;logistics of the
.testing process it was preferred to use one scale for students at all levels in our
sample. After carefully examining Scale 3 the staff decided that it would
probably prove to be too difficult for the majority of ourjample; Scale 2, on
the other hand, seemed to present the appropriate level of difficulty for the
majority of our sample, but ran the risk of "topping out" with the four-year
col e bound'students and/or the community college student, for whom we

er less apprehensive than the bright four-year college bound students
because we did not expect that the community college students would be
significantly different tlian the majority of the secondary. level students.
Consequently, Scale 2 was administered to several members of the MISOE
staff who obtained. high, but not perfect scores. It was decided to use Scale 2

for all students in the sample.
II. The Noncognitive Measures

The noticognitive measures included in Input Battery I and the rationale
behind their selection are as follows:
A. The Junior - Senior High School Personality Questionnaire'

In the area of personality measurement the choices w.ere narrowed to the

, three folloWilig instruments which appeared most .consistent with MISOE
requirements: 1) The California Personality Inventory (CPI). 2) The 16
Personality ,Factor. Test (16PF); 3) The High School *Personality Question-
naire, (HSPQ), essentially a high; school level form of the 16 PF. The CPI was
highly .praised by reviewers in Buros (1965) for the empirical method by
which it was developed. The 16 PF and HSPQ did not appear tO be as
psychometrically' sound as the.CPI, but offered other advantages. Firstly, it
was felt that the language used in the-CPI-might be too sophisticated for some

of the students in our sample.- Secondly, the CPI would contribute least in
teams of unique' valid variance to the battery. Therefore, it was decided to
eliminate the CPI from consideration.
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One again, because (ff the -logistics of the testing situation and the desire
to t'maximize analysis flexibility, it Was hoped MISOE could use only one
personality measure for students at all levels in our .sample. It was felt that 4

some of the language in 10 PF might be a problem for certain students. The ..
language employed in the HSPQ did not present this ,problem. After careful
examination of the HSPQ questions it was decided that they would be
appropriate for students at all levels and therefore it was decided'. to use the
HSPQ as personality measure.

B. The-Survey of Personal Values and the Survey of Interpersonal Values
The decision to include the two Values Surveys-in the input battery was

based primarily upon a judgement that the values purportedly measured by
these Surveys (e.g., leadership, goal Orientatioupractical mindedness) might
prove to be of significant value. The criteriolv-validity data provided in the
survey manuals -also presented interesting research possibilities. The Values
Surveys also met all of our other criteria.

C. The Survey of Study Habits and. Attitudes (SSHA)
The SSHA purportedly measures study habits, motivation for studying and

certain attitudes toWarcisyscholastic activities which are ifriportant in the
classroom. The decision to include this instrument in Input Battery I was
based upon the assumption that the attitudes measured might. prove to be
significantly related to.scholastic achievement and that this instrument might
therefore contribute to the predictive value 'of the battery.

The SSHA is available in two forms, a high school form and a college form.
After reviewing both forms it was decided that the high school form could be
used for students at all levels in oucsample, whereas the college form
contained language that might be too sophisticated for some students. We
therefOre decided to use the high school form.

III. Inhouse InstrumentsQgYeloped for Input Battery I
As previously mentioned, MISOE developed its own instruments in those

instances in which commercialry or otherwise available instruments did not meet
staff specifications.staff
A. The Cover Sheet

The necessity for the Cover Sheet which identifies name, address and
birthdate was created by the decision to employ a security link system for
MISOE data. The main purpose of the Cover Sheet is to enable the link
agency to assign a permanent identification (PID) number to a given person's
data*

B. The Student Master Identification Form (SMIF)
The Student Master Identification- Form contains information about those

basic and personal student characteristics which could be used to classify
students for research purposes. This form is p.Iso used to -identify the unique
program in which a given student is enrolled, and, for occupational education
students, the student's grade and USOE code configuratiOn.

*See Security Safeguard System later on in this chapter.
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C. The Orassachusetts Pupil. Inventory
Early on in the developmental stage of the input batteries it had been

decided than an attempt would be made to assess those contextual variables
variables describing those experiences or conditions in a student's life

whidi are exterior to the current school experience) that appeared most
likely to be related to pupil outcome beh''aviors. Some of the contextual
variables sought were: peer group influence; relationship with parents;
socioeconomic and educational background data, etc. In addition, it was
hoped that the pupil inventory could ccintain the following additional
information that was not obtainable from our other instruments; educational
aspirations of pupils, peers and parents; pupil ttcrupational aspirarions and
pupil self concept.

None of the previously available pupil inventories that were examined
conibined all of the niftomation that We sought: We therefore -decided- to
construct our own pupil 'tiventory using questions from previously available
qut'sdonnair'es, as well as iten s developed inhouse.

Items from previously available questionnaries were used whenever possible
because it was felt that this would increase the reliability of our instrument
and reduce the necessity for conducting large-scale reliability studies. The
pupil inventory was field tested in yarivus stages of development on
approximately 500 secondary level students of varying levels of ability. Some
of these studepts were given the inventory in very small groups and interacted
with the developer on these questions which_ presented problems. The other
students were told to comment in the margins whenever they had a problem
with a question. All of the questionnaries were carefully examined; the final'
copy reflects all necessary changes in content, structure or language of the
questions as revealed by the field- testing process.

The Rationale Behind Selection of Commercial Instruments includjd ih Input
Battery II is described below:

t. The Cognitive Measures
A.. The Culture Fair Intelligence Test

The same rationale for selecting this test for Input Battery I applies to its
. inclusion in Input Battery II.

B. The Differential Aptitude Tests (Form L)
Two additional scales of the DAT in addition to those inclAed in iiiput

Battery I were added to Input Battery II. These are: 1) Verbal Reasoning, and
2) Numerical Ability. T,Ijose scales were added to Input Battery II for the
following reasons: Firstly, the absence of the [TED in Input Battery II

'necessitated the addition to Input Battery I of measures of the very basic
verbal and numerical skills obtained in Input Battery I from the ITEQ.
Secondly, the combined verbal reasoning plus numerical ability scores yielded
by the DAT provides a measure of general scholastic aptitude or intelligence.

' Ipput Battery Ii, is basically a truncated version of Input Battery I. Therefore, the rationale for the

selection of most of the instruments included in Input Battery II has already been discussed in the

previous section:

ti
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It was felt that this score, like the comp6site score yielded by the ITED might
be a powerful predictor of student outcome behaviors.

II. The Noncognitive Measures
Because the total testing tine allotted to Input Battery II is much less than

that allotted to Input .Battery I, it was decided that the num-her of noncognitive,
measures included in Input Battery II be quite limited. It was decided that the
two Values Surveys included in Input Battery I should represent the noncognitive
measures in the second Input Battery for two reasons. Firstly, these two
instruments appeared to be the most appropriate noncognitive measures available
in Input Battery I for the adults in our sample. (Whenever possible we wanted to
use the same instruments in both batteries to maximize analysis flexibility).
Secondly, it was felt that the variables measured by these Value Surveys had the
greatest potential predictive value in terms of student outcome behaviors. The
rationale behind their inclusion in Input Battery I also applies to their inclusion
in kaput Battery II.

III. Inhouse Instruments Developed for Input Battery I'
The Cover Sheet, Student Master Identificalion Form and an adult level

version of the pupil inventory (The Massachusetts. Adult Level Pupil Inventory)
were included in Input Battery IL for the same reasons that they were includeA in
Input Battery I. It should be noted that the MALPI was field tested in the same
manner as the MPI, with a sample of approximately 100 adult level students.

:1 Look at the lizstritments

This section Will detail the scores or variables generated by each of the instruments
included in each of the Input Batteries. The sagioMetric properties of the
commezcially available instruments will not be scussed as this information is readily
available from the test manuals as well as other ndependent sources. It should be noted
at this point that the decision was tnade incl de only raw scores in the input section
of the MISOE data entry system.

Input Battery I
A. "flu' Iowa Tests"of Educational Development, orm -5.

The 13 }TED scores to be entered in the in .ection of the MISOE 'data
system for all students, except adults and noncommunay college, post-
secondaly students are:

1. Reading Comprehension Score
2. Vocabulary Score
3. Reading Total Score (derived from scores 1 and 2)
4. Language Usage Score
5. Spelling Score.
6. Language Arts Total Score (derived from scores 4 and 5)
7. Mathematics Score
8. Composite Score (derived from scores 3, 6 and 7)
9. Social Studies Background Score

1-0. Social Studies Total Score (derives from scores 1 and 9)
11. Science Background Score

i.
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12. ,Science Total Score (derived from scores 1 and 11)
13. Use of Sources Score

B. The Differential AptitMle Tests, Form L
The 3 I)AT scores included in InpuleBattery I are:

1. Mechanical Reasoning Score
2. Spatial Relations Score
3. Clerical Speed'and Accuracy

-C. The Culture Fair Intelligence Test, Scale 2, Form .4
The 5 scores yielded by this test are:

1. Series Score
2. Classification Score
3. Matrices Score
4. Conditions (Topology) Score
5. Total Score (to be converted into IQ score)

D. 14.4E Junior.-Senior High School Personality Questionnaire, Form .4
The popular terms for the 14 primary scores to be included in the input data
system for Input Battery I students are:

1. Factor A Score (Reserved vs. Warmhearted)
o Factor B Score (Dull vs. Bright)

actor C Score (Affected by feelings vs. Emotionally stable)
4. Factor D Score (Undemonstrative vs. Excitable)
5. Factor E Score (Obedient vs. Assertive)
6. Factor F Score (Sober vs. Enthusiastic)
7. Factor G.Score (Disregards rules vs. Conscientious)
8. Factor H Score (Shy vs. Adventurous)
9. Factor I Score (Tough-minded-vs. Tender-minded)

10. Factor J Score (Zestful vs. circumspect Individualism)
11. Factor 0 Score (Self-assured vs. Apprehensive)
12. Factor Q2 Score (Socially group dependent vs. Self sufficient)
13. Factoi Q3 Scbre (Uncontr011ed vs..Controlled)
14. Factor Q4 Score (Relaxed /vs. Tense)"

E, The Survey of Interpersonal Values
The 6 values ;cord' yielded by this instrument and their defi.nitions as offered
in the manual are:

1. Value for Support Score: Being treated with understanding, receiving
encouragement from other people, being treated with kindness and
consideration.

2.. Value for catifb,rmity Score: Doing what is socially cOrrect, following
regUlations closely, doing what is accepted and proper, being a con -
forrnist. /

3. Value for Recognition Scott: Being 'looked -up to and admired, being
considered important, attracting favorable notice; achieving recognition.

4. Value for Independence Score: Having the right to do whatever one wants
to do, being free to make one's own decisions, being able to do things in
one's own way.

4r
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5. Value for Benevo/ene Score': Doing things for other people, sharing-with
others, helping the unfortunate, being' generous.

6. Value for Leadership Score: Being in charge of other people, having
authority over others, being in a position of leadership or power.

F. 'ate Survey of Personal
The 6 values scores a

1. Practical Minde less
2. Achievement -
3. Variety
4. Decisiveness
5. 'Orderline'ss
6. Goal Orientation

G: The Survey of Study Habits and AttItudes,Form H
The 7 scores yielded b...411is instrument are:

L Delay Avoidance Score
2. Work Methods Score

Study Habits Score
Teacher Approval, Score

5. Educational Acceptance Score
6. Study Attitude'S Score
7. Study Orientation Score

H. 11re Alassachusetts Pupil Inventory (A1P1)
Below are listed suggested Generated Variables measured by the MPI the
corresponding MPI items. Next to each item.is listed the variable name.
merely a suggested list, and more information on item combining is discu sed in
the final section of this chapter.

Suggested Generated Variables frbm the 11111 AWL Items
1. General Student Background Information 1,2,3,6
2. Student Educational Background Information 11,12,13,14,15,16
3. Financial Status of Student 4,5
4. Foreign Language in Home 6,30
5. Educational Aspirations of Student, Mother, Father, peers. 17,41,62,63
6. Independence of Student 4,19
7. Socioeconomic Background 20-29
8., Educational Example of Older Siblings, Parents 33,35,51
9. Peer prop', Factors 36,37,38,39

10. Self;concept 40
42743;411. Soda' ALtivitics

12. Family Financial Matters 53,54
13. Relationship with each Parent 55,5607,58,5.9,60,61
14. Parental Interest in School Work 64,65:
15. Control of Envircinment 67,68,75

Since Input Battery II is a truncation of Input Battery 1, it is unnecessary to include a
list of the subscores. It should be noted that there are two subscales of the DAT added,
Verbal Reasoning and Numerical Ability. The MALPI does contain some differences
from the MPI, but essentially the two instruments obtain the same information.
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a.

Process Process information is to be collected in ten high enrollment Occupational
d-education programs an .to include only yariablest'hat are common across all programs.

It was felt that this design offered the- advantage of enabling-comparisons of the effects.
of a given process variable in different. programs, and thus contributes. to analysis
flexibility.. Future generations of MISOE development can deal with specifying process
variables within particular programs.

One additional co-nstraira-upon the choice of process mix variables was the fact that
the MISOE research design specified product data was to be collected only once at the
end of a given cohort's program. Since chine of MISOE's stated objectives was to be able
to establish the ability of a given pros ss variable or of the individual variables which
constitute a process mix to predict achievement as measured by product data, it
followed that the process variables which we.. chose to investigate should be those
variables which could be examined on a time series basis over Aire length of a given
cohort% program, or those process variables that remain relativel'y' stable over
time. Therefore, we eliminated from consideration all process variables which
were unique to a given time period within a cohort's program ,(e' ,g., the
extent of teacher-pupil interaction in -a given class), and concentrated instead
of those variables which could be repeatedly measured over the length of the program
(e.g., "n; teacher age): t .

The process variables which were finally selected fell. into one of folldwing
categories: non-construct-type process variables and construct-type processvariables: The
non-construct-type process variables were defined as 'those unidimensional process
variables which are relatively easily measured or assessed (e.g., -teacher age, number of
years and type of previous .work experience, etc.) The -construct-type process variables
Were defined as those multidimensional conceptual process variables -which because of
their complexity are relatively difficult to quantify or asses teacher morale). It was
our belief that these complex, multidimensional construct -type process variables offered
the most promise in terms of their ability to predict. the criterion measure.

A Review of the three ,MISOE Process Batteries Three process batteries were
developed for. the purpose of collecting process information. These batteries are: The
Teacher Process Battery, The Administrator Process Battery and The Student P ess
Battery. Each battery consists of a grouping of self-report questionnaries or inv
Other types of measures had been' considered for the collection of process dat but ha
ultimately been rejected for first generation MISOE.

A. The Teacher Process Battery
1. The Massachusetts Occupational Education- eacher Survey (MOETS)

The MOETS represents a combined version of two earlier instruments
developed-by -MISOE Staff: The Massachusetts Teacher Inventory and the
OcCupational Education. Survey. The major process variables included in the
MOETS are:
a) Teacher Background: This category of process variables includes informa-

tion concerning educational attainment, previous work experience, degree
Of inbreeding (a construct type, variable which assesses the extent \to which
a given teacher is a product of the locality in which he/she teaches.)

b) Otgrent Professional and Extraprofessional Work Activities: Included in
thi group of variables is information concerning teacher load (i.e., amount
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and type of current teaching activities) and extent of Moonlighting
activities (i.e., .amount of time spent working on other jobs concurrently
with teaching).

c) Teacher Activities Directed Towards Keeping Abreast of Recent Develop-
ments'in His/Her Occupational Area Specialty Subject: This construct -type
process variable attempts to assess the extent to which and the means by
which occupational education teachers keep up with the recent knowledge
and practices that develop in their trade area. The hypothesis is that the
extent to which occupational education teachers keep up with their trade
will be' significantly related to pupil achievement (i.e.; teachers who keep
up with their trade will be significantly more effective as measured by pupil,
performance 'impact objectives). A committee of occupational education
teachers were consulted in order to determine the range of activities in
which teachers engage in order to keep up with new developments in their
trade areas. The questions were developed using this information.

2. The Teacher Program Questionnaire (TPQ)
The TPQ is a semantic differential attitude scale developed by Dr. Ralph C.

Wenrich of the School of Education at the University of Michigan. Originally,
the scale was used to assess attitudes toward Occupational education. We. 'are
using the scale to assess, in this cafe, the positiveness of a given teacher's
attitude toward the particular occupational education program that is his/her
teaching specialty area, as measured by a single score representing an average of
his/her response to each of the twenty scaled items.

3. The, Image of Vocational Education Questionnaire (WE)
The IVE is a Likert scale attitude questionnaire, also developed by Dr.

Wenrich, to assess an individual's attitude toward vocational education. We will
use a single average score to represent the positiveness of a given teacher's'
attitude toward occupational education -in general.

4. The Purdue Teacher Opinionnaire (PTO)
The PTO is a commercially available Likert-type attitude questionnaire

which is designed to provide .a measure of teacher morale; The PTO met
MISOE standards in terms of being psychometrically sound and was included
in the Process Battery because it was hypothesized that teacher morale might
be found to besignificantly related to pupil achievement.

5. IQ as Measured by the Verbal Reasoning Scale of Form L of the Differential
--Aptitude Tests

MISOE staff examined several commercially available short-version IQ tests
in our search for an appropriate instrument to include in the Teacher and
Administrator process batteries including, the California Short Form Tests of
Mental Maturit)i, the Otis-Lennon Tests of Mental Ability, the Otis Quick
Scoring IQ Test. MISOE was particularly interested in obtaining a measure of
verbal intelligence. Coleman (1966) had used a measure of verbal fajlity of
teachers in his 1966 study and had found some relationships between this and
student achievement. We hypothesized that a measure of teacher verbal
Masoning might be even more positively related to pupil achievement.

The Verbal Reasoning Scale of the Differential Aptitude Tests is aimed at
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the evaluation. of an ability to abstract or generalize and to think construc-
tively, rather than at simple fluency or vocabulary recognition. It appeared to
be the type of measure that the staff had been looking for. The only
reservations were: firstly, would the test provide adequate discriminittion given
,our sample of teachers and administrators, would it top out?) and,
secondly, would the teachers and administrators resent taking a test which had
been administered to part of our student sample?

The Differential Aptitude Tests ate, according to the Sixth Mental
Measurement Yearbook (Buros, 1965), appropriate for grades 8-13 and adults.
Furthermore, several studies ar reported in the DAT Manual on the
appropriateness of the DAT for administration to college freshmen ateveral
different types of schools. In addition, we.examined the content of theiVerbal
Reasoning Scale and decided that it probably would be appropriate formiir
sample of teachers and administratOrs. This decision was also based upon the
fact that the Verbal Reasoning Scale correlates quite highly- with other
measures of verbal IQ, as reported in the test manual, and it has been shown
that Verbal 1Q scores are fairly stable over time Our second' concern that
teachers and administrators might resent beingtested on an instrument given
to the student sample was mitigated by the fact t.bat there would be a
considerable time lag between the student and teacher administrations.

6. The Planning Activities Sheet for Teachers and Administrators (PASTA).
One of the construct-type process variables which we decided to investigate

in ftrst generation MISOE was termed "Planfulness." Travers states in An
Introduction to Educational Research (1969, p. 42) that "the emerging
concept of the curriculum held by research workers and others is that it
consists of all the planned conditions and events to which, the pupil is exposed
for the purpose of promoting learning ..." It is the planning for those
conditions and events that we decided to investigate . with the Planfulness
process variable.

The decision to investigate the planfulness process variable was based upon
the hypothesis that the amount of planning and/or the type of planning
activity engaged in by teachers might prove to be significantly related to
student outcome behaviors (i.e., achievement as measured by product data).
There is a definite dearth of previous research in this area as was discovered
when we conducted a search of the literature for studies relating the benefits
of educational planning to student achievement.

Two interactive dimensions. of teacher. planfulness to be examined in the
process research design are:

1) The Planning Mode:, How many hours df planful activity occurred under
each of the following planning modes.?
a) By the teacher planning alone?
b) By the teacher planning,with others at an administratively initiated

meeting (initiated at the department head level or above).
c) By the teacher planning with others at a nonadministratively initiated

meeting (initiated below the department head level).

4
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2) The number of Planful Hours Expended in Each of Nine Areas of
Educational Attivity

The educational planning areas selected for inclusion in this instru-
ment were those major planning areas which we hypothesized would be
most likely to be related to pupil achievement. A committee of
occupational faculty met for one month on a weekly basis with a MISOE
staff member to help determine which educational planning activities
should be included in the instrument. It should be noted that the PASTA
was developed for administration to both teachers and administrators.
Thus, the eduCational planning activities chosen were, in addition,those
that are performed by either or both of these groups. The planning
activity variables measured by the PASTA are:

1. # Hours/week planning instructional activities.
2. # Hours/week planning which occupational capabilities are to be

attained by students.
3. # Hours/week planning stiidenf evaluation.
4. # Hours/week planning the sequencing and/or coordination of

learning tasks.
5. # Hours/week plarining budgetary 'natters.
6. # Hours/week, planning for instructional materials to be used by

students.
7. '# Hours/week planning student disciplinary procedures.
8. # Hours/week planninotaff policies.

# Hours/week planning scheduling,
The unit of measure employed in tie -PASTA is the self-reported

number of planning hours spent by a given teacher or administratOr on
each of the nine areas- of .educational activity by each of the three
planning modes. The total number of planning hours y each of the
three modes will be investigated as a process variable as will the total
number of planning hours expended on each of the niri educational
activities. The overall number of planning hours is a tin process
variable value yielded by this instrument.

B. The Administrator Process Battery
The -Administrator ProCess Battery is essentially a truncated -versi n of the

Teacher Process Battery developed for administrators above the Department Hcad
level. (Department Heads are considered as teachers rather than administrators,
with the exception of the Planfulness instrument previously discussed). The
instrument included in the Administrator Process Battery are:
1. The Massachusetts Administrator Inventory (MAI)

This instrument is a truncated version' of the MOETS and includes
informatiocti on educational and occupational background, as well as the
inbreeding construct -type process variable discussed earlier in connection with
the MOETS. The remainder of the Administrator Battery contains instruments
used in the Teacher Process Battery.

2. The Image of Vocational Education Questionnaire (WE)
3. IQ As Measured by the Verbal Reasoning Scale of Form L of the DAT

-f
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4. The Planning Activities Sheet for Teachers and Administrators (PASTA).
C. The Student Process Battery

The Student Process' Battery consists of two instruments which attempt to
assess student attitudes.
is The Student Program Questionnaire (SPQ)

This instrument is identical to the semantic differential type Teacher
Program Qnestionnaire employed in the Teach& Process Battery except that it
attempts to 'assess the positiveness of a given student's altitude toward the
particular educational progress in which a' tudent is enrolled.

'").. The School Sentiment Index (SSI)
The School Sentiment Index was developed as a criterion referenced

measure by the Instructional Objectives Excluinge of the University of
California at LoS Angeles. The SSI is a Likert-type attitude scale containing 83
statements.which pertain, to five aspects of student attitude toward school. The
five subscale scores,yieldecl by the SSI are described' as follows:
a) Attitude Toward Teachers -- i.e., one's subjective feelingS -about teacher

behavior with respect to mode of instruction, authority and Control, and
the interpersonal relationship of teacher to pupils;

I?) Attitude Toward Learning i.e., one's attitude toward the learning
experience, independent.. of attitude toward school, teachers and subjects,
as reflected in intellectual curiosity, willingness to study, voluntarism,
interst in problem solving, etc.,

c) Attitude Toward School Structure and Climate i.e., one',s attitude toward
his school as a social center,ra rule-making and rule-enforcing entity, and an
extracurricular opportunity system.

d) Attitude. Toward Peers -- i.e., one's feelings regarding the structure and
climate of relationships within the peer group,. rather than toward
particular individuals within that group.

e) 'Attitudes Toward SchOol in General i.e., one's general orientation toward
schooling, independent of a particular school. In 'addition, a single total
score can be obtained yielding a global estimate of attitude toward school.

We came across the SSI in our search for an instrument to assess'student
attitude toward school. We were impressed with its comprehensiveness in terms
of assessing attitude toward many aspects of the school situation. Our only
reservation was that, because of the criterion-referenced nature of the
instrument, there was no description in the manual of the psychometric
properties of the instrument. However, it .was decided that since this
information was not available we . could use our own future data to obtain
reliability and validity estimates for this instrument.

Product information has been previously described and will only be briefly
overviewed here. It includes:

1. Number of TERMOBS completed per student, as moderated by quality scores.
2. A measure of General Educational Development (ITED).
3. Completor/Noncompletor.
All product measures are developed on SDS(2) students, with SDS(1) secondary

students and postsecondary, community college students yielding both completor/
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noncompletor and general educational development data. SDS(1) adults and
noncomtnunity college, post secondary students are limited by product description to
completion or noncompletion.

Impact. The design of the',MISOE sample data systems is probably unique, and
somewhat pioneering, in explicitly distinguishing the short range outcomes of
education from longer range impacts of product upon society. There is, of course, the
direct impact on the former student as reflected in his employability, job satisfaction,
and ability to enjoy life and citizenship. Beyond that and, indeed, inseparable from it,
lies the impact on society of having the right numbers of persons available with the
right skills needed in the labor. force, citizens earning steady incomes, supporting their
families at comfortable levels, returning economic values to the state in terms of
productivity; payment of taxes, consumer demand and participation in the social and
cultural fabric of America.

These and other dimensions are not readily measured with any available
instruments although various dimensions have been subjected to measurement by
military and industrial establishments. Therefore, it Was necessary to create our own
instruments to ensure coverage of impact dimensions not usually tapped, but needed
to ensure a relevance and connectability of impact to the rest of the MISOE design,
with all its variety of former students and with the expectation of studying impact
one year, five years and ten years following the end of the program. Impact is to be
studied for both completors and dropouts, and this replication over time.:extends the
longitudinal design of the MISOE sample data system, permitting the capability of
analyzing career development and the effects of experience on the individual and
society.

Two instruments are used to obtain impact data. The first, in several forms, is an
extensive inventory completed by the former student. One group of questions
concerns the respondent and his life-style; e.g., family status, activities, voting
behavior, economic behavior, mobility and, attitudes toward life and work. A second
group of questions' concern the respondent's working career, employment and
unemployment history, types of employers and job satisfaction, There are some items
asking for more detailed information about family, income, goods owned or being
bought on credit, and net worth. Several items are designed to estimate if the
respondent was unemployed for.any appreciable length of time, his unique process to
re-enter the labor market. The impact instrument also develops information about a
variety of state services, including welfare, the lottery, etc.

The in-house developed impact instrument, the Massachusetts Educational Inipact
Instrument (MEII), also develops information about the student's attitude toward
education and whether or not he is continuing his education in some form, and at
wrcaTliere are also a few questions about military service experience. Finaty,
the .MEII asks permission of the respondent to contact his or her supdrvisor on the
current or most recently held full-time, job, and to provide the name and address of
that supervisor.

The supervisors, named by the respondents are then contacted by way of the
second impact instrument which was developed by the MISOE staff and is called the
Massachusetts Job Evaluation Inventory (MJEI). The Mj.EI is essentially a job rating
form. This instrument seeks some information about the rater, his opportunity to

4 ;1
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observe the work of foriiier student and whether the rater has held die same job
himself. Following a number of items on which the supervis'or rates. the former
student in general terms, he is asked to do so in terms of Tom specific traits and
behaviors. Ratings of the most spZ.cific traits and behaviors by sopervisors are rated
against others on the same job and compared- to what the supervisor believes the job
requires. Each of these traits is ranked in terms of its importance to the job.

It is in impact space that MISOE goes beyond the mere assessment of retained
learning, and asks how it has' been put to use. Because it will require some time before
sampled cohorts have passed through the system and into what the MISOE staff calls
impact space, it is planned to obtain a special cross-sectional sample to permit further
field testing of the in-house develoryd instruments, as well as an opportunity to
develop experience with the logistics of implementing a large followup study. The
information resulting from this experience could provide a tentative basis for a
descriptive summary of what happened to the students from earlier cohorts. Such
information will not be connected in the MISOE longitudinal research design, but it
will be gathered by the sampling design, thus providing a basis for both an assessment
of impact on a cross-sectional basis, with an ability to make some inferential
connections because of the relationship of the aggregated impact data to the MISOE
sampling design.

Security Safeguar System

During this discussion of the structure
and content of the MISOE sample data
systems, it should be' apparent to the
thoughtful reader that the information

. supplied by individuals to the MISOE data
systems must be handled with great care
by the MISOE staff. To respect the rights
and piivacy of individuals asked to pro-
vide confidential information to MISOE, a
security safeguard system has been
designed. Its purpose is to prevent anyone
from being able to associate information
about an individual with his name and
address, while still enabling longitudinal
%Km to be collected and referenced to an
individual's data record. The system has
ee n carefully '-sired and is (-11.11L11

being documented. At this time, we can
'only share a few of the basic principlqs of
this system:

1. 'Names and addresses needed for impact
follow-up surveys are kept in a file com-
pletely separated from the MISOE data
system file;

2. The data files and the name and address
files will have different tD's and these
ID's can only be linked by a third file
containing the two, sets of ID numbers.

3. The name and address and link files
will be stored in a separate institution
from the Department of Education,
with its own computer capability and
data files.

4. All data are arbitrarily coded.
5. All retrievable information is available only

in summary form.
6. Special logistics are used to assign and

handle identification numbers.
The security safeguard system is an

improved alternative of the highly
praised safeguard system developed by
the American Council on Education,

The added costs for such security are
more than offset by the maintenance of
public confidence in MISOE. A manage-
ment and information system of the
scope and importance of .MISOE simply
cannot afford any breach of that con-
fidence.
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Generated I 'ariabies Gen I 'ars '

MISOE, IPPI batteries include a large
num e of instruments, and these instru-
men ., in turn, contain 'many items. lm

Ai

many instances, individual items are of
only limited usefulness. Their bask pur-
pose is to describe a. variable in concert
with other items from an instrument. An
example of a Gen Var has already been
offered with the Vassachuskts Pupil -In-
ventory (MPI). 1-t was suggested that
certain items could be summarized to
yield a measure of a variable, i.e., item
64, 65 -describing "pajental interest ill
school work:. This is what MISOE
means by a Gen Var. '

For many commercial instruments,
individual item scores will not be in-
cluded on the student record, only' the
scale score. For example, from the ITED
only, one score for Vocabulary will be
stored in the data files, and this is also
an example of a Gen Var.

Gen Vars can be determined a priori
in MISOE by simply summing equally
weighted items of an inventory (yr test
instrument, or by some form of analysis.
Gen Vars can also be developed inter-
actively by a user ,from individual items
of, inventories, by TERMOBS, or by sub-
scores of commercial tests. The use.fu-
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!less of this Option Should become ap-
parent during the reading of fi,hapter 8.

.(nteltiSt(411

This chapter has described the
MISOE sample data systems in non-
technical detail. It has not included any
information about costs- or expendi-
tures, a fundamental part of the sample
data systems. This.is a purposeful omis-
sion due to the specialized nature of
MISOE cost systems.

Chapter 5 describes the MISOE -cost
analysis systems in detail, includhig
those of the sample data systems. For
those interested in a full understanding
of the MISOE sample data systems, a
careful reading of Chapter 5 is recoth-
mended. For those:who are skimming
their way through the four chapters
which describe the structure of MISOE,
the best advice is to continue skimming
through .,Chapter 5. However, since
economic analysis is basic to policy
development at the state level, it is advis-
able to know the source of cost. informa-
tion. The casual reader might .be in-
terested in returning to ,Chapter 5 after
working through the- pdlicy formulatfon
example of Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 5
PUBLIC INVESTMENT IN EDUCATION

MISOF COST ANALYSIS SYSTEMS

Gerald Downey

The purpose of this chapter is twofold:
(1) to provide ,th.e reader with an
economist's view -of education as a social
investment, (Part 1); and (2) to offer a
description of the basis for M1SOE cost
systems, (Part II). Part I should be of
interest to those concerned in learning
about some of the economic as limp-
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tions and principles in cost benefit
analysis, while Part II describes the
source of MISOE economic data. The
reader who is not overly conimitted to
M1SOE (yet) should skip Part I, and
quickly skim Part II, such that k at
least has a "feel" for the source 'of

SOE cost information.

, PART I: THE ECONOMICS OF PUBLIC INVESTMENT IN EDUCATION

The improvement in the quality of
human capital through education and
training provides a social rate of return
through the increase of future output of
the society just does investment. in

Ca-15 itai S'tint -plant
equipment. Re. arch suggests . that the
rate of return on investment in human
capital may be substantially higher than
the retihn on investments in capital
goods. Theodore Schultz (1961) states
that investment in education by --Society
has allowed western nations to

grow 'at a much faster rate than with
investment in nonhuman capital. The
Denison study 10962). found that since
1929 improvements in the quality of labor
and capital (technological advance) have
atA, n -For aver --olie lial-f--4-414.e -total
economic, growth in the United States; it
also suggests that if the growth in
population is eliminated because it does
not significantly raise output, then im
provement in the quality of labor ,has ac-
counted for over two-thirds of. the econohi-
ic growth in the United States-since 1929.

1
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Job training occurs in the private sector
as well as the public sector. For example,
firms provide both formal and informal
training in the private sector at their own
expense. The ptrbiltssectf)r also subsidizes
other forms of job training' outside the
normal educational process.

Pricatc Gocul, Collectirc
turnalitics ,incl Public investment

The resources of our society ar
but at the same time the its

of our society are vict. unlimited.
Since the economic resources that can be
used for education are also limited, the
problem of public resource allocation
arises. The economist is interested, in the
public resource allocation problem and is
looking for the niost efficient method of
training students to be productive mem-
bers of the labor force.

In a market society the Vast majority of
goods, and services are met by private
enterprise. if markets are competitive
markets, prices reflect the values of goods
to consumers and marginal costs to the
producers of priyate goods. Food and
clothing are examples of private goods.
However, there are some goods and
services for which the marketplace func-
tions improperly these,. are collective
goods. 0. Eckstein defines collective
goods as follows:

These are goods anti, services that simply
4 cannot he provided through the market. They

have two related qualities. First, they in-
--suppliva to a gr-o-up---4

'people rather than on an indiVidual basis.
Second. they cannot he withheld from indi
viduals who refuse to pay for them. c Eckstein,
196T.

National detenSe is an example of a
collective good. Each individual member
of the sociefic benefits from this service.

There is nt} way of withholding this
service from those unwilling to pay for it
as the seller of a private service could.
Thus, the distinction between a private
good and a collective gi4od can be based
on an exclusion principle,' if persons can
be excluded 'from benefits. of a good or
service it is considered to be a private
good Or service.; if exclusion is not pos-
sibl& it is considered to be a collective
good or service.

In some cases price may not reflect-all
benefits to be derived from- a good be-
cause it does not take into consideration
the social benefits of the good. These
social benefits are called externalities or
external economies. Where there are ex-
ternalities present, price may reflect
marginal private benefits but not marginal
social benefits. Collective goods or- public
goods are extreme examples of this. Since
external benefits arc not taken into con-
sideration by the marketplace, the
reliance upon the- priVate market to siup-
ply collective goods results in a less than
optimal allocation of rosoufces to their
production.

The previous statement suggests that in
any situation where some costs or benefits
remain outside of the price-marginal cost
decision-making process, resource alloca-
tion becomes inefficient. For this reason;
where externalities are important, public
investment in the productiOn of certain
goods and services may be necessary in

" order to improve resource allocation.
Several authors have called attention to

the importance of externalities in
{ location, Ftc---vxample, 0. Eckstein has
pointed Out: '

Everybody gains from living in a democracy
with an educated citizenry. Also, some Of
the econothic benefits of having an ed-

ucated labor force accrues to employers
through lower productimi costs, and to
customers through lower prices, though it's



impossible to deltermine precise amounts
(Eckstein. 1)67).

B. A. Wt.sisbrod has commented similarly:
Pets Uns receiving external benefits from a
student's education may be divided into three
1)1toad'groupvicirough the same people may be
in 'More than .one: 1), Residence-Relate&

Beneficiaries Those who benefit by virtue
of some relationship between their place of
residence and that of the subject; (2) Empfoy
ment-Related 'Beneficiaries Those who
benefit by virtue of some employment rela-.
tionship with the subject; (3) Society
General (Weisbrod, 1964).

Thus, schooling benefits persons other
than the student. His present family as
well as his future -family also benefit. His
children will benefit from the informal
training tiles/ receive in -the home. His
neighborhood and his community will
also benefit from the social values lie
obtained fr`orn receiving schooling.

If education) provides social benefits,
decision-makers\should take this into con-
sideration in th.,&, allocation of -public
funds to .schooling:\ft is also true that
external hellcats may differ between
educational alternatives' within and
among schools.

Public Intervention into Education in
Order to Redress ImperjectioiN of the
Competitive System

-Another major source of market failure.
is die presence of serious imperfections in
the competitive piechamsm. Education is
one of the areas' in which the preAence of
maftet imperfections liras caused uric er-
investment by the private sector. There-
fore. intervention has become necessary
by the public sector in order to redress
the imperfections 'of the competitive
system. Intervention has taken the form
of the investment of public funds in
providing educational training.
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In a competitive Market. workers
would purchase training themselves -.be-
.cause they would obtain all the benefits:
However, in an imperfect market workers
may_ have 'imperfect foresight regarding

, the advantages of training and may also
have a short ime horizon regarding their
,working life. Many workers are un-
informed about possible future employ-
ment opportunities due to investment in
training. It may also be true, that lack.of
access to capital on the part of the
workers keeps tliem from purchasing the
necessary training. Imperfections on the
buyer-side of the labor market (i.e.,
monopoly power) may also cause under-.
investment in training by workers.

Intervention by the public sector is
therefore necessary in the area of educa-
tional training. It is necessary *i.n order to
insure- that potential social benefits will be
obtained and that no excessive social cost
will be incurred by the society.

Geist Benefit analysis and Public Educa-
tion Deeisions

' In the private sector of our economy
the marketplace evaluates goods and
services. Inefficient firms that do not
satisfy the needs of consumers do not
,survive in the long run. HoweVer, the
marketplace is not available in she public
sector to test the efficiency of public
goods. Thus: costTb 'Ile fit analvsiS is used
as a substitute for t e marketplace to test
'the effiCiency of public goods. Since
education is a public good, cost-benefit
analysis' car be used to- .evalu,tte alterna-
t,ive forms of public investment in -educa-
tion.

As an overview of cost-benefit analysis,
the cost and benefits, of ach form of
public education are estimated.. If the
marginal social cost exceeds the marginal
social benefit, investment of public funds



mav be undesirable. If the marginal social
benefits exceed the marginal social cost,
the alternative can he considered from an
investment standpoint. If the marginal
social benefits exceed the marginal social
cyst for more than one alternative, the
alternatives can be ranked by computing
the cost benefit ratios or the pay-back
period. Public funds should be first
expended on the alternative with the
hight_,T cost-benefit ratio or the shortest
pay-back period. However, as expenditure
of funds increase on one activity., its
marginal benefits drop, thereby reducing
the cost-benefit ratio and allowing funds
to be spent on other alternatives. The
benefits per dollar of publij funds should
tie 'equalized at the margin. This ciui be
accompl.ished by expanding the -ex-pen-di,-

---ru-re--,-4-154414i-c--ftrridsup to the point where
the cost-benefit ratios of all alternatives
are equal. The procedure is to discount
the streams of benefits and costs for each
iilternative at some given rate of interest.
The alternative where discounted benefits
exceeded. discounted costs by the largest
amo:int would be selected first for the
investment of the limited public funds.
The aim of the deciSion-maker shbuld be
to allocate the limited public funds ayail-
able Fin- investment in education in the
tnost cost effective manner possible-r--7

Mohh 111, ill tilt' .IleciSlireinf'!!t ti f CA),CP.111(1
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Measurement ot cost presents a prob
lem tor' cost benefit analysis. The cost of
providing education falls on the individ
ual, the community, and society at large.

1.v-ever, some of these costs are difficult,
it not impossible, to measure in dollar
terms.. t tiless all of these costs can be
measured iii numetary terms, it is impos-
sible t, measure the total cost of educa-
tion, I ,jr instance, the cost of education

to the individual includes lunch and-pin
money as well as the earnings he foregoes
by remaining in school after thelegal quit
age this may be a very substantial sum.
The cost to the community includes the
current cost of operating the school, the
cost of land and buildings, the foregone
interest that could be earned on public
funds tied up. in land, building, and
equipment, and the tax revenues lost if
these public properties Were privately
owned. The cost to Society at large
consists of -±bth individual and com-
munity costs.

Measurement of benefits tends to be
more "difficult to measure than cost. In
cost-benefit analysis the major emphasis is
placed on measuring monetary earnings

and employment behavior, However, its is
difficult to- obtain information on earn-
ings and employment behavioc- of students
over long periods of time, and comparison
made between students at a point in time
shortly after graduation may bes

.

It is ;lso true that education provides
external benefits to society which are
difficult toquantify, such as good citizen-
ship, reduction' of crime and delinquency,
an educated labor force for, employers,,
and the por_critia.1--for higherrat es of
economic growth for the society at
There is also the prOblem of including all
the social benefits as well as.quantifying
these benefits. Even though these social
benefits are difficult to quantify, an effort
should be made -to develop proxies, or
indices to place a aialue on them. How-
ever, these monetary social, benefits are
not taken into consideration- in cost-
benefit analysts but are used in the more
detailed cost-impact analysis:.

MA- offmt Rite's and litretwent Criteria

S,Mce the various investment alterna-
tiv 'niay have different prbfiles.'of cost
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and benefits over time, discounting is used
to reduce these future flows to their
presin value. We NA:i MIlki then he able to
look at each -investment alternative. and
compare them to one another. The pur-
p0-g. of discounting i, to assign weights to_.
these profiles of costs and benefits so that
consideration can. be given to risk and
productivity of the ikivestments as well as
the public .and private ,tinie preferences.

-GenerallY., more than-one djscount rate is
selected because market interest rates may
vary over time due to economic condi-
tion, alict changes in the discount rate by
the Federal Reserfc Board.

Ill terms ot .investment criteria, three
basic rules _have been used for public
exp-eitChtine decisions: the -nor present
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value rule, the cost-benefit rule and the
internal rate of return rule.

The first two are the most conimonIN,,
used. The net present value rule would
select investment alternatives where the
present value of, benefits exceeds the
present value of costs. The alternatives
can be ranked by the highest present value
first, etc. This technique is normally used
after the students have been in .tile labor
market for a number of years. Where only
the benefits for one year are known, the
number of years the benefits would have
to continue to make up the present value
of the extra cost could be used as a
ranking criteria. Chapter 8 offers an
example which suggests the. use of cost
he nefir arratmis-irrpolicy foraralation.

-PART 2: PROGRAM COST ACCOUNTING FOR MISOE (CDS & SDS)

important groups within American
economy tudav are highly critical of
public education. This criticism comes--
IA.011i legislators, parents, students,
tetichers and other interested parties. It is
also true that at all levels of government,
educational expenditures constitute a sub-
stantial part of their total expenditure
budgets this is especially true at the
local level. However, there are also other
public services that are in need of these
resources. Since the resources of the
public sector are limited, a conflict exists
ill terms of how these limited public
resat t.,hotald_be allocated. This con-
flict, as well as the criticism of the quality
of American education, will fotce educa-
tors in the future to provide inure and
better education of how tiler-expend the
limited resources made available to them.

It should also be pointed out that even
within education there is a great deal of
conipetitioil for the limited public
resources available: at-the secondary level,
aademic vs. vocational-technical educa-

tion; and at the postsecondary level,
junior colleges vs. tour year colleges and
universities. There is also competition
betwee,p levels. 'rims, in order to obtain
their share of the limited public reso
available, each educational alternative
should be able to demonsCrate that it is

operating in an efficient manner. This
requires a system of accountability
throughwhich educational manilgers can
demonstrate that they are achieving the
maximum output ,possible with the
limited resources made available to them.
The purpose of this chapter is to describe
the ccist accounting systejm for stipulating
casts in the MISOE data systems.

kvisting Cost and Effi!ctireness 1111(.4-ma-
tion amid time .\*eecis of. Educ,itional
Decisiomm-Makers

equentiv managers make decisions on
the distribution of funds to occupational
programs With limited information on the
cost of the programs or the effectiveness
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of their decisions. There is little evide'fice
that the full cost.of a program or its cost
effectiveness is used for decision making
purposes.

Cost hifOrmation in terms of dollars
spent annually by, communities and dis-
persed by the Federal Government and .a
state is usually available. However, this
information is very gross in nature acid"
does not adequately describe the cost of
education in such a way that it would be
useful for decision-making. For instance,
at the local level the total cost of individ-
ual programs and the per pupil cost of
training for individual rregrams is gen-
erally not available. Only average current
cost information is available by individual

.s.ottie--eases:;.-4Or -are-
scbool system. However, administrators
know that substantial differences occur in
individual program cost 'within and among
schools of various typeS and by level of
training. The effectiveness of administra-
tive decisions is determined by the ability.
of program completors to obtain a job (in
most cases any job) and by follow-up
studies which are biased in many cases:

Interviews with vocational4dministra
tors at the LEA- level indicate that they
desire information on the cost of pro-
viding training for individual programs
within their jurisdiction. They also need
better follow-up information on program
completors to determine the effectiveness
of the training provided. (Downey, 1971)

Currently. funds (resources) are allo-
cated on the -basis of 'proposals local
educational agencies submit. In many
cases these proposals are of the . "blue
sky" variety, and administrators have little
data to compare the proposals and for
making decisions. Thus, it is difficult to
determine whether a proposal should be
funded or not. What program managers
really need to know is the cost of estab-
lishing new programs and the cost of

adding additional students to an existing
program that has been established. Pro-
gram directors also need information of
the training effectiveness of programs
they fund. At the present time malingers
have little, if any idea of how effective
training- is or what happens to the pro-
gram completors once they enter 'the
labor market.

Thus; it can be concluded that at the
present time managers aremaking de-cisions
on the allocation and distribution of public
funds (i.e., resources) to o-ccupatiorial
education programs with little idea of the
cost or the effectiveness of their decisions.
life profit motive of the private sector
would prevent this situation from existing
for-very lortg-in private.firms. Inthellasr
there was little incentive for public
agencies such as education to become&
more, efficient. However, now pressure
from interested parties and 4,reduction in
the,. priority .list for education makes it
imperative that education. become-more
efficient in the allocation of its,limifed
resources. Program, cost information' and
per -pupil cost information must be made
available to ivocational administrators for
decision-making, purposes. They also
should have information on the effective-.
ness and impact 'of their'' decisions on
society.

It is clear that a major function of the
Management Information System for Oc-
cupational Education is to improve the
efficiency of the decision-making process.
Efficiency is defined as achieving, the most
with a given amount of resources, or
achieving a given goal with the least
amount of resources. An efficient manage-
ment process assumes that all the goals are
in fact sta ed and there is a regular process
of determning the degree to which these
objectives nd oals are achieved and at
what cost. If also assumes that there is a
way of describing the Mationship be-

ti
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tween elements of the' educatkunal pro- individual occupational program within
gram and educational outcomes which can the school. It contains information on the
be defined in terms of dollars Unless grade level and type of student enrolled in
educational managers have access to such the program by USOE code for all graders
information on a regular basis, we cannot below the final grade and the .final grade.
expect them Co b-.have in a rational Way. It also provides the TE.RMOBS to be
Therefore, a rational management process completed by the final krade. The ques-
for-occupational education is dependent thin of how long dots it :take to get a

,,-1.
upon a continuous flow of in formation program completed in a particular fccupa-
which describes the -goals and objectives Holm] program is also answered. Info-rma-
of occupatiotal education, the degree to tion on ..the instructional area(s) used for '
which they are accomplished; and the specific student groups in a particular
elements whick contribute to the accorn-L program is also presented. Thus, inst uc-, ,

plish:nent of the stated objectives. All this tional area(s) can be tied t nt
information must, be available in reruns of groups and teaching staff in rmat on.
cost. This provides important infl;rmation for

, analysis of pupil/teacher ratios and square .-
Itei,iJit. orIVITSTIF-:CT'iRiirMiTIAVIWiii- friliagirTiTer-REiteiirin individiratTreturra-
Repirt Forms Por Expnditures tional Prograilis. A table is also completed

regarding the breakdown of student's time
There are three basic reporting groups in\each program by USOE code and type

within
, ,tin n school system the depart- of student. This inform tion will be used

ment head, the school principal, and the for the proration of edu ational expendi-
surpt-m-intendent of schools. At the depart- tures between. they nonoccupatioural and
nient level, the basic_ reporting forms are occupational training areas. Other infor-
the . Fall Occupational Teaching Survey, mation is provided on how-the programs
the Fall Report, the .End-4-Year Funding are _funded, type of kordicapped student
and Expenditure Report, a-14the End-of- enrolled (if any), and the history of this
Year Report. particulaidtkcupational program.

he Fall OccdpatiOnal Teaching Survey The Enci of Year Repdrt on Funding
pro -ides information on the staff charge- and Expenditure's provides. data on
teri. ics of occupational department mem-. whether or not the program is federally
bers as well as their teaching assignments. funded. However, the -most important
Th is, individual factilty members can be ' information contained in this report refers
keyed to specific occupational programs to current occupational program i:xpendi-
in regard to what group of students they Mures. Descriptions of selected current
are teaching. Their teaching salary and expenditures are requested by individual

-administrative salary (if any) can be pro- occupational education program, This
rated to the individual occupational pro- information, when combined with end of
gram(s) that they teach. Sincj. ,reaching year expenditures reported by the super.
salaries account for a substantial part of intendent of' schools, will be' used in

*current -program, cost, this is extremely -arriving at the cost of training for individ-
important finformhtion in the determina-; ual occupational programs. This teport .
tion of the cost of individual occupational also .collects infOrmation on equipment
progranls. ' expenditure incurred by the program

The Fall Report is prepared for each during the schobl year by type of

56
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expenditure (new or rbplacement), and
USOE'code(s).

The End-of-Year Report from the Head
of the Occupational Education Depart-.
ment reports on the status within the
departinent by -student group, type of
student, grade level, and USOE code(s1.--it
indicates what happened to the original..,
enrollees in the progrifin Did they by-
cOme dropouts, repcatefs. or program
completot's? This repot also . requests
inforinttion On how the, various types of
students spend hisihertime learning. in the
program by LTSOE code(s).

At the school principal's level the basic
reporting forms are the Fall Principal's
Report and the Principal's End-of-Year

-Report. The.7-Falt PrIncipal's Report
provides information on individual
school enrollment in occupational and
non-occupational programs (by, grade,
race and sex). This is the. basic en.-

rollment data used in proration of
educational expenditures. The Fall Princi-
,pal's Report also provides- information on
the use and size of 'instructional area. For
instance, it provides total instructional..
areas by type of rooms and also breaks
out the rooms and floor space, used for
occupational training. It also indicates
which rooms are used' for occupational
training, die floor space and student
capacity of the rooms, who uses the'
rooms, and when the rooms are free of
classes.

The principal's End-of-Year Report
gives the number of individual school
graduates by grade level, sex, race, and
type of student (non-occupational and"
occupational). It also provides data on
program completors on a school basis.
This report also gives the average daily
membership (ADM) and average daily
attendance (ADA) by type of student
.( occupational and non-occupational)
which can he used to determine program

cost per student. based on an average ADM
foy a particular type of student.

At the Superintendent. of School level
the basic reporting forms are the Fall
Report 'and the Supplement to the Super-
intendent's End-of-Year Pupil and
Financial Report. The Superintendent's
Fall Report ,provides expenditure informa-
tion which will be used to calculate an
implicit rent on both a school and per
student basis. It also contains enrollment-
and staff ainformation on a system-wide
basis.

The Supplement to the Superintend-
ent's End-of-Year Pupil, and Financial
Report provides important expenditure
information for determining program cost
within the individual -Mimi. Each school
which offers occupational training pro-
gram(s) trust complete this supplemental
packet which requests school committee
expenditures in the form. of school totals
and for each program area in which
occupational training programs are
offered. For most communities that have
only one comprehensive high school,
completion of these tables present little
Noblem because mogr of the data re-
quested can be found in the E6d-of-Year
Pupil and Financial Report prepared by
the Superin-tendent of Se-110(ns of the
community. However, the informiition
presented by program areas and not by
setiool tools. School administrators must
tht,,,re,,fore select out of the End-of-Year
Kteport the expenditures that are relative
to their !fhool(s) which offer occupa-
tional training programs.

Ectimfirimg Current Cost It 1I, Program
Level For MISOE G;DS

Current cost consists of the 1000-5000
accounts (administration, instruction,
other school services, operation and main-
tenance of plant services, and fixed



charges). The Supplement to the Super-
intendent's End-of-Year- Report reports
these: current costs by school total andby
pro gam area(s) in which occupational
trainIng program's are offered Where more
than le occupational program is present
within . program area, per student charges
can be, determined for many of the
educatiimal expenditures that were
assigned; to the area. It is also possible to
classilyimany. of the expenditures as lying
either occupational or non-occupational.
Those expenditures that cannot be classi-
fied as either of_ the above are classified as
"all other'' and' will be prorated to the
occupational and. nonoccupatiorml expert
diture types based on class time spent in'
the two training areas.

The ex_penditui-e information by pro-
gram areas reported in the Supplement to
the Superintendent's End-of-Year Report
will be combined with the expenditure
information reported by individual
occupational programs in the End-of-Year
Funding and Expenditure Report in order
to estimate the current cost of. each
individual occupational pfogmm. Past
studies have indicated that . teaching
salaries, supplies and textbooks constitute
the majority of current cost in individual
programs? (Corazrini. 1968 and Downey,

.1971 ). MIS0E-CDS 'can din..ctly associate
...

occupational 'teaching salaries, supplies
and text look expenditures, departinent
head salaries, maintenance of equipment
expeSiditures, and other special reported'
current . expenditureS with individual
occupational programs. The remaining
expenditures would be prorated. to the
individual occupational programs on the
basig of proration formulae and tech-
niques.

For illustrative purposes, several tables
have 'been- generated of current ,program
cost in a hypothetical high school. Two
occupational programs and the academic
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program of this high school will be pre-
sented and briefly, reviewed. In Table I

(Program Code ,00001 Automechanics
Occupational Day Program) the vast

majority of instr-tictiona/ services expendi-
tures can be classified as either, occupa-
tional or nonoccupational expenditures.
Expenditures classified as "all others"
were prorated to occupational and non-
occupational expenditure types on a 50";)

50',';, basis, based on the mix of occupa-
tional and nonoccupational training taken
by the stutients. The same technique was
used for supportive services. The summa-
tion -of the subtotals for ,both instruc-
tional services and supportive services
determines the total current cost of train-
ing in the program ($142,987) and- this
total . has been broken out into the
occupational ($82,082) and nonoccupa-.
timid. ($60,905) portions. Also, the cur
r ;fit cost rxf per pupil training is computed
(in' Total and by expenditure type) for
three, different basis beginning enroll-
ment, program completors and average
daily membership. The assumption is
made that average daily membership is
80% of fall enrollment in all programs,
The cost per pupil and cost per student
hour of instruction are also computed f'or
'the instructional services and supportive
services exnenditure areas. The data indi-
cates that occupational training is more
expensive than academic training n this
program and that instructional services
represent. approximately 75% t
cost. Also, w ,en beginning enrollment in
the program is adjusted for program
completors and/or ADM, the. current cost
of per pupil training increases substan-
tially._

In Table 2 (Program Code 00004
0 f fi ce Education regular day program)
the other" column of expenditures
was prorated 33.3% to occupational, and
66.7 to nonoccupational based on the



TABLE 1
OCCUPATIONAL DAY PROGRAM AUTOMECHANICS

Program Code (00001); Dept. Code 1703
Beginning Enrollment =75 Students

End of Year Completors = 63 Students
Average Daily Membership = 60 Students

(1 (2) (3)

Expenditures

Instructional Services:

Types of Expenditures

Occupa-
tional

Nonocrupa-
tional All OtherTotal

(2100) Supervision . S 3,728 '''., S 1,500 S 2,228 $ -
(2200) Principal's Office 5,690 5,690
(2300-01) Professional Salaries-Teaching $5,388 . 38,500 16,888
(2300-04) Contracted Services-Teaching 7,455 7,455'
(2300-05) Supplies-Teaching 18,728 15,000 3,728

, (2400) Textbooks 3,500 500 3,000
(2500) Library Services 3,728 3,728
(2600-01) Professional Salarie -AudioNisual 1,500 1,500
(2600-05) Supplies - Audio- ual 750 750
(2700) Guidance Ser c s , 3,000 3,000
(2800) Psychological Se vices 1,575 1,575
(2900-01) Professional Sa , vies -Ed. TV 1.500 1,500
(2900-05) Supplies-Ed. TV 750 750
Other. Instructional Expenditures -

Subtotal $107,292 $55,500 534,799 516,993

Proration of All Other Expend. by Time
Spent in Nonoccupa. & Occupa. Areas ' 8,497 8,496

'Total Instruc. Services Expend. by Type
of Expenditure 107,292 63,997 43.295

Supportive Services:
(1000) Administration 2,250 2,250
(3000) Other School Services 9,375 9,375
(4110) Custodial Servides 9,800 9,800
(4120) Heating of Building . 2,100 2,100.
(4130) Utility Services 490 490
(4210) Maintenance of Grounds 196 .196
(4220) Maintenance of Building 7,350 . 7,350
(4230) Maintenance of Equipment .. 1,525 1,000 . 525
(5000) Fixed Charges .2,609 2,609

Subtotal . 35,695 1,000..v 52'5 34,170

Proration of All Other Expend. by Time
Spent in Nonoccupa. & OcCupa. Areas 17,085*. 17,085

Total Supportive Services Expend. by Type
of Expenditure 35,695 18,085 17,610

Total Current Cost of Training in Program 142,987 82,082 60,905
Current Cost of Train. Per Pupil Beginning

Enrollment 1,906 1,094 812
Current Cost of Train.-Per Prog. Completor 2,270 1.303 967
Current Cost of Train.-Per Avg. Daily Mbrshp.
instrUctional Services-Cost Per Student

2,383
1,430

1,368,
853

1,015
577

1

Instructional Services-Cost Per Student Hour 1.99 1.19 .80
Supportive Services-Cost Per Student 476 241 235
Supportive Services-Cost Per Student Hour .33 .33 .33
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TABLE 2
REGULAR DAY PROGRAM OFFICE
Program Code (00004); Dept. Code 1400

Beginning Enrollment = 135 Students
End of Year Completors = 121 Students

Average Daily Membership = 108 Students

t1 (2) (3)

Expenditures
---

Types of Expenditures

Occupa- Nonoccup
Total tional tional All Ot-

Instructional Services:
(2100) Supervision $ 6,750 S 750 S 6,000
(2200) Principil's Office 9,900 9,900
(2300,01) Professional Salaries-Teaching 72,532 32,000 40.552 -
(2300-04) Contracted Services-Teaching 13,500 .13,500 '
(2300.05) Supplies Teaching 7,550 800 6,750
(2400) Textbooks 5,900 500 5,400
(2500) Library Services 6,750 : 6,750 .'
(2600-01) Professional Salaries Audio-Visual 2,700 . 2,700
(2600105) Supplies Audio-Visual 1,350 1,350

(2700) Guidance Services *5,400 , 5,400
(2800) Psychological Services,, 2,835 2,835
(2900-01) Professional Salaries-Ed. TV 2,700 2,700

12900-05) Supplies-Ed. TV 2,350 1,000 1,350
Other Instructional Eipenditures

...

Subtotal 140,217 35,050 73,532 31,635

Proration of-All Other Expend. By Time
Spent in Nonocrupa. & OccUpa. Areas 10,545 21,090

. Total lnstruc. Services Expend, by Type of
Expenditure 140,217 45,595 94,622

Supportive Services:
(1000) Adminjistrative 4,050 4,050
(3000) Other School Services 2,700 ' 2,700
(4110) Custodial Services 17,562 . 17,562
(4120) Heating of Building 3,804 3,804

(4130) Utility Services 878 878

(4210) Maintenance of Grounds 351 351

(4220) Maintenance of Building 13,172 13,172
(4230.) Maintenance of Equipment 1,050 100 950
(5000) Fixed Charges 4,725 - 4,725

Subtotal ) 48,292 .0. 100 950 47,242

4 Proration of All Other Expend. by Time
Spent in Nonoczupa. & Occupa. Areas 15,747 31,495

Total Supportive Services Expend. by Type '
of Expenditure 48,292 15,847 32,445.

Total Current Cost of Training in PrOkram 188,509 61,442 127,067
Current Cost of Train. Per Pupil Beginning ,

Enrollment ' 1,396 455 941
Current Cost of Train.-Per Prog. Completor 1,558 508- 1,050
Current Cost of Train.-Per Avg. Daily Mbrshp. 1,745 569 1,176. .

Instructional Services-Cost Per Student 1,039 338 701
Inseructional.ServicesCost Per Student Hour .97 .32 .65
Supportive Services-Cost Per Student 358 117 241

Supportive Services-Cost Per Student Hour .25 .08 .17
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mix of training taken by students in the
program. 1);,,,i+//ch,,,i3/ expendi-
tArs tend to ,1:nitnate ii arrivina at the

L arrent cost of training anti the
cak-uldtion of current cost of training per
pupil. Adjustment of 'beginning enroll
nient h,r program coinpletors and .ADI4
-cause the cost of training per pupil to
increase substantially .

T,thle 3 presents the nonoccupational
at ,ulruiit prograni regular day pro-

gram area. It provides' expenditure infor-
matiim on students who are only taking
academie training. As in the occupational
programs presented previously. total cur-
rent )..t Can be derived by summing

:1-h'ilt's and :it/To/tire .Ler
rite.,_ The current cost of training per
pupil can be derived based on beginning
enrollment and ADM. Instructional and
supportive service expenditures, can also
be determined on a per studerit and per
student hour basis.

A brief review of' the previous tables
indicates that there are substantial dif-
ferences in the current cost of the
individual programs (both- occupational
and nonoecupational) witbin the same
school. This is the usual case and the_
present reporting systems are typically
not able to detect these differences within
program areas. MISOE-CIS will be able to
describe these differ Ts, besides pro-
viding conipaisons over 1. vidual pro-
grains within thi'! same school. Compari-
sons can also be made ill the Same school
by. in:tructioki;/ :ervicc.,. and Supportivc
surricc: expenditure's, by. occupational
and innioccupati(mal expenditure, type.
by cost_ per pupil original enrollment,
completors, and Al M; and cost per stu-
dent Inair of instruction for instructional
services and supportive services expendi-
tUrV,;.

SOE -CDS would Also allow educa
clonal administrattns to make a cost

'G3

comparison between schools. by program,
by School type. lw school size, over
regio. etc. For example, Table 4 presents
tile per pupil current cost and enrollment
data hie six different ,oecupational
programs comprehensive secospdary
schools acre ,s the state. This table shows
that substa itial differences exist in the
current dos, of programs within schools of
the same tpt.

.,wital Lost for ..111Nol (.l)S

capital cost consists of land, building(s)
and equipment, plus an imputed rent
:,opportunity cost) IOC the use of public
funds for these purposes. However,,scrions
problems lxist in attempting to measure
the capitrl cost of education. For in-
stance. should historical costs, replace,
mnt costs, or current assessed valuation be
used to measure the capital costs? Each or
the abie is subject to sonic limitations.

An alternative technique that can be
used in estimating the capital cost is the
"capital recovery' factor" (CRF). The use
of this technique can account for both
MIL Onterest ) and-depreciation.

The capital recovery factor is the factor
which "... when multiplied by the
present value of capital costs, is the level

end-of-sea annual amount over
the life of the project necessary to pat'
interest on and recover the capital costs in
full (Hirshleifil, 1960.).

This forinula is is follows:

('0 i(1 i)ii

11 + i)n
when c is the_ capital, recovery factor
(annual capital cost): Co is the present
value of capital in use.: 1 is the social
opportunity cost rate ()I- capital or i.nvest-
ment funds: and n is the number of years
(the life of projectL.over which benefits
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TABLE 3 .

REGULAR .DAY PROGRAM AREA
Nonoccupational Academic i Program

Beginning Enrollment 393 Students
Average Daily Membership 314 Students

k

. ..

ypes of Expenditures

Occupa- Nonoccupa-
Expenditures .

. Total tional tional

Instruc tional Services: i

2100) Supervision S 19,650 1

12200) Principars'Office 29,082 !

2300-01) Professional Salaries-Teaching 176,991
2300-04) Contracted Services-Teaching , 39-300

f'. 2300-05) Supplies-Teaching 19,650
(2400) Textbooks 15,720
251_1 Library .'...!rvices 19.650
2600-01) Professional Salaries Audio-Visual 7..860

1260(-05) Supplies Audio-Visual 3,930
2700) Guidance Services 15,720
2800 Psyc hological Services 8,253

(2900 01 f, Profcasion-al-Salar its E-4-.- TV
2900-05) Supplies-Ed. TV 3,930

Other Instructional 'Expenditures.

Subtotal

Proration of All Other Expend by Time
Spent in NonOccupa. & Occupa. Areas

Total Instruc, Services Expend. by Type
of Expenditure 367,596

Supportive Services:
i,..1000 Administration
3000) Other School Services
4110) . Custodial Services

(4120) Heating of Building
(413h) Utility Services
4210) Maintenance of Grounds
4210;, Maintenance of Building
H12301 Maintenance of Equipment
5000) Fixed Charges

Subtotal

'367,596

S 19,650
29,082

176,991
39,300
19,650
15,720
19,650
7,860

. 3,930
15,720
8,253
7,s611
3,930

All Other

367,596

Proration of All Other Expend. by Time
Spent in Nonoccupa. & Occupa. Areas

Total Supportive Services Expend. by Type
of Expenditvee

Total Current Cost of Training in Program
Current Cost of Train. Per Pupil Beginning-

Enrollment
Current Cost of Train.-Per Program Completor
Current Cost of Tpin.-Per Avg. Daily Mbrshp.
Instructional Services-Cost Per Student
InstructionalServices-Cost Per Student Hour
Supportive Services-Cost Per Student
Supportive Services-Cost Student Hour

11,790
7,860

51,125
11:075

2,555
1,022

38,345
2,767

13,755

140,294

367,596

140,294

507,890
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11,790
7;860

51,125
11,075
2,555

.1,0"
38,345

2,767
13,755

140,294

140,294

507,890

1,292

1.617
935
.65

357
.25

)



TABLE 4
PER PUPIL CURRENT COST AND ENROLLMENT DATA IN INDIVIDUAL '-

PROGRAMS IN COMPREIIENSIVE SECONDARY SCHOOLS ACROSS STATE-

Auto Mechanics
(17.0302)

Blueprint Reading
(17.0500)

Carpenters
(17.1(101)

Electrical
(17.1002)

Fabric Maint. Service
(11.160(1)

Consumer Education
(09.0104)

1970 1971 1972 1973
(Proj.)

1974

ac /p $1565. $1590. $1575. $1575. $1560.
enroll 500 600 700 800 900

ac/p $1350. $1402. $1515. $1687. $1809:
enroll 332 350 370 461 501

ac/p $1275. $1300. $1318. $1402. $1515.
enroll 1002 980 980 910 850

ac/p " $1488. $1550. $1575. $1670. $1611.
enroll 1500 1400 1375 1550 1605

ac/p $1005. S 995. $ 990. $1007. $1101.
enroll 200 210 205 250 260

ac/p $ 900. $ 905. $ 907. $ 910. $ 928.
enroll 1010 1100 . 1210 1400 1600

are returned. Even this technique is sub-
ject to some limitations. For instance,
beside the problem of establishing the
present value of the capital in use, arbi-
trary judgments must be made regarding
the values of n and i.

In the MISOE Census Data System, the
Superintendent of Schools is requested to
Complete a table entitled "Supplementary
Expenditure Information" in the Fall of
the year. This table provides most of the
necessary information (the year(s) the
school was built and/or added to or
remodeled and the cost of land, building,
and equipment associated with each of
the above)' for computing -the capital,
recovery factor (CRF) for each school in
the community that offers occupational
education programs.. However, it is still
necessary to make judgments as to the
value of the social opportunity cost rate
of capital (i) and the number of years over
which benefits are returned (n) for each
school involved. These problems are not
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overwhelming, and realistic estimates can
be made for values of (i)' and (n). Thus,
the CRF can be used to calculate an
implicit rent, for each school that offers
occupational training programs. Dividing
the implicit rent for the- sch9,01 by the day.
school enrollment will provideirrimplicit
rent on a per pupil basis. The enrollment
in day occupational programs can be
multiplied by the implicit rent per pupil
to obtain the implicit rent for the pro-
gram.--

The addition of implicit rent to the
current cost .of educational prograins will
provide estimates of total program cost
and total cost per pupil in the program.
Substantial differences can be expected to
occur in the implicit rent charges, the
total program cost of each program, and
the total cost per pupil of each school.
However, it must be pointed out that the
per pupil implicit charge is the same for
all students in the school for all
program areas. Also the normal pro-



cedure is to charge implicit .;rent only
to day school program areas and not every
student in the school.

Estimating Program Cost For MISOL-SUS

In MISOE-SDS ekpenditures must be
accumulated over the life of the 'program
in order to determine the total cost of the
program and' the total cost .per pupil .of.,
program completors. For instance, in a
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three year program beginning in Septem-
ber 1973 the yearly cost of the program
must be accumulated until June, 1976.
Table 5 (program code 00001 auto -
mechanics - occupational) follow the
current expenditures of this particular
occupational educations program over
three years the length of time it takes
to get a program completor in this pro-
gram. The program expenditure informa-,

TABLE 5
SCHOOL X

Occupational Day Program - Automechanics
Program Code 00001; Dept. Code 1703

Summary Table

--- - - --
Expenditures\ School Year

147174' --i '74:75- 1375-76
Programa
'Coif-

Instructional Sei.vices: . .

(2100) Supervision S 3,728 S 4,000 $ 5,000 . 5 12,728,

(2200) Principal's Office 5,690 6,000 7,000 18,690

(2300-01) Professional Salaries Teaching 55,388 58,000 60,000 173,31 8

(2300.04) Contracted Services Teaching 7,455 .7,500 7,000 21,955

(2300.05) Supplies Teaching 18,728 19,000 20,000 57,728

(2400) Textbooks 3,500 4,000 1,500 9,000

(2500) Library Services 3,728 3,801 3,000 10,528

(2600-01) Professiori7al Salaries -Audio-Visual 1,500 1,000 800 . 3,300

(2600-05) Supplies Audio - Visual 750 500 400 1,650

(2700) Guidance Services 3,000 3,500 4,000 10,500

(2800) . Psychological Services 1,575 1,600 2,000 5,175

(2900-01) Professional Salaries-Ed. TV 1500 1,500 1,500 4,500

(2900.02) 5upplies-Ed. TV
. , 750 500 500 1,750

Other Instructional Expenditures

Subtotal 107,292 110,900 112,700 330,892

Supportive ServicPe.
(1000) Administrative 2,250 2,750 3,000 8,000

(3000) Other School Services 9,375 9,625 10,000 29,000

(4100) Custodial Services ... 9,800 10,200 11,000 31,000

(4120) Heating of Building 2,100 2,900 3,500 8,500

(4130) Utility Services 490 510 600 1,600

(4210) Maintenance of Grounds , 196 204 200 600

(4220) Maintenance of Building 7,350 7,150 8,500 23,000

(4230) Maintenance of Equipment 1,525 i,375 1,100 4,000

(5000) Fixed Charges ,

Subtotal

2,609 2,391 2,500 7,500

35,695 37,105 40,400 113,200

Total Current Cost of Training in Program 142,987 148,005 153,100 444,092

6
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tion from- MIS( )E--(',`:DS is the basic data associated with the various types of
tor MISOE-SDS. However, it must completors and dropouts this is illus-

be- summed over the lenth of the pro- trated in the center of Table 7. The
:-,

gram in order to derive total program bottom of 'Fable 7 illustrates how total
current cost see Table 5 where the total program cost can be associated with a
curri* cost of training for this program,

cohort of 19 students Who enrolled in the
are S44 091. program in the tenth grade (1973-74) and

Table -provides- a breakdown of completed the program in 1975-76. The
ear llment an expenditures ;current and cost per yearly completor from Table
cap' al) for each Year over the life of the 7 is multiplied by the number of

'pri-q,ratn. Enrollment- is presented on a graduates to obtain the total cost per year
yearly basis with beginning a.iirollineint at training. The addition of the cost NI-
broken out into the' number of program yearly completor over .. the' three years
completors and dropouts (in a full time provides the per pupil average total cost
equivalent basis, 11... yearly. current of trainipg for this cohort of students in
expenditure of the program can be sep- the automechanics program. The addition
orated into illseiUCtiullill :,eivices and of the total cost tier year- over the three
supp, n-tive servn es. and occupational and years provides the total cost of! training
Iloilo 1 cuparional e \ penditures -Tire- this-Mum-4 stinteni.s over three years.
implicit rent is added to the current cost . M1SOE-SDS is also working on the
in order to (.1erive. the total cost of the problem of determining the cost of
program. Total program cost can then be individual terminal objectives associated

4-

broken out into the portions associated with this program. III other words, total- ..,
with program completors and program -program cost could be broken down into.
dropouts_ and; summed over the years of the cost of teaching the .individual
the program. TERMOBS offered within the, program.

It is disci possible to follow a cohort of .A1_,..tlitt- present time this process is in the
students from one year to anotherAlitiorr" early stages of development but hopefully
assign a share of the total program cost to it will become another of the M1SOE
them. F, ior nsta4 in 'Fable 7 the tenth tools in the future.them.
Bride students of the .automechanics
program followed over three years. Cork insion
Beginning - program enrollment is fur
strictly occupational students. Students This description of the- MISOE cost
not -enrolled are non-occupational analysis component concludes the discus-
students who are taking an :occupational sion of the information collected and
course. Thus, SDS has information on stored in the data files. The next chapter
what happened to each cohort (f students describes how this infornration is con-
as they moved from Year to year through fleeted together for interactive- analysis
the program. Did they become program and should at leascbe "rapidly skimmed"
completors or dropouts? This question. by the reader. The development of the
can he answered by SDS. Also, proram data files is really the essential key to
cost associated with these groups of stu- making an interactive, computing system
dents can be broken out into the portions a reality.
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CHAPTER 6

MISOE INTERACTIVE COMPUTING SYSTEMS
ANQ FILE STRUCTURE

Martin Breslow

This chapter will probably be high on
the "quickly skimmed'' list for readers.
However, it .serves two important func-
tions and they are:

1. It provides a feel for the "real world" of
interactive computing,systems, and

2. It .offers a description of the enormous
flexibility of the MISOE data files.

This chapter is purposefully described in
casual language, and a fairly rapid
skimming of its contents should facilitate
a reasonable understanding for dealing
with Chapters 7 and 8. It would be
sensible to expect that the casual reader
might want to return to review this
chapter after (or during) the reading of
Chapters 7 and 8. In fact, the entire
example of policy formulation offered in
Chapter 8 could be conceived as taking
place in front of the MISOE computing
terminal' sketched in Figure 1 of this
Chapter.

iLirdwarc and Input lOutput Dcvices
MISOE hardware and input/output

65

devices provide for interaction between a
manager (or user) and information files.
The hardware and. devices together are
usually referred .to as a terminal. The
MISOE con,putecterminal is comprised of
six separate pieces of hardware, and they
are:

1. A graphic display scope and keyboard;
2. a printer;
3. an acoustic couplei;
4. a minicomputer;
5. a cassette tape recorder; and
6. a graphic hardcopy device.

MISOE terminal, 'which could be
described as a remote input and output
device hooked. together by electronic
circuitry, is pictured in Figure I.

The terminal is connected to a time-
sharing computer on telephone- lines via
the "acoustic coupler". The computer and
the -terminal communicate with each
other by using devices which -emanate and
detect specific high-pitched sounds. The
sound carries a code similar to the Morse

7,i

-



Graphic Display S,cope- r --Cassette 'rape Recorder

Graphic Hard Copy Devices

_Keyboard

Muti.Computer.

code, and these pulses are translated into
a language the terminal can understand.

The' user interacts with the computer
by tYpiv messages on the keyboard. The
keys contain characters which represent
letters or numbers or specific controls for
the devices connected to the terminal.
Certain keys enable the user to edit
messages to the computer prior to trans-
mission. The user can both delete and
insert characters.

The graphic display scope operates
much like a televisAn screen. It cap
display tables, graphs, or any two-
diMensiOnal shape. Thus, th graphic dis-
play scope can be used to co imunicate in
a variety of ways from the computer to
the user. The graphic displays are con-
trolled by the minicomputer.

displayedSimultaneously, that which is displayed
on the graphic display scope is also
displayed on another display scope with
the graphic hardcopy device. The graphic

.
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I

hardcopy device also includes a photo-
copy capability, and therefore the user
can demand a hardcopy of any informa-'
tion he interactively develops on the
scope.

Interactively developed information
that is longer than the graphic display
scope can be outputted on the printer.
However, e xtremely long reports
requested by management should not be
transmitted through the MISOE computer
terminal, but should be requested to be
outputted on a. high-speed printer at a
computing facility.

The cassette tape recorder is used to
prepare inputs or complex communica-
tions with the computer, prior to entering
into a dialogue with the remote computer.
The cassette tape recorder is helpful in
facilitating' efficient communication be-
tween the user and the computer. When
the user is "logged" on to the time-sharing
computer, the edited information on the



tape can be rapidly communicated over
the telephone lines to the computer.'

intcractim .111.V
Sottwarc is another way of describing
already v ritten computer prOgranis.:Ahe
interactive software used by MISOE can
be clasified- by three funtions:

I. data management:
2. data manipulation,: and
.3. reportieneration.
Data Mayagement is the name vel;ic)r

describes the structuring ,process for the
stored informatioirsystvms such that'thev
are compatible with a process of inter-
active retrieval! The software packages
available her perform* these functions
provide a technical language for spe!cifying
and editing the data, its well as a language
for retrieving information. The retrieval

a,s(,..nc.Les some of the report-langrhige 1.1

ing, and data manipulation capabilities.
The structure of the MISOE data files

will be discossZd in a. later section of this
chapter. Space limitations do not permit a
description of the retrieval language. How-
ever, Chapter 7 .will provide the reader
with a generalizable description of how a
user can interact with the' MISOE data
system. This chapter will also discuss the
logical.. mathematical, and statistical
information manipulation operations that
are available for interactive analysis on the
part.ot the user. Statistical operations are
performed by an interactive- statistical
package. Requests for statistical analysis
are made in acripversaticinal, free - form

language.
Special software is required. to trans-

form outputs from the data base manage.-
ment package and ,die statistical package
into as form such that it can be displayed
to the user on the graphic display scope.
For tabular output, this is straight-
forward. For graphic output, software is
necessary to specify scales along the axes.

67

4

The three types of software packages
(data management, statistical, and
graphic) are connected, together lay a

conversational 'time-sharing system. The
1617

.-s1 aring system includes An executive
language in which requests involving the.
Use of two or more of the software
packages' can lie automated. Thus the
process of phi; from t re data manage-
ment package to the sta stical package
and to the graphic package can be greatly

'simplified for the user.
connectibifity of -Datu lilac The

following section of this chapter will
present. a general overview of how the
MISOE data files are organized for inter-
active analysis. This presehtation will be
more conceptual than actual, but is
designed to help the reader understand
the relatively uncomplicated nature of
data tile organization. In general, when a
data base is created, inforination is read
into-a storage file with several descriptive
fields. The process of storing information
within am organized data file uses descrip-
tive information on each data itn in
establishing connections among data 'items
and across separate files. Certain data
names. itre declared 1 as "classifiers"
qualitative variables in Chapter. 7). For
example. an occupational education pro-
gram can be classified by an number, a
USOE code, or a number which-identifies
-the town and school in which the program
is offered. These "classifiers" connect
data across data units, while data names.'
called "identifiers", for example, a

student's identification number, can
coil together all information for a
particular student (a data unit) within an
organized data file.

Connectihility lrithin the .11ISOL CDS--
Sac Data Hies. This section will briefly
describe the structure of the MISOE data
files, highlighting" its connectibility. File

Although, MISOE Was initially developed with a -hardwar.e configuration described by Figure 1,
there are commercially available alternatives whose construction slightly alters the described

configuration.

7 9
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Structure to attain maximum data con-
nectibility is absolutely essential to an
interactive computing system.

Figures 2, .3 and 4 describe the file
arrangements of the MISOE Sample Data
System.

In Figure 2 the first row on the upper
left hand corner, described as Basic Data,
contains informatioh. identifying certain
static components'ol the students in the
sample. PID standXor Pertnanenrldentii
fication Number and every student,
teacher and administrator in SDS is
assigned a unique PID. A student's PID is
an .identifier or classifier. The student's
PID connects together all baSic and IPPI
information on an individual student.
Figure .2 simply sketches these connec-
tions. The second row. contains a student's
Input Data, the third row is Process Data,
the fourth row is Product Data and the
fifth row is student's Impact Data. Notice
it is all connected together by a PID.

Each program from which students are
sampled in .the .Sample Data System is
assigned the same ide4tification number it
carried in the Census Data System. This is
called the PFID. Census Data System
'information describing certain charac-
teristics of the programs from which
gample students are taken are connected
'to the PFID. Thus, information describing
the 'individual student as arrayed in the
left hand side of.Figure 2 and information
which describes certaiM characteristics of
the program from CDS . information can
be connected together. This is a partic-
ularly crucial connection for expenditure
information.

To help unscramble Figure 2, it might
be useful to know that most of the,
abbreviations describing the input bat-
teries stand for specific instruments; CN
represents cohort number; and WTS
describes the space where sample ,weights
will be attached to each student file, such

69

that the user never will be able to
access Miweighted information. Figures 3
and 4 display the layOut for die data
files for teacher and administrators.
Note that the PID serves to connect,
together each teache's and adminis-
trator's data. Student information is con-
nectect to teacher information (but not
vice versa), by way of the PFID..Student
data is connected to administrator data by
way of a system -school code which is
adopted. from the CDS system. Thus, the
inforthation describing teachers and
administrators becomes extensions of
student process information.

The SDS data files have been designed
such that student information is con-
nected to program-, teacher and adminis-
trator .data, but information describing
programs, teachers and administrators
cannot be connected back to students.
That is, these connections are one-way.
Further, teacher information is not con-

, nected to administrator information. This
provides it technical safeguard against
using MISOE information to "evaluate"
individual- schools, teachers, or adminis-
trators within the sample.

On the other hand, information in CDS
is all "two-way connected" (on the
assumption it is public information).

Figure 5 is a graphic presentation of the
CDS Data file. The following description
of the CDS data file assumes that each.
of the abbreviated identifiers within this
schematic layout -is self-explanatory.
,LEAs are ideptified by a system code, a
unique number assigned tneach LEA.
Since the system code is pr sent on all the
CDS files, it forms the basis for con-
necting LEA information to all other data
in the file.

. Three digits are added to the ,system
code to form a "system and individual
school code", which identifies a school
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within an LEA and ties together an
individual school's data. All the CDS
information describing a particular

-upational education program (row 4,
5) and the information describing

occu atitinal edUcation .staff members
within a school (row 3, Figure 5) contain
the school's identifying code number in
the individual files. This cross-file con-
nectibility allows a user to interactively
analyze programs and teachers by school,
and permits a display of information
describing. the school in which an occupa-
tional education program is nested.

The identification c es (PF[D) of the
occupational education rogram(s) a staff
member teaches is store h his infor-
mation. Furthermore, the identification
numbers of the individual student groups

'(G ID) he teaches within each occupa-
tional education program is also stored
within the teacher's file. Thus, informa-
tion describing teachers is connectible to-
progratn enrollment information. Since'
student groups are defined by grade and
USOE code combinations, occupational
education staff can be classified by grade
and USOE code.

The program file contains a Depart-
ment ID in addition to various codes
named above. Thus, when a department
has more than one occupational education
program, they can be separately classified.

COndliXi011

It is hoped that this chapter has
communicated an uncluttered con-

4. 73

ception of two important elements of
MISOE:

1. The physical hardwa're with which a user
must come to grips, and

2. The scow and flexibility of the data files.
It is not necessary for a user to ever know
much more than is presented in this
chapter about file structure and hardware
to interact with MISOE data systems. As a
matter of fact, it is not necessary to know
anything about the structure- of the data
file layout. However, an overview of the
file structure could be helpful in under-
standing the analytical flexibility of
MISOE.

Chapters 7 and 8 describe the very
essence of MISOE. Chapter 7 stipulates
how a user can interact with the MISOE
data systems in policy formulation, while
Chapter 8 presents an example of the
development of ,a statewide policy for
occupational education.

In order to judge the usefulness of
MISOE as a support mechanism to policy
forniulation, it is necessary for the reader
to experience, at least vicariously, policy
development with an interactive comput-
ing system. Chapter 7 provides an outline
of the few specific skills required to access
the MISOE data systems through data file
indices, while Chapter 8 is intended to
provide a feel for interactive policy
formulation. Both chapters should be
rather carefully considered by those
concerned with evaluating the poten 1 of
MISOE in making better man's capab
to formulate policy, for occupational
education at the state level.
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,CHAPTER 7

INTERACTING WITH MISOE DATA,
OPERATIONS AND OUTPUT INDICES

Elizabeth Weinberger

The fact that MISOE is an interactive
computer system has been stressed many
time's earlier in this Journal. WhaT, does it

..mean to interact-with a computer system
-from- dip- point of view of the educational
manager? How does one go about inter -
acting with a computer? What are the
benefits that can be derived from such
interaction? It is the purpose of this
chapter to attempt to provide response to
questions. such as these. The chapter has
been divided into two parts. Part I is
concerned primarily with introducing and
explaining the tools provided to the edu-

i
cational manager for interacting with /die
MISOE sysEeni. These tools are: the three
types of indices to the system that prO-
vide coded listings of the data available;
the operations that can be performed on
this data; and the types and modes of
information outputs available. The second;
part of the chapter provides several ex-
amples of the interaction process and is
essentially geared towards demonstrating
how this process might work. Since the
man-machine interactive component of
MISOE is still in the' developmental stage,
this description of the process is Meant to
be suggestive rather than descriptive of

jthe
final product.

PART I: A DESCRIPTION OF THE MISOE INDICES

.1 Brie/ Overview of the .11ISOE Data and
Operationslmlices

There are three types of indices to the
MISOE interactive computer system:

73

(1) 71w Data indices,, (2) The Operations
Index, and (3) 71w Output index. The
Data Indices contain hierarchically

-ordered listings of the major data classifi-
cations stored in the MISOE data Ales and,



their respective code numbers. Since there
are two major categ,ories of MISOE data.
CDS data and .SDS data. t sepa rate
Data ta Cla ss it ica don Indices were
developed: The Data C.Lusitication
lilt and the. Data classification
Index. Each of these is further subdiv
into a Qualitative Variables Index an
Quantitive Variables Index. The. (7pera
titins brat... contains a coded listing; of the
various operations that may be performed
for purposes of analysis, retrieval amlior
dis'play on stored information fUr selected
-variables listed on either the CDS or SDS
Data Classification Indices. The Opera-
tions Index is divided into three sections
which reflect the types of operations
accommodated by the system: Loojca/
0peratious; ithinatical (Jperatiolis. and

)1), Tht ()utput Index
provides a coded 1 sting of the various
types and modes of output of retrieval
information that can be requested bY, the
user of the system. The purpose of this
chapter is firstly to provide the potential
user of the MISOE interactive computer.
system with a description of the major
indices to the system, and secondly, to
provide- the- potential user with an under-
standing of the process by which one can
interact with the MISOE computer system
through the use of these indices for
urposys of analysis, retrieval or display
f information.

Brit Introdnction tO flit' I 'se 0 qte
.111SOL. 1).1' and .til).S* Data Lias.silicatioli

As prey ouslv mentioned, there are two
lata class ficatim indices: the CDS Data
Classificatii n Index and the SDS Data

lassificatio Index. The data classified in
ach of these radices is r into one of
wo data types:

ti

4",
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1. Qualitative Data is that coded qualitative
information. upon which only logical (i.e.,
nonmathcmatical operations can be .per-
formed. Examples of qualitative variables
are: sex. race. school type. Qualitative
variables are primarily useful in classifying
data for purposes of distribution or ag-
gregation.

2. Quantitative Data is that coded quan-
titative information upon which both
logical and mathematical operations can he
performed. Examples of quantitative vari-
ables are: number of students enrolled in a
.given program, average number of hours
per week that a given program is taught,
number of full time tionteaching staff in a
given LEA.

The CDS and SDS Data Classifi.cation.
Indices are each divided into two parts: a
Qualitative Variables Index and a Quanti-
tative. Variables Index. Thus, there are
actually four data indices. Each data
index is accompanied by a Table of
Contents_ which lists the major variable
classifications included in that index by
identifying code number and page loca-
tion, (see Figure 1). The Table of Con-
tents has been organized for the purpose
of data retrieval' and is a truncated but

,representative potion of the Table of
Contents to the CDS Qualitative Variables
Index and is shown on page 76. Thus, an
educational manager who was interested
in locating information on occupational
education staff members from the CDS
Qualitative Data Index would know that
the data classification for "0. E. Staff" is
located on pages 14-15 of that index and
is identified by code numbers in the 40.0's
range.

The CDS and SDS Data Classification
indices contain hierarchically ordered and
coded breakdowns of the data classi-
fication categories listed in the ac-
companyiq 'Fable of Contents. The
coded subcategories are alphabetically

80



7.6

Data
Category

Data
Subcategory

1).

FIGURE 1 ORGANIZATION OF THE MISOE DATA INDICES

CDS
Quantitative
Data Index

CDS
Qualitative
Data Index

CDS
Data Index

Table of
Contents to

CDS Data Index

SD5
Quantitative
Data Index

SDS
Qualitative
Data Index

SDS
Data Index

Table of
Contents to

SDS Data Index

Table of Contents to the CDS Qualitative Variables Indbx

Major Data Classifications .Cocle No. Page No.

*Organizational and Geographic 300 12-13
System/School Codes 301 12
LEA Types 302 13

Occupational Education Staff - 400 14-15
.Teacher /Teacher's Aide 402 15

Fulltime/Parttime 403 15

USOE Codes 500 -\\16

Major Categories of CDS Qualitative Variables by Code Number

Organizational and Geographic Breakdowns 300
Occupational Education Staff 400
USOE Codes and USOE Code Categorizations 500
TERMOB Related 600
Miscellaneous 700

Economic 701-710
Enrollthent, Student and Other Staff Oriented 711-720
Instructional Area 721-730
Time Related , 731-740
Other 741-799

8 i



ordered within each of the ,major data
classification categories. Each of the, Data
Classification Indices is individually dis-
cussed in the following section.

'floe C l'ariables Data
Classification Index

The major data classifications included
in 'the CDS Qualitative Variables lnd-ex
and their respective coded numbers are
summarized. on page 76. To use the CDS
Qualitative Variables Data Classification
Index, the user would first refer to Hie
Table of Contents for this index, as
previously described, and find the -page
number and code number of the partic-
ular qualitative variable in which was

77

interested.
Suppose that the Thypothetical educa-

tional manager mentioned earlier is inter-
ested in information on occupational edu-
cation teachers with Master's Degrees. He
would consult the -Table of Contents to
CDS Qualitative Variables (see page 76)
where he, would find that occupational
education staff variables are located on
pages 14-15 of the ,Qualitative Variables
Index and are identified code numbers
in the 400's range. He would open the
CDS Qualitative Variables Index to the
specified pages and look the list of
variables with code numbers in the 400's
range. A representative section of this
index is illustrated on this page. He would
filld that code number 407 identifies the

Representative Section of the CDS Qualitative Variables Index

Occupational Education Staff 400
Fulltime/Parttitne 405

Fulltime 405.1
Parttime. 405.2

Highe'st Level of Educational Attainment ,407
Bachelor's Degree 407.05
Bachelor's Degree + 30 credits 407.07
Master's Degree 407.07

data category Highest Level of Educa-
tional Attainment. Since the information
that 1w is interested in falls within this
data category, he would then look at the
data subcategory until ti,latting the par-

.ticular qualitative varia ble category in
which lie is interested (i.e., OE teacherS
with Master's Degrees). Code number
407.07 identifies the category Occupa-
tional Education Teachers with Master's
Degrees. Thus, he would specify code
number 407.07 to obtain data within that
category.

flu CDS Quantitative I'ariables Data
t.shetiticatitm Index

The major data classifications included
in the CDS Quantitative Variables Index

/
and 'their /respective
summarized below:

code numbers are

Major Categories of CDS Quantitative
Variables by Code Number .

Expenditures 1000
Enrollment 2000
Staff 3000
Instructional Area 4000
Student Time 5000
TERMOBS G000

The CDS Quantitative Variables Index
would be used in much the same way as
the CDS Qualitative Variable Indices. That
is, the user would first refer to the Table
of Contents to the Index with a particular
data classification in mind and then to the

82



index its. t to find the code number that
identities Ile particular variable eategorv...

4;:tetested. Ile would next
specitv that t:tdo number to obtain the
des:red in tormation. For example, an edu-
ati;q1.11 manager might be interested in

kin,wing the enrollment 'of each compre-
jitql high Stflik,u1 in Massachusetts,
dint e die data in whit li he is interested
enr,4:ilment is of the quantitative type

and is CDS (lat.'. 11c vN;ould refer to the
'Fable ot Contents to the CDS Quantita-
tive .Variables Index. There. he would find
the following,listing:

, Code No.t Page

I III- -11oleto 1) 2000 8-12
t If A, 2301-2399 8
I HI I 'ape mal Departments 2101 -2199 9-10

up.tt .n.1 Programs 2001-2099 11

t )1i 22-01-2299 12

lit that he is interested in enrollment data
on ht he would then turn to page 12
ot the Cl S Quantitative Variables index
and w, mid It at the variables coded
1.'111 2290. Ile would find- the f011owing
listing for variables in which lie is inter-
ested, enrollment in seln)(.11s:

22stI Number of St nts in School

instirniti,coo ttte: Specify St-111ml Selectors
QV 30113 ade QV 308 .. Race QV. 711)

and Sex QV 712' may be specified at th.e
user's option

Tin:retort:, he would know that he must
specify code number 2201 in order to
obtain the data in which lie is interested.
lice instructional note accompanying this
data item provides a listing of the addi-
ti, mal data specifications that must or can
be made in order to obtain the in forma-

m desired. The CD S Major Data Selec-
t,,t.. SiMunary Sheet , see 'rabic contains
a coded listing of the major. qualitative

8 3

variable categories by which CDS data
items can be qualified or classified. Since
the manager is interested in enrollment in
comprehensive secondary schools, he
would know that he must specify a

School Selector identifying the Sclund
Type. i.e.. Comprehensive Seconddrv.
From the Major Data Selectors Summary
Sheet he would note that School Type
data is identified'by code numbers in the
range of 303.00 in the CDS Qualitative
Variables Index. By using the Table of

TABLE 1 CDS MAJOR DATA
SELECTORS SUMMARY SHEET

QV 301
QV 302
QV 315
QV 316
QV 317
QV 318
QV 319

QV 301
QV 303
QV 313
QV 301A

QV 365
QV 301A
QV 301B

QV-301A System Selectors
System/School Code
LEA Type
State Senate Districts
State Assembly .Districts
U.S. Election Districts
SMSAs
Educational Region

BV-301B School Selectors
. System/School Code

School Type
School Organization
System Selectors

BV-305 Department Selectors
Department 1.D.
System Selectors
School Selectors

BV-401 Staff Member Selectors
(V5401-409: 411-413 Staff Characteristics
QV 30S Department 1.D.
QV 306 Program Selectors
QV 301 A&B System Selectors and School

Selectors

13V-306 Program Selectors
Program (Form) 11)(PFID)
Program Type
Program Area Codes
Codes of Program Area Distri-

bution (Legal Classification)
Program Is/1s not in SUS

Example
Department 1.0
USOE Code combinations
System Selectors
School Selectors

QV 306
QV 309
QV 311
QV%312

QV 32()

QV. 305
QV 500S
QV -301A
QV 301B



r- Contents to this index, he would find the
page(s) in the index on which

the
items

with that code are listed. In the index lie
would find that code number 303.20
identities the data classification -Com-
prehensive Secondary School. That is the
School Selector that lie .would specify,.
Thus, in order to obtain data on the
enrollment of each comprehensive high
school in Massachusetts, the manager
would specify two 'numbers: 2201 and
30,3,20. This is a very simple example for
demonstration purpoSes.

Thc SDS Data Classification Indices

As previously mentioned, the SDS and
CDS Data Classification Indices are
similarly organized. That is to say that
there is an SDS Qualitative Variables
Index with an accompanying Table of
Contents, and an SDS Quantitative Vari-
ables index also accompanied by a Table
of 'Contents. Since the SDS data indices
are used in much the same manner as the
CDS data indices, this section of the
chapter will be geared toward detailing
the content of these indices rather than
their usage.

The SDS Qualitative f "ariables Data Classi-
fication Index

_The major coded data classification
included in the SDS Basic Variables Index
are summarized- below:

Major Categories of SDS Qualitative
Variables by Code Number

Cohort Number 100
(rade 200
Level 300
Stratification Cell Number 400
USOE Code Number . 500
TERMOB Number 600
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The SDS Quantitative Variables Data
Classification Index

The major data classification included
in the SDS Quantitative Varikles Index
and their respective code numbers are
summarized below:

Major Categories of SDS Quantitative
Variables by Code Number

Input Data on Students 1000
ProcesS"Data on Teachers 1(`00
Process Data on Administrators 3000
Process Data on Students 4000
Product Data on Students 5000
Impact Data on Students 6000
Economic Data 7000

SDS data, like CDS data, is hierar-.
chically organized. Thus within each of
these major data categories there are
subcategories and within each of the
subcategories there are further break-
downs. The subcategories for all of eco-
nomic data consist of listings for the
instruments used to obtain the .data.
These instruments fall into one of two
categories: commercially or otherwise
available instruments and instruments
developed inhouse. For the commercially
or otherwise available instruments (indi-
cated by an asterisk) the within instru-
ment subcategories co/mist of the various,
scores yielded by the instrument. )t- all
of the other instruments and inventories
(i.e., those developed Lnhou,se) the within
instrument subcategories consist of data
on each individual item or variable, as well
as data on a priori generated variables. (An
a priori generated variable is a variable
which has been arbitrarily generated from
the combination of two or more individ-
ual items prior to empirical analysis of the
data yielded by the instrument). It should
be noted that all processes including
economic data in SDS are strictly triadic-

O
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TABLE 2
MAJOR CATEGORIES OF SDS QUANTITATIVE DATA BY CODE NUMBER

Input Data
Cognitive

" Iowa Tests of educational Development
Differential Aptitude Test
Culture Fair. I.Q. Test ')

Noncognitive

1000
11'00-1300

1100
1200'
1300

* High School Personality Questionnaire 1400
Surveys of Interpersonal and Personal Values 1500
Survey of Study Habits and Attitudes 1600
Student Master Identification Form 170Q
Student Master Identification Form-Update 1800
TheMassachusettS Pupil Inventories-MPI(A) 1900A/B
General Demographic and Family Backgraund Data-MALPI(B). 1910A/B
Socioeconomic Background Data 1920A/B
Student Relations with Parents 1930A/B
Parental Interest in'Student's Education 1940A/B
Educational and Occupational Background 1950A/B

Status and Aspirations
Peer Relations and Comparisons 1960A/B
Interests and Activities 1970,A/B

Process Data on'Teachers 2000
The Massachusetts Occupational EduCation Teacher Survey (MOTES) ' ' 2100

" The Teacher Program Questionnaire (TPQ) 2200'
* The Image of Voe'ational Education (IVE) 2300

The. Planning Activities Sheet 2400
The Purdue Teacher Opinionaire 2500

' Verbal Reasoning I.Q. 2600
Process Data on Administrators 3000

The Image of Vocational Education 3.100
The Planning Activities Sheet 3200'
The Massachusetts Administrator Inventory 3300
Verbal Reasoning I.Q. 4000
The Student Program Questionnaire 4100
The School Sentiment Index 4200

PrOduct Data 5000
c-* Iowa Tests of Edu-ational Development-Retests

5(0Completion/Noncompletion Data 5200
Terminal Objectives Data 5300

Impact Data 6000
Massachusetts Educational Impact Inventory
Massachusetts Job. Evaluation Form 66210000

Economic Data 7000

"Commercial Instruments

t)
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TABLE 3
A SAMPLE FROM THE OPERATIONS INDEX WITH

ILI.VSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF THE VARIOUS OPERATIONS

LIM Logical Operations
1.10 Logical Corti binatinns
- 1.11 And :41/4

1.12 Or inclusive Al:
1.20 Logical Relations

1.21 Greater Than (GT):
1.22 Less Than
1.23 Equal to
1.24 Nut Equal to NE::
1.25 Not

2.00 Mathemati..al operations
2.10 Plus

3.qt)

2.21) Minus

2.3)) Times

.

2.41) Divided by )

2.50 Exponentiation:
2.60 Square:
2.70 Square Root:
Statistical Operations
3.01 Count data items::
3.02 Sum data items):

e.g.. all students who are both female and in office educ.itiun programs
e.g.. all students who are either female Or in office education programs

e.g., all teachers with I.Q.s greater than 120, ur
with I.Q.s less than 120, di. .

with I.Q.s equal to 120
e.g., all students with family incomes not equal tu S10,000 or more
e.g., all students who are not in occupational edu:ation

e.g.. number of students enrolled in Cosmetics programs plus
the number enrolled in Homemaking programs
e.g.. the costs uf specific OE programs minus expenditures -

on equipment in those programs
tu find the total number of hours a given program meets each

semester, the number of huurs that tht program meets daily
, t7tnes.the number of program sessions held that semester might

be requested
It mighibe requested that total program cost be divided by
number of students .in the program tu find the per pupil cost

a given program ,

thematical operations used primarily to perfurm
st tistical operations

Operations 3.03, 3.04. and 3.(15
3.03 Sort data items):

3.04 N tile Rank data items,:

3.05 Scale by N-tile
data items::

3.06- Mean data items::
3.1)7 Median data items
3.11)1 Mode data items,:
3.0') Range data items :
3.10 Variance:
3.11 Standard Deviation:

4.00 1.1eaffire.,/ Relationship
4.10 Stepwise Multiple

Regression Iti,;

4..20 Multiple Regression:

4.3(1 0
4.40 00 max
4.50 0 mar
4.60 .chi square
4.70 contingency coefficient

e.g.. a count of the number of schools offering a particular prugram
This operation is used to generate the basic summatiuns upon which
most analysis uperations depend, e.g., X. 2, IX 1,.X2,
consists of the scaling or ordering uf data items
It might requeSi.ehat students scores on the ITED Reading Test be

sorted by sex -
A manager might want tu know the percentile rank of a given score

On the Input Battery
This opera tionconsists oldie scaling of items (e.g., scores .1 tests)
by their percentile rank
These operations all involve .measures of central, tendency e.g.,

mean. median or modal income of automotive mechanics graduates

These operations all involve measures of dispersion e.g.. the range

of scores on a test, the variance in test scores and the standard devia-

tion associated with 4, given mean test score

This is the operation used to select the independent variables which are
to be included in a regression equatiun. it consists of the inSertatiun of
variables, one after another until the regression equation is satisfactOry.
Variables whose contribution tu predicting the dependent variable is
nonsignificant are removed from the regression model. This process is
continued until variables cannot enter the regression equation. and .

variables cannut be removed from the equation
This operation obtains ipfurmation abouta dependent variable in ternis
of several independent :Variables. e.g.. the relationship between teacher
salary, teacher load, student attitude toward school, and teacher
satisfaction 1.

Operations used primarily to determine relatiunships between variable's.
one or more of which are nuncontinuous

8
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matical, with the exception of -benefit/
cost analyses. -Refer ro Chapter 5 for a
discussion of this. '(A more :complete
listing of the variables available in the SDS
Data Indices is provided in Table 2.)

,

The Operations index

The process of analysis.retrieyal and/or
display of information stored in the
MISOE data files frequently requires that
certain operations be performed on
selected variables listed in the CDS or SDS
Data Classificatitm Indic'e's. The function
Of the Operations Index is to. provide a
coded listing of the operations that may
be performed. thereby enabling the
person who is interacting with the system
to specify the .code that identifies the
particular operation he wishes to t have
performed on the data. Several examples
of the use of the Operations Index will be
provided at a later point in this chapter.
The Operations Index -is divided into three
secticms 'reflecting the three major cate-
gories of operations:

1. Logical Operations: those operations .that
. can be performed on either fionOrdered

. data ! such as qualitative variables or
order0 data sued, as quantitative variables.
The 'Operations included in this category
are used primarily to classify or combine
data units; they are particularly useful for
specifying the -.particular group or thing
upon which data is to be collected or
distributed.

2. Mathematical Operations: those operations
that can be performed on ordered data
i.e., quantitative variables) only.

3. Statistical Opt/lions: those operations
that entail statistical manipulations of the
data.

Each of the major categories listed in the
operations Index as well as many of the
specific 'operations within each category
are detailed in Table 3.

The Output Index

It is .anticipated that MISOE data will
be available in' any of four modes: (1) on-
line and (2) offline printing for ihhouse
Users:. (3) the terminal scope and (4) print-
out (hard copy). There are also three

... types of output forms or modes of output
that will be provided (1) bUlar Out-
puts, (2) Standard Statistical Analysis
Outputs and (3) Graphic Outputs. The
Output Index as illustrated in Table 4
provides a coded listing of each of the

-outi3trt modes and types available to the
user.

'TABLE 4
- A SAMPLE OF THE OUTPUT INDEX

1.000 Output Type
1.100 Tabular Outputs

1.110 Comparison Table
1.111 Unordered Listing
1.11.2 Simple Ordered Listing
1.113 Ranked (Diagnostic) Listing
1.114 Cross-tabs
1.115 Frequency Distributiov
1.1 lb Cumulative Frequency Distribution
1.117 Correlation Matrices

1.200 Standard Statistical Analysis Outputs
1.300 Graphic Outputs

1.310 Discrete Subgroup
1.311 Bargraphs
1.312 Pie-charts
1.313 Point-Scatter Plots
1.320 Continuous Subgroup

Linear Point-to-Point
1.321 Least Square Fit
1.322 Moving Average
1.323 Ogive
1.324 Lorenz Curve

2.000 Output Mode
2.10 At the Terminal
2.20 At Remote Batch Printer (Hi- Speed)



The second part of this chapter, as
.previously mentioned, provides actual,
examples oaf some of the w11 in which
an educational manager might interact
with the MISOE computer system bv,
using the three types of indices

.described earlier in this chapter. Th'e
examples offered are meant to provide
the user with some feeling for the
flexibility that is permitted by the
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process of interacting with the system.
These examples are by no ,means ex-
haustive in fact, they have been pur-.
posefully simplified for demonstration
purposes. It is our hope that these
examples will serve. as stimuli to the
imagination, thereby encouraging the
reader to think of the many other pus-
sibilitius provided by the MISOE man-
machine.interactiye process.

PART II: A SLIGGESTEQ PROCESS FOR INTERACTING
/WITH THE MISOE COMPUTER SYSTEM

As described earlier, the MISOE data
files contain' .an extensive array of infor-
mation of enormous potential value to the
educational manager. The second half of
this chapter Loncerics the M'eans by which
an educational .manager may access
to the information stored in the MISOE
data files by using the various indices to
the computer system described in Part I.
It is important to understnad that in order

slur the educational manager to interact
intelligently with the MISOE computer
system, it is necessary for him to have a
thorough familiarity with the various
indi( es. This familiarity will be assumed
throughout this section, .

ProccA.c /cu Rettleviv Informatitm
from tic System:

A systematic process has been sug-
gested for retrieving information from the
computer through the use of these three
indices. It is assumed that the educational
manager has a particular question in mind
when attempting to retrieve data from the
compi'iter system.- The first step in the
information retrieval process in therefore:
Step I = Fixplicit statement of the question that

initiated the probe in other words,
what Is the question that the informa-
tion retrieved- -Troth --the computer

sistem is meant to answer? A simple
example of an explicitly stated question
that an educational manager might ask
is: What is the average starting salary of
all occupational education completors
who participated in cooperative study
programs as opposed to those..who did
not participate in cooperative study
programs?

Step 2 = Selection of tilt, appropriate Data Index
the manager must select either the

CDS Data Index or the SUS Data Index,
depending upon 'whether the data that is
sought pertains to the census or the
sample population. The question stated
above would require`the use of the SDS
Data index because the information
sought concerns all occupational educa-
tion com@li.;tors.

After the first two steps have been
completed, the manager is ready to
begin usiiig the three major indices
(Data, Operations and Output) to
interact with the system and answer
his question,
Step 3 = Restatement of the probe question

The probe ,question is restated by
specifying the following four factors
from the question: the target, the cri-
terion, the output, and the classifica-
tion, More tlian one of each can be
specified.

as
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1) The Target: the person or thing.sto
be described by the data. The target
is specified by referring to the appFo-
priate CDS or SDS) Qualitative
Data Index and the Operations In-
dex, if the target is a function of any
operation (i.e.. ci:is and. boys =
logical operator "plUs"). There may
be more. than one target if more than
one person or thing is to be describ-
ed. For example, in the question
specified in Step 1 there are two
targets:
a) Occupational education comple-

tors who participated in coopera-
tive study programs

b) Occupational education comple-
tors who did not-participate in
cooperative study programs

Note that part of the specification of
the target is the specification of any
qualifiers that define the target.

2) The Criterion: the data which de-
scribes the -,target. The criterion in
the question specified in Step I is

the average starting income of each
of the target group?. The criterion is
specified by referring to the appro-
priate Data Index (either Qualitative
or Quantitative depending on the
type of data. involved) and the Oper-
ations Index to either stipulate the
statistic in which the criterion is to
appear ;e.g.. the statistical operation
"mean" for average starting income),
or, to create a more complicated
criterion. A generated variable is an
example of a more complicated cri-
terion that can be requested by
having scores on. two or more indi-
vidual data items summed by stipu-
lating the mathematical operation
"plus".

3) The Output: naming the type and
mode of display of the retrieved
criterion data. Output is specified by-

referring to the Output Index. For
example, the manager who specified
the question in Step 1 might request
that the average starting income of
the target groups be displayed in a
comparison table at the terminal.

4) The Classification: naming the rows
and/or columns (or, in the case,.of
the graphs, naming the points along
each of the axes) by which the
criterion data on the target-is to be
classified. (When the criterion data
falls into one cell, classification is
not applicable. For example, if the
specified criterion was simply
"average .starting income of comple-.
tors", classification would not be
applicable), Classification- of the cri-
terion is specified by referring to the
appropriate CDS or SDS Data Index
or Indices (Qualitative, Quantitative
or both) for the names of the rows
and/or columns by which the cri-
terion data is to be classified, and
the Operations Index for any opera-
tions required in order to classify the
data in the desired manner. For
example, the manager in our' earlier
example might request that the
average .starting income of each of
his two target groups be classified as
in the following manner:

TABLE 5
AVERAGE STARTING INCOME OF OE

COMPLETORS WHO DID PARTICIPATE IN
COOPERATIVE STUDY PROGRAMS VERSUS

AVERAGE STARTING INCOME OF THOSE
WHO DID NOT

X Startirig Income

Cooperative Study $8,620 ,

No Cooperative Study $7,200



To. classify the criterion ( (that is,
average starting income) in tln manner,
the manager would have specitiei t hit
row 1 be cooperative study; row 2 be no
cooperative studN4,!, and that one col U11111
be labeled x starting income. This is an
example of a very simple data classifica-
tion; more difficult classifications will be
presented later on.

Let us now sutlrose that the manager,
having looked at Table 5,decides that he
would like to reclassify his criterion data;
average starting income, by school size as
measured by enrollment, because he
suspects that participation in a coopera-
tive study program has more influence
upon the average starting wages 'of OE
complefors from large schools than upon
the average starting wages of OE ctimple-
torS small sools. He therefore
requests a comparison table with the same
rows specified as in Table 5 (i.e,, coopera-
tive study, and no cooperative study) but
with the following three column names to
classify average starting wage data, of OE
completors by enrollment .of the school
attended. chOoces thy: following three
enrolhinedt classificatjorfs: less than 1,000,

betwseen 1,000 and
2;000. (Note that th
"less. than", "equal

,000, greater than
Logical Operation
to" and "greater

ABEE
AVERAGE STARTING INCOME OF OE
COMPLETORS WHO PARTICIPATE IN

COOPERATIVE STUDY PROGRAM VERSUS
AVERAGE STARTING INCOME OF THOSE

WHaD11)140-1* BY SCHOOL. SIZE

1./ School Size Enrollment)

.t

less than
1,000 1,000-2000

2,000
or more

Coop. Study 1 $9,280 $8,620 $7,960

No Coop.. Study $7,500 $7,543 $6,567
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than" would have been specified in order
to create this classification of the cri-
terion.) An example of

of
data yielded

by this classification of the criterion is
presented in Table 6. The reclassification
of the data presented in Table 5 into
Table.6 provides a very simple 'example of
one way in which an educational-manager
might interact with the data in the MISOE
computer system through the. use of the
system indices, Several more complicated
examples of the man-machine interactive
process are provided at a later point.

There is an exception to the previously.
stated 'rule that classification consists of
the naming of the rows and/or the
columns by which the criterion is to be
classified. In the case of regression anal-
ysis, classification consists of the naming
of the independent variables, (i.e., those
variables which are used to predict the
criterion). The ,dvmdent variable (i.e.,
that variable which' is predicted) and the
appropriate stlltistical operation (i.e., step-
wise or i-Iliiltiplt-.regression) constitute the
criterion in the case 0f regression analysis.

Now that the reader has been famil-
iarized with the process by which an
educational manager may interact with
the MISOE computer system through the
use of the various indices, the remaining
part of this chapter will be spent on
providing several examples of this process.
It is hoped that these examples, in addi-
tion to providing you with a better
understanding of the man-machine inter-
active process, will also provide you with
some feeling for the flexibility and range
Of the MSOE system. You will notice
that nothing has been said thus far to
indicate how the educational manager
would use the information obtained by
interacting with the system to better his
planning and decision-making capabilities;
that topic is fully discussed in Chapter 8,
It should also be noted again that the

S. ti
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purpose of the discussion thus far has
been to provide the potential users of the
M1SOE system with. an overview ,,t the
man-achine interactive process: the
actual technical details by which this

. interaction is to occur were purposely
excluded from this chapter because they
are still in the developmental stage.

Some Exampics- L)/ the Iirteractive Process
jot Retrieval of Information fiLmr the
All.ti()E Data tile

Example I. suppose that an educa
tional manager wants information on the

.total expenditures in comprehensive
sclu,ols for all office education programs
over the last five yt.ars,. ()me he has
explicitly stated question (Step 1 in
the retrieval process), he then decides
(Step 2) whether the data that lie seeks,
expenditures for office education pro-
grams in comprehensive schools. is CpS
data or SDS data. He decides that i, is

CDS data because it concerns all office
education programs, not only those in the
sample, and therefore selects the CDS
Data Indices to refer to throughout the
remainder of the process. Step 3 in the
retrieval process consists of the restating
of the probe question by specifying the
target, criterion, output and classification.
He uses the (;DS Data indices, the Opera-
tions- Index and the Output Index-4"to
specify these:

Target; all office education programs in
comprehensive schools (specified
from the (1)S Qualitative Data
Index)

Criterion total expenditures over the last
love years specified from the
CDS Quantitative Data Index
economic data) and the Opera-

tions Index rsince the mathe-
matical operation "plus" is re
quired to sum expenditures in
years 1 through 5)

Output: a comparison table (specified
from the Output Index

iassiji,-atiour trot applicable the criterioit data
consists of one nuniber

The information retrieved wind& con
list of one number indicating. the total
expenditures in comprehensive solools for "
all `office. education prOgrams over the last
five years, e.g., 5500,000,000.

Example. 2. Suppose that an .educa-
tional manager is interested in getting an
idea of how much it costs to train a
student in automotive mechanics at the
postsecondary level by looking at cur-
rently occurring spending patterns. He
asks the folloWing question: How Many
schools with automotive mechanics pro-
gras at the postsecondary level have per
pupil Yearly costs in the following ranges:
less than S600, $600-899, $900,1,199,
SKt00-1,499, 51,500 or more. He decides
that he would like the information to
appear in _a bargraph. With the CI)S Data,
Operations and Output Indices in hand,
he is ready to restate his question as
folloWs:

Target: schools with automotive mechan-
ics programs at the postsecondary
level ,,specified from the ('DS
Qualitative Data Index)

Criterio(it: number of schools specify from
Operations Index the ,statistical
operation "count"). Specify that
which is to be counted, i.e., the
target schools from the (1)8
Qualitative Data Index.
liar graph
) the following per pupil yearly

cost range 'poims on the- X axis:
I ess than 5000, $600 -899,
S9007.4,199, S1 ,200 -1 ,499,
S1,900 or more (note that this
classification 'requires specifica-
tion of the logical operations
"less than" and "greater than ").
2) she following numliers of
schools on the Y axis: 2, 4, 6, 8,

Output:
Classificati(»t:



10, 12. The information that
. would be retrieved from the
system as a result of this probe is
illustrated in Figure 2.

From this graph, the 'educational
manager might note that the modal per
pupil yearly cost range for automotive
mechanics programs at the post-
secondary level is between 5900 and
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S1,199. He might then decide, that he
would also like to know the average per
pupil yearly cost of automotive mechanics
programs- at the post - secondary level in
comprehensive and self-contained schools
.because he suspects that it is more costly
in the comprehensive schools. He would
then begin the probe process over
again:

FIGURE 2
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS WITH AUTOMECHANICS PROGRAMS AT THE POST-

SECONDARY LEVEL BY PER PUPIL YEARLY COSTS OF THOSE PROGRAMS

Number
of Schools

12

8

4-

less than 5600 5600-899 $900-1199

Per Pupil Yearly Costs

Exampic .3. Suppose that an educa-
tional manager is considering approving
new occupational programs and his main
concern is the additional costs that would
be incurred by creating these new pro-
grams rather than by continuing to place
students in already existing non-
occupational education programs. He

S1200-1499 51500 or more

decides that it would be useful to look at
a comparison table showing the per pupil
yearly cost of nonoccupational'edusation
programs, -occupational education pro-
grams, and differences in costs between
occupational and nonoccupational educa-
tion programs. Furthermore, he suspects
that these-' cost- differences may vary

92
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considerably by region. He therefore
would like to have these cost figures
displayed by educational region.. His
probe would be restated as follows:

Thrget: occupational education programs;
nonoccupational education pro-
grams. (Another' example of a
multiple target-specified from the
CDS Qualitative Data Index).

Criterion: per pupil yearly costs and cost
differences specified from CDS
Quantitative Data Index and the
Operations Index

Output: comparison table
classification: (1) Rows 1 per pupil yearly

cost of occupa-
tional education
specified from the

CDS. Quantitative
Data Index and the
Operations Index)

2 per pupil yearly
cost of nonoccupa-
tional education
(specified as above)

3 per pupil yearly
cost differences be-
tween occupational
education and non-
occupational educa-.
tion. ,(Islote that
row 3 is created by
specifying the
mathematical oper-
ation "minus" and
subtracting one row
from another).

2) G colums one for each
educational region

Table 7 shows the information that-
would be generated by this probe. The
manager might note that the difference in
per pupil yearly costs of occupational and
nonoccupational eckpcation does vary con-
siderably from region to region. He might
hypothesize that these differences are a

function .of the different types of pro-
grams :offered in the different regions.
After looking at the table, he might then
decide that he wants to know which
programs are offered in that region in
Which the cost differences were the
greatest (Region 2), and the costs asso-.
ciated with each of the programs. This
probe would be,stated as follows:

Thrget: occupational education programs
in Region 2

Criterion: (1) OE. programs offered in
Region 2

(2) per pupiryearly costs of each
program offered

(3) 5 year average earnings of
graduates of those programs.
(This is an example of a multi-
ple criterion specified from
the Data and Operations
Indices).

Output: comparison table
Classification: Rows 1- per pupil yearly cost of

occupational education
programs
average 5 year earnings
of graduates of those
programs

Columns one column for each
occupational education
program offered in
Region -2.

The information yiFlded by this probe is
shown in Table 8. After seeing this data,
the manager might decide to initiate a
benefit-cost analysis, or he might want to
see even finer breakdowns of the data.--

Exampie 4. A particular educational.
manager is considering trying to improve
the attitude thiit students enr Iled in
occupational education within school
district have toward a spe pro-
gram in which they are enrolled. He
suspects that -students/who have a more
favorable attitude toward their program
will be more satisfied with the jobs that

0
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TABLE 7
COMPARISON OF OCCUPATION)I. COST)BY PUPIL 'BY REGION

Region Region Region Region Region Region

1 2 3 4 4 5 6

1. Annual' $1,872 $2,421 $1,924 $1,761 $1,772 $1,831

Per Pupil
Cost of OE

2. Annual $1,421 $1,581 $1,221 $1,201 $1,126 $1,201

Per Pupil
Cost of NOE

3. Annual S 451 S 840 $ 723 , S 560 $ 646 5 630
Difference

Per Pupil
Yearly Costs
Average 5 Year
Earnings of
Graduate

TABLE $
REGION 2 ECONOMIC DATA BREAKOUT

Per Pupil Yearly Costs of Occupational Education Offered in Region Two

Auto Mechanics Electronics Woodworking Child Care

$ 2,716 5 2,618 5 1,923 S 1,762

$50,000 $60,000 $50,000 iS32,000

they eventual ceive than students with
less favorable attitudes. lie notices, after
browsing through the SDS Quantitative
Data Index,, that student attitude toward
a program is a variable measured by the
Student Program Questionnaire; he also
notices that job satisfaction is assessed by
items on the impact, instrument. The
question lie asks is: Does student attitude
toward an occupational education--
program have an independent effect on
job., satisfaction, controlling other vari-
ables such as ability? This question might
be restated for the probe as follows:

Target: all SDS(2) students followed up
in impact space for 3 years

Criterion: .(1 ) job satisfaction score yielded
by the impact instrument
(could be a Gen Var) the
dependent variable

(2) the Statistical Operation, re-
gression

Output: Standard statistical analysis out-
put the regression coefficient

Classification: scores on the Student Program
Questionnaire (the dependent
variable)

The regression coefficient and summary
table yielded by this probe might con-
vince the manager that he should indeed
try to improve the attitude of students
toward their programs if lie wants to
increase the likelihood that they will be
Satisfied with the jobs that they ,even-
tually receive, in which case he might try
to manipulate the educational process so
as to improve attitudes' (i.e., by offering
more courses) or the data might convince
him that lie should look at the relatipn-
shfp between some other process variable
or variables and job satisfaction because

9 ,4
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student attitude and job satisfaction were
not found to be highly related. This
example was provided in order to demon-
strate a simple case of regression analysis
and the unique specification of criterion
and classification for regression analysis as
mentioned earlier. An actual summary
table that would be yielded by such an
analysis has, howeN',10r, not been generated
for the example.

Conc/fi,zion

From these few examples, it is hoped

)

that the reader will have beep able to gain
an appreciation of the enormous
flexibility that an educational manager
would have in interacting with the.
MISOE computer sysfern. The number of
probes and consequently the different
types of in f ormation that a manager
could' request by using any combination
of the three indices to the system is
virtually unlimited. The only major
restraint upon the user is that the data in
which-he is interested exists within the
system.

0



CHAPTER 8
PLANNING FOR OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION WITH MISOE

William G. Conroy,,

The single purpose of this chapter is to
provide the reader with a Sinn dated e
perienic 111 statewide planning for occupa-
tional t.:siucation with all interactive coin-
puter system. So that this presentation
will not .be masked by a morass of
technical and organizational tangle,
several simplifying assn options are stip-
ulatol to set a

for
but Un-

cluttered stage for describing a man
computer planning dialogue.

.The c%ainple planning
experience is focused upon a. division for the
management of occupational education
1)0E- a state department of edu-

cation.
iscutnytion a..?. The results of the planning

function by DOE result in policy recom-
mendations to a Chief State School Officer. It
is assumed that the Chief State School Officer
synthesizes policies frcim spe,7ial interest divi-
sions within the Department of Education and
takes appropriate action with eitheo the State
School Board, the Legislature, or both, to
implement policy,

q I

R)

Policy recommendations
of the DiNision of Ot cupational Education
must reflect concern for the Nlationship
between the occupational and human develop-
Mein. of students, in light of aiompreftensive
range of goals for public education. These
goals ate typically designed to reflect the.
values of the larger society and its expectation
of public education,

.-1,-.:ionption a 4. Policy ,commendations
must include a description of the expected
impact of the results of specific policy one
society in the future. Policy recommendations
which do not connect educatioll. with the
society it is designed to serve are not por
tnitted.

..issumptioi; Policy recommendations
must consider the cost of the policy recom,
mended, as well as the value to society,ortle
benefits received. The quantification of policy
recommendations in terms of dollars is

assumed essential. as resources for public

education are limited and competivively
allcatd as -a result if the perceliVed contri-
bution of education to societal goals in
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i
comparison to other worthy activities like
health care for the aged, national defense,
family assistance, prison reform, environ-
mental protection, highways, etc.. Accord-
ingly, rational decision making is described as
the selection of an alternative process or
'program designed to accomplish a specified
goal at the .minimum cost. It follows that
planning describes the process of developing
(creating) alternatives to accomplish explicit
objectives, and the role of an interactive
computer system is to connect man the
planner-and decider with infiirmStion and
operations which help estimate the state of
the world in relationship to specific goals and
the likely consequences of alternative plans.

AssOmption .o.6. The example planning
experience assumes a twenty-five year fully
operational MISOE as described in this publi-
cation. The year of the simulated planning
experience is 1976.

Assumption #7. Although local education
agencies, special hiterest, groups and advisory
councils are not included in this example, it is
assumed that their influence has been ac-
counted orb DOE.

The Policy Making Process

Policy recommendations are defiried as
statements which clearly describe specific
action to be taken'to accomplish specified
goals. A policy statement includes both
the action to be taken and the goals to be
accomplished. Goals for 'educational
policy include a description of both the'
short terra\ capabilities and skills to be
learned by students and the expected
impact of these students on society in
future time.

The action` section of a policy recin-.
mendation stipulates a change in some
part of the educational system which is
designed to bring about the accomplish-
ment of specified goals. ReSearchers fre-
quently call changeable components vari-

ables (things which can be vaned). These
variables not only include All components
of the educational proCess,.from teachers
to textbooks but the range of students to
be served. The research community has
somehow conic. to' describe the change
process as manipulation of variables. -Fre-
quently, the so- called' humanist manager
thinks of this description as dehumanizing
jargon but to the social scientist it merely
describes the action part of a policy
-statement in an accurate way.

Even a cursory consideration of the
'policy setting proCess cannot avoid the
concept of constraints.. A constraint is
simply an immovable given, something.
that cannot be changed or-manipulated by
management. Usually, the higher one goes
in an organization, the fewer constraints
that apply to a policy recommendation.
For example, a -constraint to planning
from a superintendents's. perspective is a
requirement that all youth attend public
education for' a prescribed number of days
each year ,until they reach an established
Sage. Since this example assumes policy
recommendations are made'for the legisla-
ture by an administrative branch of state
government, no constraints limit the range,
of alternatives available to DOE in prob-.
ing policy alternatives.

Format for Simulated Alan Computer
Plannilzg Exptrielice

W.

The simulated planning e erience
describes the development of a single
policy recommendation by DOE. In
reality, this experience would be repeated
for each policy recommendation, and
finally the relationships' among policy
recommendatins would be ,examined
before submission to a chief state school
officer. It is assumed that relationships.
among policies from special interest
management divisions of the total depart-



ment of education Would be examined by
the Chief State School Officer.

The development of a policy recom-
mendation results from a series of in-
quiries or hypo`theses initiated by manage-
ment,. a dialogue between management
and computer to estimate current values
of policy related variables or relationships
among these elements, and finally an
analysis of the results of this information.
Each man-compuler dialogue results in an
information statement by the computer
to the manager. Each inquiry, dialogue,
and analysis experience is described as a
probe. "A twenty-five probe example is
offered to describe how MISO is de-
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signed to support the development of
policy recommendations for occupational
education at the statleVel.

The call system de,scribed in Chapter 7
constitutes the basis for the man-
computer dialogue. To avoid interfering
with the logical flow this example, call
detail tequired to, describe each man-
computer interaction will be simplified in
conversational language.

Probe #1

Management Inquiry. DOE begins
policy development by speculating about
the differential impact of students of

. TABLE 1
COMPUTER INFORMATION STATEMENT

Target: Males, Completors* Dropouts, Cohort 1,
SDS 1 & 2, All Strata, Secondary, Criteria: M. SD.

1. Ave
Income

2.. Spouses
Ave Income

3. Family

Secondary Completors
Sec

Dropouts

OE
1

$12,600.
1,120

$ 6;230.
281

$14,1

NOE
2

$12,823.
" 2,764

$ 6,173.
270

$13,722.

OE
No Cont

3

$11,573.
736

$ 6,010.
173e,

$13,872...

NOE'
No Cont

4

$ 8,171.
681

$ 4,271.,
371

$10,731.

OE
No Cont

5

.$10.9111.
431-

$ 4,312.
297

$12,312.

NQE 4 Yr.
No Cont Coll

6 7

$ 5,531. $13,172.
736 4,732

$ 4,112. $ 6,217.
297 321

$ 8,103. $15,731.
Ave Income 873 2,581 761 531 1,073 431 271

4. Net $22,731. . $21,473. $20,764.. $10,731. $14,731. $ 4,172. $28,743.

Worth 3,241 2,973 3,101 1,073
.

431 211 2,763
0

5. Ave Mo 1.2 2.2 1.3 3.7 24. 4.7 1.0

Unemp .3 1.1 .3 .6 1.1 2.1 1.1
` 4f

6. Ave NO 4.1 4.2 4.1 5.2 5.1 6.2 3.2

Depend .4 ., .6 .2 1.3 23i 2.8 1.4,

7. Unemp $ 1,812. $ 1,769. $ 1,873. $ 2,731. $ 2,173. $ 3,219. $ 741.
Benefits 96.2 345.2 81.2 142.3 273.2 213.1 87.2

8. Welfare $ 456. $ 531. $ 572. $ 2,172. $ 932. S $ 351.'
Benefits 14.1 25.2 35.2 278.6 41.2 432.7. 11.6

Note: All Dollar Values Adjusted to 1976 Dollars. .
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decupational and nonoccupational educa-
tion On society Over ten years. This seems
a reasonable pIT:e to begin, as occupa-
tional education is usually an extra cost
program, compared to nonoccupational
education. DOE decides to-estimate the
differences, if any, of eight economic
variables for secondary. students who
either completed or dropped out from
occupational (OE) or nonoccupational
(NOE) education' and-either continued or
did note continue their education beyond
the sec Adary school. They economic vari-
ables include: income; spouse's income,
family income, net worth, months un-
employed, number .of dependents, un-
employment apd Welfare benefits re-
ceived. The relluegt is Ur information
averaged by student group for fifteen
years since completing Secondary educa-
tion. The request is made for all students
in the sample data systelns for all sample
,strata.

Management Analysis. An inspection of
the Computer Information System reveals
that secondary level OE and NOE com-
pletors do not differ greatly oh these

'economic. variables-, with the exception of

4\10E completors who do not continue
education. They make several thousand
dollars less per year, on the average, as di()
their spouses; their family income is

-Several thousand dollars less their net
worth is about one half---ofr the other
groups, they are unemployed longer; and
collect more unemployment and welfare
benefits. All secondary completors (cl. 7)
who completed four years of college
collected less unemployment and Welfare
benefits than OE completors who did not
continue education, and are slightly better
off, on each economic measure. Surpris-
ingly, OE dropouts do not seem to fall
that far behind the average scores for all
OE and NOE completors on this array of
economic. variables, although they are
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clearly not as successful in terms of these
measures as program 'completors. This is
particularly true of net worth.

.NOE dropouts clearly constitute ,a
disaster group in terms of these indices.
When compared to OE completors who
did not continue educartion, they earn less
than one half the income, have achieved
only a 20 per cent net worth position, are
.unemployed three times as long, collect
twice as many Aiemployinent benefits
and about seven times as much welfare.

Probe #2'

Alanagement Inquiry. DOE. next
decides to determine if these differences
exist for females as well as males: i.e.,
secondary completoes and dropouts of OE
and -NOE programs who either continued
or did not continue education. The
inquiry. is made for the same economic
variables.

Alailagenzent ..inalvsk The Computer
Information Statement clearly indicates
that this distinction is of the same relative
magnitude for males and female
reasonable conclusion from these first
probes would be that there seems to be a.
systematic difference between NOE
students who dropped, out of school and
.did not continue' then, education and the
other groups, and that these students are
systematically worse off oh all measures.

Probe #3,

Management Inquiry. The next concern
of DOE is to determine if this difference'
extends to variables 'beyond bas
economic indices. From items of instru-
ments of the data indices, DOE aggregates
(a priori) several variables on which to
compare the grOups, and they are:
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TABLE 2
COMPUTER INFORMATION STATEMENT

Target: Male's, Completors & Dropouts, Cohort 1,
SDS 1 & 2, All Stl-ata, Secondary, Criteria: M. SD.

4.

1. Ave
Income

2. Spoitsis
Ave Income

3. Family
Ave Income

Secondary Completors Dropouts
Sec

4 Yr.
Coll /4--

7

$ 8,149.
121

516,118.
512 "`--1

$18,941.
" 912

OE
1.

$ 7,4il.
600

.$12,431.
432

514,473.
415

NOE
2

$ 5,631.
843

$12,621.
822

$13,011.
941

OE
No Cont

3

5 6,721.
724

51.0,973.
921

$13,001.
412

NOE
No. Cent

4

$ 5,012.
521

$ 8,012.
412

$10,120.
591

OE
No Cent

5

$ 5,971:
412

$ 8,312.
511

$10,011.
431

NOE
No Cent

6

5 3,821.
811

$ 5,213.
712

$ 7,246.
713

4. Net $22,174. $21,596. $20,001. $16,141. $17,143. $10,931. $21,936.

Worth 1,025 441 512 891 191 1,212 642

5. Ave Mo 2.3 ^ 3.1 2.6 3.7 2.9 4.1 2.1

Unemp 1.3 1.7 1.7 1.8 2.1 2.0 1.3

6. Ave No 4.0 4.3 4.2 4.9 4.4 5,4 3.8

Depend 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.4 2.4 1.9 .8

7. Unen-lp $ 683. $ 978. $ 691. 12. $ 742. $ 2,172. $ 431.

Benefits 72 142 92 138 119 216. 42

8. Welfare $ 500: $ 643. 5 542: $ 842. S. 625. 5 2,132. $ 301..

Benefits 70 .182 61 146 41 412 121

Note: All Dollar Values Adjusted to 1976 Dollars.

economic productivity: community
services, voting behavior, job satisfaction
and participation in sports. DOD assumes
tjiat community service, voting behavior
and participation in sports represent a
range of nonoccupationally related
behavior which is associated with the
general goals of total secondary. educa-
tion. This inquiry is made for the same
secondary group, i.e., secondary
completors and dropouts who either:
continued or did not continue education'
beyond thessecondary level.

Management Analysis. The data reveal
little differences between OE and NOE

completors, with OE program completors
slightly more productive, satisfied with
their _jobs and involved in community
service titan their NOE counterparts. OE
completors who did not continue edu-
cation enjoy" an advantage to NOE
completors who did not continue
education. OE dropouts and OE
completors do not seem very different,
except in terms of job satisfaction, while
.NOE dropouts are at the same relative
disadvantage on this 'range of variables as
they are on the economic indices.
Secondary completors who complete
college are not. much different than OE

440

1 0 si
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TABLE
COMPI B'I'ER INFORMATION STATEMENT

Target: Males & Females, Completors & Dropants, Cohort 1,
1)S 1 & 2. AllStrata, Secondary, Criteria: M. SD.

OE

Secondary Completors

OE
NOE No Corr(

NOE
No Cont

OE
No Cont

Dropouts
Sec

4 Yr.
Coil

NOE
No Cont

1 3 4 5 7

1. Productiv 7.2 6.1 7.0 4.9 6.8 3.7 ' 7.2
'(;en Val 1 1.1 3,1 2.1 3.4 2.1 1'.8

2. Comm: Sery 8.1 6..1 7.9 6.2 7.6 $' .4.1 7.1
Gen Var 2) 1 1 .- 1.5 1.6 2.4 .3.1 2.8

3. Voi.Behav 5.1 5.0 4.9 4.2 4.9 3.1 5 0
Gen Var 1.1 1.3 1.2 1.8 1.2 .1.17

4. Job Statu 8.1 6.1 7.8 5.1 5.9 3.1. 8.0
Gen Var )4) 2.1 3.1 2.0 ,2.4 2.8 4.1' 4.1

5. Part Spot. 4.2 4.2 .4.0 .3.8 4.1 2.1 5.2
Gen Var 3.1 3.8. 3.1 3.0 3.1 2.8

Inst
Gen. Var, (1)
Gen. Var. (2)
Gen. Var. (3) ).
Gen. Var.( (4)
Gen. Var. (5)'--

)

f. )

( )

completors. who do not continue educa-
tion, as described by this information.'

Probe'-4

Management Inquiry.. IX)E now in
quires of the extent of what is beginning
to appear to be a probable social problem
upon which occupational education Might
exert a favorable impact, the NOE drop-
out. Previous questions 'have been made of
tht sample data systems, with weighted
(to the population) responses. Iu this case,
however, management is interested in a
description of the total

from
of

dropouts, and discovers from the CDS
Data Index that such informalion is avail-

10i .

able. As a way of assessing the relative size
of the dropout problem, DOE frames its
inquiry in terms of OE and NOE males
and females, classified by school and
geographical settings. le requests that this
information be displayed in relationship
to enrollments, and asks 1.4,Priverages over
the last ten years.

i'lian.wernent ,1 is. This Unliputer
Information Sta ement indicates that .the
problem seems to have considerable scope
and is,c'oncentrated on NOE males, who
account for 82 per cent of the annual
secondary dropout total of over 35,000
students .(10 per cent of the secondary
enrollment). Seventy-six per cent of these
dropouts are located in cities of 75;000 or
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TABLE 4
. COMPUTER INFORMATION STATEMENT

Target: Annual Dropouts &'Annual State Enrollment,
CDS, Male & Female, Secondary

Criteria: Count, % of Total Dropouts

Annual Dropouts from Programs
In All SecondarySchOols

OE
Mile Female Male

NOE
Female

Total
Annual
Sec'dry Total
School State

Dropouts Enroll

97

1 2 3 4. 5

1. Statewide 2,534 1,859 28,682 2,050 35,125 -35-1,250

7U/ 5% 82% 6%

2. Cities of 7, 712 532 10,621 860 20,825 178,126

Thousand or More 2% 2% 53% 2% 59%

3. Cities & Towns 1,364 975 8,312 741 11,392 112,914

Between 10 & 75 4% 3% 23% 2% -62110 I+

Thousand

4. Regional . 408 214 1,328, 300, 2,250 38,121

Schools 1% .5% 4% 6.5%

5. Cities & Towns 50 38 421 '149 658 22,089

of Less Than .5% .5% 1% .5% 2.5%

10 Thousand

over or in cities or towns of between
10,000 and 75,000, According to this
information, public education produces
over one quarter of a million NOE drop-
outs every .10 years, 82 per cent of whom
are males' from NOE .programs.and who

'seem to be systematically less than equal,
to OE completors and dropouts on a'
number of economic and social indicators.

Probi #5

Management Inquiry. This is simply a
- technical request to cross tab the dropout
'description more efficiently than in Probe
4 For the same population, annual number
of dropouts over the last ten years,
arrayed by sex a'nd program type.

lylanagement Ana1ysis. None.

Probe #6

Management Inquiry. The next inquiry
of 1,10E is designed to disciwer if there are
systematic differences between average
educational costs to society for groups of
students that seem to he systematically
different in terms of their economic and
social welfare.. This inquiry is made for a
cohort of /students in "the Sample Data
Systems arid- specifically asks about the
average expenditure per student for NOE
and OE students who complete or drop

`out of secondary programs and do not
continue education. The request also
inquires about the average annual private,
economic benefits (salary from job) and
socialbenefits (total taxes paid), averaged
over students within groups. Both social

102
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TABLE 5
COMPUTER INFORMATION STATEMENT

Target: CI)S, Male,& Female. Secondary, Dropouts,
Criteria: Courit & % of Total Dropouts.

Annual Annual Anhual
Male Female Total

Dropouts, Dropouts Dropouts

(1) (2) '.(3)
(1) Annual OE Dropouts 2,534 1,899 4,393

7% 5% 12%

(2)4Annual NOE Dropouts 28,682 2,050 30,732
82% 88%

(3) Annual Total Dropouts 31,216 3,909 35,125
89% 11%

TABLE 6
COMPUTER INFORMATION STATEMENT

Target: Males, SDS 1 &2, Cohort 1, All Strata, Secondary
Criteria: (1) Average Private and Social Benefits Over 15 Years

(2) Per Completot Cost

Pei Pupil
Program

osts

Annual Per Pupil Benefits (2)

Gen Var 41)
Privhte

Gen Var (2)
Social

1. All NOE Dropouts $3,000. $ 5,531. $ 897.
No Cont Education. SD 800 SD 736 SD 147
2. All NOE Sec Completors $5,100. S 8,171: S1,797.
No' Cant Education SD 310 SD 631 SD 145
3. All OE SeC Dropouts $5,500. $10,941. $2,335.
No Cont Education SD 625 . SD 431 SD 107

9
4. All OE Sec Completors $6,521. $11,573. $2,893.
No Cont Education SD 350 SD 736 SD 184

(1) Completor Cost = Total Cost / All Completors
(2) All Dollars Values Adjusted to 19'Z6 Dollars

Gen Var (1)
Gen Var (2)

Inst Items

) O. O )

( ) ( ) ( ) .( )

1 0 '3



and private benefits are Gen Vars,--deter-
mined from specifying instruments and
items from the SUS Data Index. Social
and private benefits are specified at dollar
values adjusted to the 1976

.11anagement Analysis. It is evident
from this dialogue between man and
computer that. on the average, the public
cost tier NOE dropouts is about one half
of that for OE completors, but that the
social benefits {in terms of taxes) 4s
almost three times as large. It is interest-
ing to note the relative differences
between .)E dropouts and completors..
The cost is not much different, which
might suggest that students don't' drop
out early in programs, and the average
benefits over fifteen years are also not
very different. This could.-` be a' case of
educational overkill, but is tangential to
the major thrust of the current probe (but
could be returned to by DOE as the basis
foi- a second probe series).
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Alanagemnt Inquiry. The next inquiry
by DOE management is designed to deter-
mine differential' 'relationships between
costs and benefits for all NOE dropouts
and all OE completors. This information
is requested for the same cohort, and for
all strata in the sampling design' and, of
course, for males only. Specifically the
request is to determine the realtiye costs
compared to fifteen years social benefits
of all OE secondary conipletors and all
NOE dropouts. Also requested is a display
of the extra costs of all dropouts had they
all been transferred to become OE corn-
pletors, as well as the extra social benefits
that would have been achieved if NOE
dropouts had maintained abmit the &tine
level of social payback to.government as
had the average OE completer. It should
be noted that costs and benefits are
presented *in constant 1976 'dollars

TABLE 7
COMPUTER INFORMATION STATEMENT

Target: NOE Dropouts, OE Completors, SDS I & 2,
Cohort 1, All Strata, Secondary

Criteria: (1) Costs & 15 Yr Benefits for Student Groups
(2) Extra Costs & Benefits Had NOE Dropouts

Been OE Completors

NOE Dro outs OE Completors

Extra Costs &
Benefits if NOE

Dropouts Were OE
Completors

Costs $ 86,046,000. $ 187,035,322. $100,909,322.

15'Yr Social $385,916,310. $1,244,655,390. $858,739,080.
Benefits

Cost/Benefit 1/4 1/7
Ratio

1For simplicity, this probe series is limited to 1 NOE cohort over all strata.

c
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resultins from ecoyrcitnic assumptions and
data treats with` a result of providing
a bas or cost and Iwnefit comparisons.

.lanagernent .1n.alyis. The computer
statement requires little exp anation. For
even: dollar invested in N( 5E dropouts,
four lire returned over a period of fifteen
years, while seven are returned to society
for every dollar invested in OE "comple-
tors. would cost society an extra
S100,989,322 to have .2.tv-pated NOE
dropouts as OE coarptinors, but they
could expect ,additional benefits over fif-
teen ye_ars to tokceed 5850,000,000. Ob-

tliese data are based on a vaMety
of shaky assumptions. For example, it is
not all likely that KOE dropouts could be

expected to succeed`lat the same rate as
OE completors, or for the smile cost-.
Further, 'II they did, it is not certain that
they would generate the same level of
-social benefits as current OE ,completors,

=on the average.

Probe 4"..i.8

.11anugement Inquiry. In light of these
sweeping assumptions, required to make
sense of the data and which render it not ,

very useful for anything but an assessment
of differential impact, much more specific
information is required by management
for the purpose of developing a recom-
mendation to do something about a

TABLE 8
COMPUTER INFORMATION STATEMENT,

Stepwise Multiple Correlation
Independent Variable: Input Battery

Dependent Variable: NOE Dropouts / OE Completors

Target: Males, OE Completors & NOE Dropouts, Cohort 1,
SDS 1 & 2, All StrIta, Secondary

Criteria: M., SD., % of Contribution of Independent Variables
to Criterion (NOE Dropouts)

NOE Dropouts

OE Co pletors

Independent
% Contribution
of Variables to
Variance of NOE
Dropouts

ITEI)

Reading
Total

33.3
SD 7.1

42.3
SD 4.1

ITEI)

Reading
Total

21%

.78
MPI

Family Support
For Education

2.4
SD 1.2

7.2
SD 2.1

MPI

Family Support
For Education

17%

MPI

ontwl of
Environment

6.6
SD 1.1

9.3
SD 1.3

MPI

Control of
Environment

12%

HSPQ

Emotional
Stability

5.0
SD 1.1

8.2
SD 2.1

HSPQ

Emotional
Stability

11%
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prbblem other than to merely recognize
its most obvious characteristics.2

IX.)E no3N seeks of the computer sys,.,
tem information which describts the basis
upon which NOE dropout and NOE corn-
pletors are different before they enter
secondary school. This-question is framed
in terms of the total MISOE input battery
whith is administered to all students in
the sample data systems. Using a statisti-
cal operation called stepwise multiple
regression, the manager asks for a listing
of the input variables upon which- all OE
male completors were different. than all
NOE. dropouts. Again, this question is
asked for all strata, and secondary stu-
dents only,

Mathwement .,-1;hdysis. Of all the vari-
ables in the MISOE Input Battery (sub-
sCores and. a priori Gen Vars), only four
are significant in differentiating all NOE
dropouts, on the average, from. all OE
program completors', and they are:

1. reading skills;
2. famil", support for education;
J. perceived control of the environment by

the student; and
4. emotional stability, as Measured by the

High School Personality/ Questionnaire.
Taken together, these variables account
for approximately %0 per t,ient of the
difference between these two groups of
students, with reading explaiiiing' about
20 per cent of the variance; family sup-
port for education about 17 per cent and
control of the environment and emotional
stability about 1-2 per cent each. A con-
clusion from this dialogue with the
computer could be that if all dropouts'
had the same scores on these input .vari-
ables, they might be' frxpected to succeed.

J.
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at the same rate as OE completors, and
therefore to impact upon society with
approximately the same range of
behavior. of course, this information
slitters frotii the sahne ,pr(%blein of over
aggregation as did the informAion from
previous probes, in that comparisons are
made between groups across wide. ranges.
Even though that is true, DOE manage -
merit suspects thp the variables which
appear to separate all successful OE
completors and all NOE dropouts seem to
be subject to change or manipulation.
Reading scores can be improved, family
support for education is not = totally
beyond the reach of public education, and
perceived control of environment and

, personality' adjustment seen . the legiti-
mate focus of counseling and guidance.
Although much more specific information
is required fig the development of a
useful policy; it seems particularly en-
couraging that there are no ,differences in
so-called IQ or other apparently difficult
to change aptitudes.

Probe #9,

2This is a major cy l mercial for the MISOE data
a problem, but provides for its solution. Assessment
ment of student progress at points in educational
connected to anything else, provides little assistance

10

Alanagernent Inquiry. Having, dis-
covered the' average raw scores of NOE
dropouts and. OE co pletors upon 'input
batteries which iffetntiated these
groups, DOE is now -oncerend in learning
tbesrelative distance etween'these groups
by.a constant metric, i.e., standard scores.
DOE is also concerned about the dif-
ferences between NOE dropouts and
other identifiable. groups by these
measures

Alanagement Analysis. This inquiry
reveals that NOE dropouts are over two

design, which not only allows the recognition of
of impact only identifies problems, while assess-
time and which is unrelated to impact and un-

eor systematic progress.
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standard deviations below OE completors
in reading, family, support and control of
anvironment at program entry mile, and
approximatley the- same distance below
NOE cotnpletors as described by these
measures. They are not quite as "compar-
atively disadvantaged" in terms of
emotional stability. It is interesting to
note that they are only about one
standard deviation Below OE dropouts on
these measures, and not different at all in
terms of emotional stability.

This information is another way of

saving that if their scores on these
variables could he improved about two
stamtard deviations he fore they, became
enrolled in ( )E prograinsthey could be
expected to succeed at the same rate as all
OE completors. Again, the data is still too
gross for policy recommendations, other
than enormous generalizations, and
considerably more probing or the
computer system is required to develop a
specific policy recommendation .yvhich is
likely to successfully treat an apparent
problem.

TABLE 9
COMPUTER INFORMATION STATEMENT

Target: Mixed Dropouts & Completors, SDS 1 & 2, Cohort 1,
All Strata, Male, Secondary

Criteria: Standard Scores of NOE Dropouts to OECompletors,
NOE Completors, OE Dropouts

OE COthpletors

OE Dropouts

NOE CoMpletors

Probe #10

ITED MPI MPI HSPQ

Reading Family Support Control of Emotional
Total For Education Environment; Stability

-1.2

-2.0

llanagement minim In summary of
the developing policy formulation logic
developed by DOE in dialogue with
M1SOE during the last nine probes, an
apparently significant problem has been
isolated, the NOE male dropout. Public

-2.3

-1.1

-1.9

-2.1 -1.5

-.98 -.21

-1.8 -1.4

education produces over one quarter of a
million male NOE dropouts every ten
Years, at a substantial loss to both the
human beings who experience this failure
and to socety at large. In social benefits
aljne, the loss to soFiety is somewhere
around 7,000,000 dollars for each drop-
out cohort every fifteen years. These

TABLE 10
COMPUTER INFORMATION STATEMENT

Target: Male SDS'1, Cohort 1, All Strata, SeCondary, NOE Dropouts
Criteria: % of Dropouts Who Fall Within + Or 1 SD, Mein of Piedictive Input Variable

74(i;

Note:
Population: 74% of 28,682 = 21,225

10
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dropouts can be differentiated from suc-
cessful-- OE completors in terms of tour
indices prior to entering OE programs.
and it is reasonable to conclude" that, on
the average, the NOE dropout could b
expected to do - about as well as 11

students who enter ()E programs if these
differences could be overcome. However,
there is a' wide range of occupational
education programs currently operational
at the secondary level (approximately 96),
and one would expect that the differences
in terms of chances of success for NOE
dropouts among programs would be sig-
nificant. Further, DOE management could
expect that differences in success rates
within specific OE programs would vary
considerably for specific types of students'
and that these differences could be ex-
plained by the educational processes

programs or by various configurations
of TERMOBS acquire.d by 'completors

_within specific programs. Considerably
more information is required by DO
management to develop a policy to attack
an apparently significant problem.

Sink . considerable variance can be
anticipated among. NOE dropouts, a next

. reasonable inquiry by, DOE 'management
is to determine the estimated number of

- NOE dropouts that can he described ifs
being similar to those who are differ it
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than cortipletiers on the tour so-called
pr ictive input variables, i.e., reading
apabili.q, family support for education,

pekceived control of environment anti
emotional stability, Slit otherwise similar.
Probe 10 seeks to discover the number of
NPE male dropouts from all strata who
fall within one standard d iation of the
mean of au NOE male ()pouts on the
predictive input variables' and are not
different than OE cornpletors on all other
input variables.

Mai:twine-tit Analvsis. The computer
statement requires little explanation.
Approximately 74 per cent of the annual
26,682 male NOE dropouts fall within
this range. Obviously, OE management
concludes than an annual pool of approxi-
mately 21,000 human beings represent an
appropriate target for major policy devel-
opment at the, state level. From lieie on
DOE refers to this group of students as
the NOE Target Group. I

l'robe 44.11

Management Inquiry. At this point in
the planning process DOE management is
moving towards a. conclusion that part of
a policy recommendation should include
what could be described as a remedial
effort designed to help the NOE Target

TABLE 11
COMPUTER INFORMATION STATEMENT

Target: Males, OE Completors & Dropouts, SDS 1 & 2,
Cohort 1, All Strata, Secondary

Criteria: Differential Success Rates'of OE Completors
. ...-J

OE Codipletors Whose ScOres On
Predictive Input Variables Fall;. ---
Withlrl+ Or - 1 SD of Mean of all Successful Completors

Within + 1 SD 4f Mean ofAlf ' . ccessful Completors

Within -1 SD of Me"-an of All ,' c ssful Completors

(ate of
Success

87%

94%

72%

Withiir+ Or - 1 SD of NOE Dropouts 37%

.

106
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Group become more like successful OE
completors at program. entry.. This pro-
gram could occur at the junior high
school, or at a summer session prior to
enrollment in regular OE' programs.
Obviously such a program would have- as
its golil increasing the capability of NOE
Target Groups on four predictive input
variables', and might include a power read-
ing progtam, .participation on the part of
the family NOEiTarget Group ,students in
a process\ designed to help them discover
ways' to \ be more supportive of their
children's\ problems in school (and
probably beyond), and an intensive
counseling experience, which Would be
ft;cused on 'helping students dey'elop-
confidence and self understandi4. ,
ever, even' if successful,' such a program
could not be expected' to move a rarge
number of NOE Target Group studev
to the level of OE sua:essftil comp tors
on all predictive input variables, although
it would be reasonable to expect that, if
successful, it would account for some
movement in this direction. Therefore,
DOE management. decides it would be
useful. -to develop information about suc-
cessful OE completor'S ..who ;tend to be
similar to the ;NOE Iarge,t, Group in terms
of having achieved 'scores on the -pre-
dictive input variables_ within the range of
expectations for the NOE Target-Group at
the end of the, proposed remedial --e-k=-
perience. This, group is described as the*
OE Prototype Group, in that they can
serve as proxies for the NOE Target

-Group in terms of program planning.
The first question by DOE management

of the OE Prototype Group is to learn of
their comparative success tate to other OE
students differentially grouped by the
predictive input variables..

Management Analysis. As Dialogue 11
indicates, 87 out of 100 students who fall
within ± one standard d4viation of the

mean of all successful OE completors on
the predictive input variables succeeded,
on the aver: ge, across all OE secondary
programs, ,9.1 .per cent wlio NH one
standard deviation above the mean for all
successful completors on the predictive

variables succeeded, a little.4nore than 72
per cent who fall one standard deviatioli
below the mean succeeded in all Q,E
prmgrains Vile OE Prototype Grouf),
while only 37 out of 100 students' who
enrolled in occupational education and
whose scores fall within ± one standard
deviation of the mean for all NOE.drop;
outs on the predictive yariableysucceeded,
on the average.

Management is becoming cohnititted to
a policy position which would-be designed
to move 'NOE dropouts .'up. to speed" on
the predictive input riables with a
remedial program, and..expect ;them to
achieve and succeed at about the same
rate..as the OE Prototype Group. How-
ever, It is likely that large numbers of the
NOE Target Group might1ind themselves
in the very low range of the OE Prototype
Group on4the predictive input variables at
initial ,enrollment. time, and unique pro-
gram considerations. for this' NOE Target
Group should-be investigated.

Probe #12

Alanagement Inquiry. A prior con-.
siaeration to investigating process alterna-
tives for :The-... NOE Target Group, is to
estimate the cost-g--tbnd benefits of imple-
menting the developing policy. The next
man-cOmputer dialogue is to estimate the
average costs and benefits of male,' OE,
completors, differentied by scores= -on

--

the predictive input variables.
Alanagement Analysis. The ,resvIts; are

A what DOE , rttjohgkinent
',might have expected. Program. 'cpsts.or

I%

completors tend to increase as4t:f6-m6.i.,e

,
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toward, the score of NOE dropouts and predictive input variables, while the social
away from successful complewrs on the benefits for fifteen years tend to decrease.

TABLE 12
COMPUTER INFORMATION STATEMENT

Target: All OE Completors, SDS 1 & 2, Secondary, Cohort 1,
M'ale, All Strata, Differentiate ? 1 y Score on Input Variables

Criter Multiple

All OE Completors Whose
Score on Predictive Input
Variables Fall: r.

(1)
I .Yr

Social Benefits
Per Student

(2)
15 Yr

Social Benefits
Per Stu,5lent

4. Within + Or 1 SD of Mean
of Successful OE Cornpletors

$2,893. $43,395.

2. Within + 1 SD of Mean of $3,272. $49,080.
Successful OE.Completors

3. Within .41 81) of Mean of $2,631. $39,465.
Successful OE Completors

4. Within + Or - 1 SD of Mean
of NOE Dropouts

$2,211. $33,165.

(1) Program Cost Per Completor Group
(1) $6521.
(2) $6322e,
(3) $6671.
(4) ,$6912.

(2) All Dollar Values Adjusted to 1976 Dollars

they drop out), and this relationship holds
for social benefits.

Illanagetnelif .Inquiry. Sinceat best a* 72
cent success rare can be expected for`Probe #14

ie NOE Target Group fr6m.the develop-
ing policy, DOE management next probes,
the computer to determine the associated
pjogram costs and benefits of all OE
dropouts (averaged), differentiated by the
predictive input variables.

ManagettietAt Analysis. With OE drop-
outs the cos of the program tends to be
less 4for dro outs whose predictive input
scores fall b low the mean for all success-
ful cornple ors (which is probably a
function o 1 the point: in time at which

Management 'Inquiry. DOE manage-
ment sks a deceptively complex question

SOE (from a technic41 perspective).
nagement wants to know the costs and

benefits for the OE Prototype Group,
assuming a constant 1976 dollar. This
calculation is to include both dropouts
and Completors in terms of their dif-
ferentiated program costs and social
benefits. At the same time mairdement
also seeks this same information for the
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TABLE 13 .

COMPUTER INFORMATION STATEMENT
Target: All OE Dropouts, SDS 1 & 2, Secdnd ry, Cohort 1,
Male, All Strata, Differentiated by Score on In

Criteria: Multiple

(1)
All OR Dropouts Whose
Score on Prtdictive-Input
Varilbles Fall:

'1. Within + Or -.1 SD of Mean
of Sucessful OE Contpletors

2. Within + 1 SD of Mean of
Successful OE, Completors

3. Within - 1 SD of Mean of
Successful OE Completors

4. Within + Or - 1 SD of Mean
of NOE Dropouts

(1) Program Cost Group
(1) $5500.
(2) $5321.
(3) $5200.
(4) $4871.

(2) All Dollar V,alues Adjusted to 1976 Dollars

1 Yr
Social Benefits
Per 'udent

,$2,335.

OE group that succeeds at the .87 per cent
rate and the 37 per cent rate. These data
are to be calculated for the 74 per cent of

-i-the- annual male dropouts each year.
Management Analysis. These result are

indeed encouraging to DOE m,anageifient.
Given the average costs and benefits for

$2;712.

'$2,001.

$1,731.

ut Variables

(2)
15)Yr

Social, Benefits
Per Stude'nt

$35,025.

$40,680.

$30,015.

$2,5,965.

all OE program completors and dropouts
who succeed at about the 72 per cent rate
(the Prototype Group), this interaction
states that the cost benefit ratio Asocial
benefits over fifteen years) is 1 to 6, a
substantial improvement over the 1 to 4
rate for NOE dropouts on this 'single

TABLE 14
COMPUTER INFORMATION STATEMENT

Target: 74% of NOE Dropouts Had They Completed OE At Variable Rates
Criteria: Costs/15 Yr Benefits, C/B Ratios

Costs

15 Yr Social Benefits

C/B Ratio

87% Rate

$135,776,331.

$899,191,020.

1/7

Note: All DollarValties Adjusted to 1976 Dollars

72% Rate

$133,038,184.

$782,591,62'5.

1/6

37% Rate

$119,590,441.

$608,540,040.

1/5



benefit alone. It is interesting to note that
while the cost benefit rate foil students
who fall within'one standard deviation of
all successful ()E completors (the 87 per
.cent success rate) is as expected, the cost
benefit ratio of the 37 per cent comple-
tion group is better than that of NOE
dropouts, even with a 67 per cent dropout
rate. Apparently, this could be another

-manifestation, of the overkill phenomena,
worthy of a, separate probe. Anyway, all
this is very rewarding for,DOE manage-
mein, since itsuggests that even if, on the
average, NOE completors do not quite
measure up to the OE Prototy .pe Group,
they are likely to fall somewhere close to
this proxy group in terms of success rate
and ,will still be within range that should
represent improvement over the existing
educational alternative.

Probe #15

Management ,Inquim DOE manage-
ment now turns its attention to attempt-
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ing to select occupatirms and programs for
.tlie'NOE Target Group, students from the
approximately 96 occupational education
programs now operational. The logic
-employed by DOE ,management is to
determine the oc4upations in which OE
Prototype students have been most
successful. Success is defined by a
comparatively high score on the social
benefit Gen Var, or, operationally, to
select those OE Prototype students.whose
social benefit score fall within a range of ±
one standard, deviation of all OE ,
completors. This is a further- refinement
of the OE Prototype Group and is now
the reference group for the de'scriptor OE
Pototype Group: The request is designed
to list those occupations (rank order) by
the aggregate number of male Completors
who fall Witliin the boundaries of thiS
newly defined OE Prototype Group. The
assumption is that these are the
occupations in which the NOE Target
Group is most likely to be successful.

TABLE 15
COMPUTER INFORMATION STATEMENT

Target: OE Prototype Group
(1) Males, Secondary, SDS I & 2, Cohort 1, All Strata, OE Completors
12) Within I SD below mean on predictive input variables'
(3) Who were employed in related occupation for which trained for atgkast 4 years, aid
(4) Whose social benefits (Gen Var) were within 1 SD of mean for all OE completors of

cohort 1, SDS 1 & 2, all strata --
Criteria: Rank Order 10 Highest OE Codes by the Number

of Completors of OE Prototype Group Students

(1) Auto Mechanics
(2) Machinists

(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)
(9)

(10)

Auto Body
Appliance Repair
Distributive Occupations
House Carpentry
Mill Work & Cabinet Making
Air Conditioning
Office Mackine Operator
Quantity Foods Occupations

112
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.Management Analysis. It is necessary to
evaluate these specific occupations in
which the OE Prototype Group has been
successful by anticipated manpower needs
over the next ten years. Therefore, DOE
submits these programs to the Depart-
ment of Labor with the specific request to
select the 'three OE programs in which
high employment is expected during the
next ten years.3

In summan of this probe, these
occupations represent job descriptions in
which the OE Prototype Group has suc-
ceeded, at least in terms of a desirable
impact as described by social benefits.
Further, these program's seem to offer the
promise of high employment and the
short term future.

Probe # 16

Mariagement,Thquirv. DOE's next con-
cern is to determine the occupational
skills (TERMOBS) that should constitute

.**

the learning objectives of OE programs
designed to prepare the r NOE Target
Group for entry level into these three
occupations. DOE's continuing logic is to
pursue the, experience of the newly
defined OE Prototype Group, i.e., stu-
dents who fall within ± one standard
deviation of the NOE Target Group on
the input battery, who successfully.
completed an OE program pr ring them
for one of the three selecteorcleupations,
i.e., House Carpentry, AutOmotive
Mechanics or Office Machine Operator,
and whose score on the social benefit Gen
Var is within one standard deviation of
the mean for all OE completors. This is a
fiirther refinement of the OE Prototype
Group, and is the final reference group.for
the descriptor OE Prototype Group from
this point forward.

%DOE's first question is to determine the
average number of TERMOBS passed per
OE prototype completor, the quality'
score (QS) on each TERMOB, as well as

TABLE 16
COMPUTER INFORMATION STATEMENT

Target: OE Prototype Group
Criteriri: For 3 High Success OE Codes for Protdtypical Completors: (

(1) Mean SD TERMOBS Passed & Failed
(2) QS for TERMOBS Passed & Failed

USOE Code
17.1001

Carpentry

USOE Code
17.0302

Auto Mech

USOE Code
14.0104

Office Mach Oper

Average Number 31.2 28.3 29.1
TERMOBS Passed
QS 3.38 3.71 3.21

Average Number 2 4 - 2
TERMOBS Failed
QS .1.8 1.7 1.9

3This list is purposely truncated to keep the example simple. 'The following list returns from the
DeRrtment of Labor: (1) House Carpentry; (2) Auto Mechanics and (3) Office Machine Operator.

113



inform"ration about the number of
TERMOBS failed.

Management .-littzlysis. The data speaks
for itself. The OE prototype completor
passed about 30 TERMOBS per student
with a quality score of about 3.5, while
they only failed about two to three
TERMOBS per student. This information
seems to set a preliminary range for the
learning objectives for the NOE Target
GrOup.
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Probe #17

Management Inquiry. Merely knowing
the average number of TERMOBS passed
does not provide the substantive informa-
tion required to develop a very definite
recommendation about the learning objec-
tives for specific occupations for a par-
ticular group of target students. Accord-
ingly, management now requests a listing
of the TERMOBS passed by more than 80

TABLE 17
COMPUTER OUTPUT STATEMENT

Target: OE Prototype Completors
Criteria: List TERMOBS Passed by More than 80% Prototype Completors

USOE CODE
TERMOB # QS, TERMOB # QS

17.1001 USOE CODE 17.0302 USOE CODE 14.0104
TERMOB # QS

004
005
007
009
010
016
017
019
021
022
024
026
031
038
042
050
051
052
053
07a

'072
074
075
080
081
082

4.1
3.8
3.7
3.3
4.0
4.4
3.2
3.8
3.9
4.6
4:2
3.2
4.4
4.1
4.0
3.9
3.8
3.4
3.7
3.9
4.1
4.7
4.3
.3.7
4.0
4.1

009
010
011
012
041
042
046
051
055
056
058
062
063
06Z

071
073
075
076
077
078
079
084
092
094
095,

TOTAL 26 3.93 ZS
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3.8 001 4.2
4.7 002 4.8

4.6 003 4,1

3.2 004 4.7

3.7 00.5 4.2

3.9 007 4.1

4.2 011 3.6
4.0 018 3.3

4.1 020 3.7
3.7 022 4.2
3.7 026 4.0 '
3.2 027 4.7

3.5 028 4.7
029 4.6

3.8 030 4.5 ,

4.8 071 3.7

4,1 072 3.9

3.6 076 4.1

3.7 081 3.9
3.2 082 4.2
3.4 083 4.1

3.4 087 4.0
3.7 088 3.8
4.2 092 3.5
4.6 093 4.0

095 4.2

3.87 26 4.07
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per cent of the nevly defined OE proto-
type students, by LPSOE Code.

Mana,,,pnetit. This list of
TERMOBS represents those -entry level
occupational skills that a majority of the
refined (through analysis) OE Prototype
Group have passed, and represents a solid
14asis- for program content recommenda-
tions. However, since 'occupations are
frequently updating themselves in light of
technological breakthroughs, and since
these TERMOBS could include obsolete
skills and might not reflect recent
developments, these TERMOBS are now
submitted to

for
industrial 'advisory

groups .(one for each occupation). The
groups rate these TERMOBS from a per-
spective of usefulness in the marketplace
during the tlext ten years, and add 'any,*
new TERMOBS that seem important from
the list of MISOE's continuously updated

'TERMOB inforMation bank. This final list

of TERMOBS constitutes the learning
objectives for the occupational programs
within each of the three analytically
determined occupations for the NOE
Target Group.

Probe #18

Management Inquiry. It is now possible
for the DOE nianagement to begin
developing a iSolicy recommendation
which will describe the Target Group of
students, a remedial progratrA;and specific
occupational skills or learning, objectives
within specific occupations. It is also
possible to estimate, averaged over all OE
programs, the 'costs and benefits -of
these program for the :.Target Group .of
students. A lore careful probe of the

,data files wi 1 permit a. 'more specific
estimation of costs and benefits for the
Target Group. Of prior interest, however,

TABLE 18
COMPUTER OUTPUT STATEMENT

Target: OE Prototype Group & All OE Dropouts, Cohort 1, SDS 1 & 2,
Male. Secondary, All Strata, Whoseltput Scores on Predictive Variables Fall Within 1 SD

of Prototype Group
Criteriai Stepwise MUltiple Reg5ession

Dependent Variable: CompletOrs / Non Completors
Independent Variables: MISOE Process Battery, M SD, % of

Conttibution to Variance of Independent Variables

OE Proto
Completors

OE Dropouts

% Contribution
to Variance

Length
of

Coop:
Prog.

8 'Mo

SD .5
3.1 Mo
SD 4.2

17%

R = .81

Admin Init Plan

Stud
Eval

Inst Inst
Mat Activ

12 Hr/Wk
.12

7 Hr/Wk
3.2

17%
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Moon
Light

Satis
With
Teach

Stud
Attit

Toward
School

Cleric
Teach
Duties

2.1 Hr/Wk 18.4 16.1 2 Hr/Wk
1.1 2.1 1.1 1.1

.9.6 Hr/Wk 9.3 11.2 5 Hr/Wk
1.2 2.4 3.2 7.2

129 9% 7%



is a description of the characteristics of
the process variables of the occupational
education programs for the Target Group.
It appears reasonable to expect tliat the
developing policy recommendation will
suggest that new programs will be insti-
tuted for target students, to include both
a preoccupatiOnal remedial program and
occupatiopal education programs designed
to prepare the NOE Target Group with
specific TERMOBS in named occupations.
It is likely that the recommendation will
suggest that ,the new programs be insti-
tuted and maintained by the staff of
existing schools,' and will involve some
expansion of occupational education
facilities and `staff, with a concurrent

t, reduction in the nonoccupational delivery
system at the secondary level.

DOE's next logic 41 information require-
ment is to estimate the characteristics of
the occupational education programs for
policy' recommendation. To develop this
information DOE decides to determine (in
terms of. the MI.$0f process battery)
differences, if any; between all OE Proto-
type Students and all occupational educa-
tion dropouts from all programs whose
scores on the predictive input variables are
like those of the OE Prototype Group
and, of course, the NOE Target Group,
Such a strategy will provide a broad based
comparison for estimating the valUe of
specific pro'cess elements for the NOE
Target Group on the basis of successful
past performance.

Management Analysis. The result of
this interaction indicates that the OE
Prototype Group can be differentiated
from all occupational education dropouts
who are similar to them in terms of the
predictive 'input variables 'by six process
variables of the MISOE process battery.
Approximately 17 per cent of com-
pletion/noncompletion differences can be
explained by the length"of the cooperative
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program. The length of the average co-
bperative program for the OE Prototype_
Group is eight months. Administratively
initiated staff pjanning of student evalua-
don; instructional materials and instruc-
tional activities account for about 15 per
cent of the differences between comple-
tors and noncompletors. The OE Proto-
ttpe Group are in programs where the
average planning hours per week, on these
three functions is twelve, while for
occupational education dropouts planning
time is only about three hours ppr staff
member per week for these three ,func-
tions.

Moonlighting is described -the
MISOE process battery asWork-ing for pay
in a nonteachirig- function, and this vari-

__able-ac-counts for about 12 per cent of the
variance between these. groups. The OE
Prototype Group is in programs whose
faculty moonlight about 2.1 hours per
week, while the -average staff member's
moonlighting score is about 10 hours per
week for the occupational education
dropouts: The perceived satisfaction of
the faculty for teaching and the positive
attitude of the students toward school in
combination account for a little over 15
per cent of ,the differences between

mpletors and noncompletors. Interest-
ingly, the average faculty member spends
about five hours per week on clerical
teaching duties in programs attended by
occupational education dropouts, as
compared to about two hours a week for
the OE Prototype Group. ,

lit summary, these six process variables
account for about a little over 60 per cent
of the differences of occupational educa-
tion dropouts for all secondary programs
and the OE Prototype Group. This infor-
mation provides documented, clues about
important characteristics or programs for
the NOE Target Group. With the excep-
tion of satisfaction toward-. teaching and

k18
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.studeirt\ attitude toward school,,all these
variables seem susceptible to manipulation
by manageme:lt, and could form a' basis
for program guidelines within a policy.
recommendation statement.

Probe # 19

Management Inquiry. Other charac-
teristics of OE pr ems are neceFsaly to
Specify program components for the NOE
Target Group in a useful policy statement.
Probe 19 is designed to provide informa-
tion for these program components in
terms taLf average scores for OE Prototype
Students on these program elements, and
standard scores for the OE Prototype
Group. These scotes describe the dif-
ferences between these. program elements
for the OE Prototype Group and those of
all programs preparing House Carpenters,
Auto Mechanics and Office Machine
Operators. These standard scores provide
an estimate the degree of change, on
the average that should be sought to
recondition existing programs to meet the
needs of the NOE 'Target Group.

Managentent----Inaivsis. On program
characteristics which -do not seem to
differentiate OE prototype completors,
and a comparison group of noncomple-
tors, but are nonetheless essential to
planning, it appears that other than
faculty inbreeding, the 'scores for- OE
.Prototype Students are practically the
same as for all programs preparing
students in thesej>ccupations. Average age
is forty-seven, with a fairly. wide. range,
faculty degree status is not very different,

'`with about one half at' the bachelor's level
or less, average years of experience in-the.

' field in which teaching is 3.1, which could
constitute a surprise for existing standards,
verbal IQ is high average, and the length of
program, averaged over students, is 2.8
years. It appears that the faculties trt tend
to be associated with the OE Pr 'otype
Group tend to be somewhat less inbred
than the average program, when inbreeding
is described in the MISOE process battery
as staff mix as differentiated by place of
birth, place raised and place attended
school, in relationship to the school in
which currently teaching.

TABLE 19
COMPUTER INFORMATION STATEMENT

Target: OE Prototype Group & All OE Students Enrolled in House Carpentry,
Auto Mechanics, Or Office Machine Operator, Cohort 1, SDS 1 & 2, Male, Secondary, All Strata

Criteria: (1) Difference in Standard Scores. etween OE Prototype Groups and
. All OE Students in Selected OE Programs

(2) Mean, SD for OE Prototype Completors

Diff Between
OE Proto Group
& Others

Average
Age of

Faculty_

-.11

Faculty Average
Degree Yrs Empl
Status In Field

+.11 +.11

Verbal Faculty
I Q Inbreed

Length
of

Program

-.12 -1.1 +.01

Score for OE 47 25% No B. 3.1 112 2.8
Prototype SD 14.2 36% Bach SD 2.1 SD 8.4 SD 2.1 SD .31
Group r 29% Mast

Other



Probe #20

ana,,,entent.Ingulry. Management has
dev oped a 'fairly reasonable basis for
rec mmending specific occupational edu-

-cation programs, TERMOBS within
occupations and program characteristics
for the NOE Target Group of 21,000
students. Further, it seems possible to
provide a beneficial experience for bath
the Target Group and society in terms of
societal costs and benefits, without majvr-
alteration'of existing program'. However,
public education is obviously more
broadly focused than career preparation.
Therefore, DOE management is concerned
with what could be described as the
opportunity Cost of Occupational educa-
tion, i.e., what is the price in terms of
nonoccupational education lost.

The same logic that DOE has been
pursuing to this point can be extended to
provide an indication of the non-
occupational consequences of the existing
mix of occupational and nonoccupational
education as currently practiced. The
appropriate 'Comparison is the OE Proto-
type Group.

However, DOE management also selects
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NOE completois who fall within about
the same range as the Prototype Group
on the predictive input variables, all OE
completors and all non-OE completors.
The ,first request is for information
describing the comparative general educa-
tional 'development of these groups (as
measured by specific scales en the ITED
po test). The request. is made to provide
a sta dard score comparing the OE Proto-
type oup to other named groups.

Managerrient Analysis. The OE Proto-
type ' Group, seems to achieve less in
reading and social studies than all OE and
NOE completors, on the average. The
reading composite was probably expected,
given their scores before they entered the
program. The social studies score was
somewhat unexpected, but there could be
some relationship between this and the
reading score, as it might reflect the
process by which social studies, is
presented in public education. It is en-
couraging to DOE that the OE Prototype
Group does no worse (and slightly better)
than their NOE counterparts on these
measures og general educational
development. °DOE manageinent con-
cludes that although there seems to be no

TABLE 20
COMPUTER INAORMATION OUTPUT

Target: OE Prototype Group & All OE & NOE Completors, Cohort 1, SIDS 1 & 2,

All Strata, Secondary, By Specified Groups
criteria: Standard Score Comparison of OE Prototype Group Score

To All Other Completors on Selected ITED Posttest Subscales

Reading
Composite

Social
Studies Math Science

NOE Completors Who Fall +311 + .01 +.62 +.71

Within Same Range on Pre-
dicted Input Variables as
OE Proto Group

All OE Completors -1.12 -1.01 -.75

All NOE Completors 1.64 -1.43 -.84 -.41
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apparent opportunity cost to the tradi-
tional 6-c (Ai patio nal-nonoccupational
education mix currently offered for OE
prototype students as measured by the
Iowa Test of Educational Development,
their recommendation will include a state-
ment about these findings 4nd a sugges-
tion to seek improvement in t4lese capabil-
ities foe the NOE Target Group students.
However, this assessment does not provide
any curricular clues to remedy- this
apparent deficiency, as a longit dinal
information system does not incluck
kupational education.

Probe #2I

Management Inquiry. To estimate the
differential impact or opportunity most of
the current occupational edwation pro-
gram mix at the secondary level for the
NOE Target Group is a straightforward
matter with MISOE's longitudinally con-
nected Sample Data Systems. For five
Gen Vars (interactively specified by
management at the' terminal), DOE
management requests a comparison
between the OE Prototype Group and the
other' groups specified in Probe 20. DOE

speCifies that these' scores be expressed in
standard scores wflich describe the dif-
ference between the OE Prototype Group
and the other noned groups.

Management Analysis. The most glaring
finding i§ the substantial differences
beimen the OE Prototype Student and
their NOE counterparts. The OE
Prototype group 44 appears to be
coi istently different (better) in terms of

oductivity, community service and job
satisfaction, as measured by theMIg.;
impact instrument. There seems to be n.)
differences in participation in sp ts.
There seems to be little difference
between OE Prototype Students and all
OE and NOE completors on all of these
measures, witly the exception of voting
behavior. This could be -related to the
social studies deficiency revealed in Probe
20, and further strengthens the
recommendation to "beef up" the- social
studies program for the NOE Target
Group.

Probe #22

Management Inqiirry. Previous cost and
benefit information was based on all OE
and NPE averaged .over all subgroups of

TABLE 21
COMPUTER OUTPUT STATEMENT

Target: Ofy Prototype Group & All OE & NOE Completors, Cohort 1,
S 1 & 2, A11 Strata, Secondary, By Specified Groups

Criteria: Standard Score Comparison of Selected Input Variables
(Gen Var) to Selected Completor Groups

Prodaftill
ivity

Commun
Service

Voting
Behav

Job
Satis

Particip
Sports

NOE Completors Who Fall +2.1 +1.72 +1.12 +2.4 +.12
Within Same Range On
Predict Input Variables
As OE Proto Group

All OE Completors +.73 .74 -1.12 '-.73 -.12

All NOE Completors +.01 .94 -1.94 +.01 -.74
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TABLE 22
COMPUTER INFORMATION STATEMENT

Target: OE Prott;type Group
Criteria: Cost by OE Code and Specified Functions and By

Academic and By Nonacademic Per Comple.tor

USOE Code 17.1001 USOE Code°17.0302 USOE Code 14.0104

OE " Acad Total OE Acad, Total OE Acad Total

Staff $2317. $1222. $3539. $2550. $1200. $3750. $2219. $2001. $4220.

Inst'
Mat 1k $1110. $ 658. 5176g. $1092. $ 669. $1761. $ 810. $ 513. $1323.

Equip

Capit $ 458. $1171. $ 708. $ 435. $1139. $ 820. $ 398. $1218.

Total $4140. $2338. $6478. $4060. $2590. $6550. $3849. $2912. $6761.

Note: All Dollar Values Adjusted to 1976 Dollars

students., Now, however, DOE reqoir,g4
more specific inforatiuit for its policy
recommendation. Accordingly, they re-
quest a cost description (estimated in
1976 dollars) for completors, line itemed
by staff, instructional material and
capital, for each OE program and its
counterpart academic mix for these tilree
occupations to be recommended for tlw
NOE Target Dropout Group, i.e., House?i

Carpentry, Auto. Mechanics and Office
Machine Operators.

Management Analysis, None.

Probe #23

Alanageme\itinquiry. Since the MISOE
Cost System provides information about
cost for dropouts, and since DOE manage-
ment anticipates approximately a_ 28 per

TABLE 23
.COMPUTER INFORMATION STATEMENT .

Targtt: Prototype Dropouts
Criteria: Cost By OECode and Specified Functions and By

Addemic and Nonacademic Per Dropout

USOE Code 17.1081

rcrrE-, Acad Total

USOE Code 17.0302

OE' Acad Total
a

USOE Code 14.0104

OE A Total

Staff $1761
_\.
, IT079. $2840. $1794. $ 966.. $2760. ,11590; $106 50.'

Inst
Mat & $1035. $ 605. $1640. $1125. $ 605. $1730. 51044. $ 696. $1740.

Equip

Capit $ 460. $ 270. $ 730. $ 490: $ 321. $ 811. $ 450. $ 300. $ 750.

Total 53256. 51954. $5210. $3409. $1892. $5301., $'3084. $2056. $5140.

Note: All Dollar Values Adjusted to 1976 Dollars
.
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cent dropout rate, costs are requested for
OE prototype dropouts.

Alanagement Analysis. None.

Probe #24

Management Inquiry. Management also
requires specific information for OE Pro-,

totype Completors and Dropouts describ-
ing social benefits. Previous information-

' has been averaged over all OE programs.
Management Analysis. This information,

is approximately what should have been
expected as a result of previous
probes.

TABLE 24
COMPUTER INFORMATION STATEMENT
Target: Prototype Dropouts & Completors

Criteria: Average Social Benefits Over 15 Years

Annual Social
Benefits

OE Prototype Dropouts $2,231.

OE Prototype Compretors $2,701.

Note: All Dollar Values Adjusted to 1976 Dollars

Probe #25

Management Inquiry. The final inquiry
of this probe series is a request for a
specification of the comparative costs and
benefits of a tentative policy statement
recommending the initiation of a specific

I

15 Yr Social
Benefits

$33,465.

$40,515.

program for a specific target group. The
reason for qualifying the policy as tentative
does not reflect uncertainty on the part of
DOE management, but rather a strategy of
not firming up specific policy statements
until they can be analyzed in light of a total
array of policy recommendations.

... TABLE 25
COMPUTER INFORMATION STATEMENT

Target: 21,255 NOE Dropouts
Criteria: Policy Alternatives in C/B Metric

OE Alternative Traditional Program

72% Success Rate
21,255 Students

Per Pupil Cost

21,25; Students

Per Pupil Cost

$3000.Completors Dropouts

Sec Prog $6630. !cm.
Jr. Hi Remed $ 500. $ 500.
Program

Total Cost $143,139,387. Total Cost $ 63,765,000.

Total Benefits $819,Q38,735. Total Benefits $285,986,025.

C/B Ratio 1/6 C/B Ratio 1/4

Note: All Dollar Values.Adjusted to 1976 Dollars

12i
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Goal. To pr.( e-'an occupationaledu-
'cation alterna e for approximately..
21;000 annual,, male dropouts from
secondary publit education as a planned
social intervention, esigned to improve
the econo welf; of this target group
in tern private benefits and to accom-,
plish n a way that represents a better
'so 'al iiltestment than the existing
secondary educational- program. The fol-
lowing, table describes the anticipated
costs and benefits associated with the
implementation oftbe program recommend-
ed by this policy statement (show table).

Logic. Twenty-four thousand of the
28,00() annual male dropouts were found
to have been enrolled in nonoccupational
education :Although the-cost-of pnovidhig
nonoccupational secondary education for
these dropouts is approxiinafely half of
occupational education, the ,extra
benefits aggregated over only fifteen years
fiivorably offsets this additional investment.

It was discovered that about 75 per
cent of the male dropouts were no dif-
ferent than students who could be e
pected to suceed at about ail 87 pet cent
rate on most pre-entry social and
psychological measures, except for four
crucial variables; reading comilrehension,
family support for education, perceived
control of environment and emotional
stability. The differences on these indices
were significant, On the assumption that
planned modification

of
these capabilities

is within the range of the traditional role
of public education in America, it is
suggested that a remedial program just
before entry into occupational education
be initiated to improve the scores of these
dropout prone :students -in terms of-these-
so-called predictive input variables. .`

Given the distance between the, male
NOE dropout and the average successful

OE co, mpietoi-, however, it is not assumed
that a short" term, intensive remedial
program focused on*these specific out-
comes will bring a large proportion of the
NOE. dropout population up to a range
equal to the average OE completor. It is

'therfore suggested that a simultaneous
effort should be 'Mounted, designed to
develop' OE programs In which the NOE
dropouts are more likely to suceed than in
the traditional occupational education
program that seanis to work well for the
average. student. On ,trie assumption that
the intensive remedial program just prior
to entry into hn occupational education
program will be partially successful in
moving the male dropout prone student
toward the average scores of. successful
occupational education completors on
these _four. critical, predictive. variables, . the
characteristics of the recommended
occupational education programs for this
target group is based on the previous
experience of similar students who have
been successful in occupational education.
The occupations for which this recom-
mendation suggests that these students be
prepared with entry level skills pre those
in which students like these have demon-
strated success in the past and which offer
.high employment opportunities during
the next ten years.

This recommendation states that these
goals can be attained without a nThjor
alteration of ,currently existing programs
which prepare students with entry level
skills for these occupations, and about the
same success rate can be expected for
these male dropout prone students .as
exists for the current population enrolled
in occupational education, i.e., a success
rate of about 72 out of 100. Such an
outcome would -provide, a substantial
improvement to the existing public educa-
tion alternative for these dropout prone
students. Based on the experience of
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si filar students, -it- can be assumed that -a
mix of occupational and nonoccupational
education similar to that currently offered
in traditional programs will not result in
penalizing the male dropout prone
students in terni, of general education
development.

Sped f is Program Re-commervlations

. This section of the policy recommenda-
tion would include a specificatio'n of the
Tafget Group, the occupations for +di
the Target Group should receive training,
specification of the TERMOBS within
each occupation, and a description of the
program -Characteristics. Also included
would be cost, information. Since all this
haS been previouslyspacified in the probe,
it will not be repeated at this time. One
recommendation that might be mentioned
in passing is the description of an appro-
priate evaluation process to gauage. the
progress of participating .LEAs .during
implementation;> which would include
measuring the process, product. and input
variables in lights of the recommendations.

"Irtzplemeiztation A

The specification of implementation is
beyond the scope of, this chapter,
although' it is assumed that implementa-
tion recommendations would include:

1. A pilot phase;

0
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2. A guidance component; which allows
students an opportunity to assess their
benefits and costs if they decide to
participate in the recommended program;

3. EvidenCi of interaction with appropriate
governmental agencies;

4. Appropriate fundingmechanisms;
5. An opportimity for the local education

agency to participat: in program mDdifica-
tion during the adoption phase. It is

important not to stifle the potential
impact of concerned human beings who
are likely to have a millice good ideas on
how to operate a program To- use research
information in 'program development
requires the -very best effort of the very
best administrators. To conceive of MISOE
as a substitute for good management is a
mistake.

Epilogue

This probe has been simple minded in,
that it has generalized over a number of
important distinctions that would neecLto
be considered by management, which
include school type, geographical setting,
logistics of the delivery system, etc. Nor
has this probe attempted to ac ount.for
the rich variety of information of MISOE. -
The purpose of this exercise 1 as been to
demonstrate a proces. of ma gine with an
interactive computer infor ation system.
It is this process that repre hergoal
and purpose of MISOE.
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CHAPTER 9
EDUCATIONAL POLICY AND SYSTEM DYNAMICS

Michael Garet

Failures of rulers and statesmen to predict
even the pragmatic outcome of their political
decisions, let alone their moral and spiritual
effects, may turn out to'be not the exception
but the rule; and the Augustinian despair that
politics could be anything but evil may take
hold once again of man's imagination
{Deutsch, 19.66).
The final outcomes of policy decisions

in education are ill understood. The
effects.. of programs implemented with
great hope often seem inadequate when
compared with their original intent, and
unexpected secoodary consequences often
_contradict program objectives. Recogni-
tion of this problem.is not new: students
of politics since the time of Plato have
debated ways to improve the .capacity of,
government to achieve just and human
purposes.

This essay explore; the me-thodology of
a new discipline, system dynamics, as an
approach to the analysis of decisions in
'education. System dynamics is a social

system modeling process, which permits
the examination, through computer ,simu-
lation, of alternative social policies. Dis-
cussed in the essay are technical consid-
erations underlying the system dynamics,
approach and methodological issues
important in its application. In particular,
the 'chapter addresses the uses of system
dynamics in the Management Information
System for Occupational Education.

Systems Analysis and Educational Policy

A number of empirical "systems anal-
ysis" methodologies have been suggested
to improve understanding of broad social
policy outcomes. The Planning-Pro-%
gramming-Budge System (PPBS) is
perhaps the most widely known of these.
Unfortunately; the hopes held by the
proponents of these techniques have not
y et been empirically substantiated
through continued implementation in
public affairs.
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-The 'faet-that systems-analysis-metliods
have been little used in government is not
too surprising: there is little incentive for
their use; they are ill%understood by
administra.to'rs and legislators; the tech-
niques are time-consuming and difficult to
apply; there are problems of validity,
accuracy, and 'conflicting results; and
there are few, if any, successful cases to

' use as examples. When the techniques are
used,. the uses are often not, the ones
proponents expect. For example, data
from system studies have been used as
ammunition for the variou-s_pazties_to .the
adversary procedures of interor$aniza-
tional politics; as the c hesioit of organi-
zational alliances; as s mbols for the
persuasion If publics; and as new grounds
for organizational creeds. (Biderman,
1966).

Harold Wilensky has suggested a
number of requirements information must
meet if it is to be taken into account by
government policy-makers. It must be:

clear because it is understandable ,to those
who must use it; timely because it gets to
them when they need it; reliable because
diverse observers using the same procedures
see it in the same way; valid because it is cast
in the form of concepts and measures that
capture reality (the tests include logical con-
sistency, successful prediction, congruence
with established knowledge or independent
sources); adequate because the account is full
(the context of the act, event, or life of,the
person or group is described); and wide-
ranging because the major policy alternatives
promising a high probability of attaining
organizational goals are posed or new goals are
suggested (Wilemsky, 1967).

Rarely is information with these qualities
available to decision makers in govern-
ment. The system dynamics approach
suggests directions for the development of
social intelligence having the characteris-
tics Wilensky describes.

S-Vstem----Dynarnics

Present policy issues, such as the low
educational attainment of poor children
or worker dissatisfaction, are the result of
many diverse social conditions, some of
which have accumulated over many years.
These social conditions have emerged
from the actions of individuals and groups
within a complex network of values, laws,
beliefs, and technologies, This fabric of
social actions can be interpreted as a
social system, and it is this conception
which under lies---_,the__systernamics:
approach.

A social system, is composed of the
interrelated actions of individuals and
groups. As an illustration,. the "economic
sysiem": involves such actions as pro..
ducing goods and services, hiring and
firing labor, and coordinating scarce
resources; the "political system" includes
such actions as giving and withdrawing
political support, choosing goals and
effecting policies, and amassing the pro-
ductive capacity to carry them out.

Any real, "concrete" social system,
such as a city or school, involves an
unlimited variety of activities. Economic,
political, educational, technological, and
religious actions are interconnected. To
study a particular "real" social system, it
is therefore essential to select for analysis
those few actions considered to be most
important. A purposeful; simplified repre-
sentation of a social' system is termed a
"model."The most common social system
models, in the field of economics, concern
national income and unemployment.
Other examples inch:de models of United
Nations peacekeeping, urban stagnation,
and the political dynamics of developing
nations. (See Alker, 1973; Forrester,
1969; and Brunner, 1971)

Models are important because they can
be used as "laboratories" to gain under-



standing of a socrarsystem. A city map is
a model that allows an individual to
compare alternate routes in a city without
actually traveling along, them. In many
cases, a model may be the only realistic
way to gain experience with a system,
because activity in the real system is
infeasible, dostly,,or impossible. Models of
forces in earth-moon space, for example,
are used to plan Apollo, moon-flight tra-
jectories, since actual manned flight
experiments would be - expensive and
dangerous. Particularly important are
abstract modt4s-- nx-pressed in- motile
matical notation, because such models can
be studied extensively using modern
mathematical methods and computer
analysis.

Jay W. Forreqter, professor. of manage-
ment at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, presents a strong argument
for the use of models in social policy -,
making:

Our social systems are far more complex
and harder' to understand than our tech-
nological systems. Why, then, do we not use
the same approach of making models of social
systems and conducting laboratory experi-
ments on those models before we try new
laws and government programs in real life?
The answer is often stated that our knowledge
of social systems is insufficient for construct-
ing useful models. But what justification can
theie be for the apparent assumption that we
do not know enough to construct models but
believe we do know enough to directly design
new social systems by passing laws and start-
ing new social programs? I am suggestingthat____
we now do know enough to make useful
models of social systems. Conversely, we do
not know enough to design the most effective
social system: directly without first going
through a model-building experimental phase.
But I am confident, and substantial support-
ing evidence is beginning to accumulate, that'
the proper use of models of social systems can
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ead to far better systems, laws, and programs
. (Forrester, 1971a).

The system dynamics approach
emphasizes the development of models
which explicitly take into account the
structure, of the social system under
study. System structure describes the way
in which present system conditions are
transformed into future conditions that
is, the structure of a system is a set of
rules from which all futire., system
behavior ce derived, give il present
conditions (Ind given any future external
influences on the system)1

As a simple illustration, consider the
abstract system containing only the five
letters of the alphabet, A,B,C,D, and E.
The following rules might describe the
system structure:

A -4. C

B A
C -÷ D
D -÷ B
E -÷ B

These rules indicate how the system
evolves through time. For example, if the
system initially is in condition "E," it

.next moves to state "B," followed by "A"
and so on (See Bellman, 1973).

In a social system, feedback relation-
ships among actions and conditions in the
system form the basis of system structure
by determining the manner in which
system conditions , are transformed
through time. Forrester describes the
notion of feedback in detail:

The most important concept in establishing
the structure of a system is'the idea that all
actionstake_place within "feedback loops."
The feedbacksed path that
connects an action to its effect on the
surrounding conditions, and these resulting
conditions in turn come back as "informs;
tion" to influence further action. We often
erroneously think of cause and effect as
flowing in only one direction. We speak of
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aftionA causing result B But such a percep-
tion- is incomplete. Result B represents a new
condition of the system that changes the
future influences that. affect action at A
(Forrester, 1971b).
For example, in the political relation-

ship between a school system and the
community, students and their parents
seek certain services from the schools, and
school professionals offer certain services
to the, community (although not always

Characteristics of
School' .

System

c

the services demanded). 'File educational
services given affect students and their
families, thus influencing their demands
upon the sch Is. Similarly, the demands(cl\e
of students and arents. upon the school
system affect.the schools and consequently
influence the services given. This system
view of school politics involves a basic
feedback loop structure, which can be
represented in a 'simple "loop' diagram (see
figure 1, based on Roberts, 1972). '

Educational
Services.
Given

Characteristics of
Students and
Parents

Educational
Services
Demanded

..
FIGURE 1:. Simple-Feedback Structure

In summary, a system crYnamics model_
is a mathematical representation of the
feedback loop. structure of 'a social sys-
tem, based upon several central assump-
dons about structure. First, the' structure.
of a system is dynamic; that is, the
structure accounts for the transformation
of system conditions from one moment in
time into the future. System structure
indicates how present conditions lead,to
future conditions. Second, a structural
model has as its purpose the explication
of the dynamic behavior of a well defined

concrete system. Third, the structure ota
system dynamics model is closed; that is,
all important feedback loops,necessary to
explain system transformations over time
are contained in the model. All systeni
actions which can lead to significant
changes in system conditions shOuld be
included in the structure, and, similarly,
all system conditions which can affect
system actions in important ways should
be included.

These fundamental assumptions are
reflected in the detailed fabric of system

12 ,
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itunibei of -adults who have graduated
from college.

Flow diagramming is a convenient way
to represent .the level-rate formulation of
a feedback loop structure. (See Pugh,
1970) The examplein figure 2 is a simple
flow diagram of the high-school enroll-
ment process. Students enroll, some drop
out, and others graduate. A rectangle is
the symbol for a level; a "valve" is the
symbol for a rate; a directed line indicates
a flow into or out-of a level, controlled by
a rate; and a "cloud" is the symbol for- a
floworiginating or terminating outside
the system.

It_is usually possible to "disaggregate"
single level into several others which
together make up the original level. For
example, in figure 2, the enrollment it
high school is represented as one level.
This might be 1ecomposed, as in figure 3,
into ei-iTollmeiTt in tenth, eleventh, and
twelfth grades. The appropriate degree of

dyndIlliLS S. III a 1110 Cl, dt, IL feed-
back loop ig represented in terms of two
kinds of variables -- levels and rates.

Level variables (often called state vari-
ables) represent the conditions of the
social system at each moment in time.
Levels describe accumulations of past
system actions. In an economi,: Model,
the revels might include the number of
employed and. unemployed people in the

tor force and the total value of produc-
tive capital. In a schooling model, levels
might include, among others, the number

---of-adults-wh-o-have-graduated-from-college
and the number of high school dropouts.

Rate variables represent the actions in a
system. In an economic model, for
example, the hiring and firing rates affect
the flow. of individuals from' the un-
employed and employed. The investfnent
and depreciation rates affect the level of
productive capital. In a schooling model,
the coll e graduation rate affects the

EnrollMent
Rate

Enrollment
in

High School

Graduation
Rate

Dropout
Rate

FIGURE 2: School Enrollment Flow Diagram
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disaggregation "inanyparticular model It is not necessary that-levels represent
depends upon the purpose' of the Tidy. "countable" physical quantities, like the

r' 1110
Enrollment

in
Tenth Grade

Ir
Enrollment

in
Eleventh Grade

Enrollment
Rate

Elenth
Grade

Retention
Rare

Graduation
Rate

Tenth
Grade

Dropout
Rate

FIGURE 3: Disaggregated School Enrollment Flow Diagram

number of students in school 'or the
number of classrooms. In figure 4, a
student's achievement in English (lan-
guage arts) is represented as a level. The
student's learning rate controls the "flow"
of Achievement might be
thought of as the score on a standard
achievement test, and the learning r e

might the change per year in th
achieve ent score.

A infoirnation network forms the
connecting tissue responsible for the self-
regulating feedback character __of a
dynamic structure. The information fabric
in a mode). indicates the way in which

Twelfth
Grade

Dropout
Rate

syslem conditions, represented by the
.level values, determine system actions,
represented by the rate 'values. Informa-
tion, in a system dynamics model, rpore-
sents. the patterns of observation and
perception on which social actors base
their actions. For example, the manager
of a manufacturing plant may use formal
decision-rules and data to set prices and to
order supplies. A teacher may use
informal observations and knowledge as a
basis for curriculum preparation. In a
social system, motivation patterns, social
norms, formal laws, money, language, and
explicitly measured data are all parts of

FIGUREi4: Student Achievement Flow Diagram' .

1 2 ,
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the "information" web.
The information network is in many,

ways the most interesting part of a model.
Norms, laws, and language are sulzject to
many transformations. System conditions
as perceived by one group of actors may
be very different from the conditions as
perceived by another group. Conflicts and
contradictions in perception can lead to
important social behavior.

The flow diagram in Figure 5 illustrates
"information in a feedback loop structure.
In the example, a hypothetical student's
learning-rate-at any-time is-based-upon his-
perceptions of his level of. achievement.
As his level of achievement rises, his
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perceived ac - tivation
improves, and his learning rate increases.
According to this simple structure, achieve-
ment and learning,vcontinue to grow
without bound, for an increase in one is
followed by an increase in the other. (This
is certainly not a complete view of the
learning process; usually, achievement
stabilizes and does not grow indefinitely.
Consequently, other feedback relation-
ships must be at work which tend to slow
the learning rate when achievement
becomes large.) The dotted lines in the

-diagram, - represent -flows-of, _inforrnation
circle is the symbol for a component of the
information network.

FIGURE 5: A Feedback Loop in a Simple Student Achievement Model

The Modeling Process

Once a feedback loop structure f.4ought
to explain the behavior of the social
system under study has been developed,
the model can be written as a computer
program. The behavioral consequences of

the structural model can be obsvelby
using the program to simulate the model
on a computer. A simulation represents
the "time history" of a world in which all
action occurs according to the structure
of the model.

Often, considerabl'y experimentation
lP
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iThe-madel--building-process-m-arresult in--
a sequence of .models, each related in

">sonne way to the others in the sequence,
but each with a special focus of concern.
A useful information system must, there-
fore,- be sufficiently flexible that new data
can be entered and connected with exist-
ing data, and existing data can be inter-
related,in new ways.

The existence of a model, of course,
does not insure that it will be'employed'
by policy-makers. If a model is to be used
in a government agency, moA-builders
must take----inta____accqunt----organizational
context purposes, structure, and prob-
lems. The development of organizational
self-consciousness is the essential and dif-
ficult beginning of any model-building
.process. Without knowledge of an organi-
zation's purposes ancr structure, little
model usefulness can be expected.

The goals and structure of an organiza-
tionas vast and complex as public educa-
tion in America, however, are not easy to
ascertain: in fact, the determination of
the purposes of American educafiritris a
continuing part of the political process. In
education, polil,:ies are a result of competi-

r, tion among diverse values and interests,
and it is therefore unlikely that complete
agreement on a single set of organizational
goals can be reached.

Groups with alternative theories and
values about education ,in America will
necessarily come to different conclusions
about policies and practices. Mathematical
models are not substitutes for a rigorous
analysis of values. On the contrary, the
development of useful models in educa-
tion can come, only .through intensive
consideration and judgment of values,
theory, and evidence.

The formulation of a system dynamics
model is consequently a several stage
process. Edward II. . Roberts carefully
argues that the entire procedure must be

'wit. 11 quited in older
to understand the. behavior characteristics
of a model. A complex structure may
exhibit "steersman .like" directive or goal -
seeking behavior (termed negative feed-
back). A structure may give rise to diver-
'gence or growth (positive feedbacic) and.
pathologies such as information delays
and distortion. "Policies" designed to
bring about desirable system behavior can
be tested by altering model structure; in
mitny cases, experimental policies result in
"worse-before-better" solutions.

Testing 'the. validity-a-a imulation
model is a diffiblt and ill-un )cl
problem. A well formulatedmodel Creates
a framework for the analysis of'data. It
suggests the kinds of empirical evidence
required in order to monitor system
behavior; Moreover, a good model, if it is
correct, suggests the nature of_the quanti-
tative and qualitative 'relationships which
should' be observed in the data. Models
are, . therefore, important tools in the

NAdesign of a management in ormation
system. A model. can suggest which data
should be collected and how the data
should by,analyzed.

At the same time, data obtained in a
systematic information gathering project
can help uncov'r shortcomings in '' a
model. Errors can emerge in the original
conceptualization 'of a- model, in //le
partivlar structural representation, and in
parameter choices. Models can be im-
proved through continued logical analysis
of the model conceptualization acrd struc-
ture and through repeated attempts td
compare the- model with empirical evi-
dence. ..

It should perhaps be emphasized that
there is no one "best" or "final" model. A
model designed to answer specific ques-
tions about a system' often tends to
generate

the
questions, and these may

requiri.! the development of new models.
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"deliberately and skillfully designed- to
produce implementable results, the desire
to implement, and an environment that
enables implementation." The stages in
the system dynamics approach as sum-
marized by Roberts are given below
(Roberts, 1964):

1. Problem identification
2. Verbal description of the' dynamic system

theory affecting the problem
3. Mathematical model development
4. Computer simulation of the represented

system
5. Analysis of results to determine model

validity and factor sensitivity
6. Double-checking of, and data collection

regarding, the sensitive areas of the model
7. Sinylation experimentation to help identi-

fy improved system parameters and
policies

8. Implementation of results of investigation
in the real-world problem areas

9. Evaluation of the effectiveness of the
changes, and return to the first term of the
procedure for continuing improvement.

Poverty and Underemployment in
Itilassachusetts: an Illustration

As part of MISOE, a system dynamics
model of poverty and underemployment
in Massachusetts is being developed. The
primary purpose of the model is to
demonstrate ways in which dynamic
systems analysis can aid in education
policy-making. The model is not yet
complete, and many issues of empirical
corroboration and analysis remain to be
confronted. For this reason, conclusions
concerning schooling and poverty devel-
oped from they model must, at this stage,
be considered tentative. Nevertheless, the
model provides insight into the system
dynamics approach, and it is presented
here as a case study.

Poverty, underemployment, and un-
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desirable work are conditiohs Of major
social interest and importance. In 1966,
over 18% of those Americans who wis'hed
to work could not find employment, were
involuntarily only part-time employed, or
were paid less than $1.68/hour the
hourly equivalent of the $3,500 1966
poverty line. Fully 33% of those who
wished to work earned less than $2.65/
hour in 1968 the equivalent of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics $5,500 Lower
Level Urban Family Budget (Harrison,
1972).

In 1968, the mean earnings f,or full-
time workers was $7,320. The mean for
the top fifth of earners was $15,010,
however, while that for the bottom fifth
was $2,780. Thus, while workers in the
top fifth earned 205% of the mean, thos
in the bottom fifth earned only 38%
(Jencks, 1972).

Policies designed . to reduce sub
employment, have been widely debated in
both academic and political forums.
Manpower training, educational reform,
job creation, and urban renewal have all
been proposed as possible solutions.

This system dynamics study, attempts
to address two issues:

1. What are the determinants and
consequendes of occupational and edu-
cational stratification in Massachusetts?

2. To what extent can extreme occupational
inequalities be reduced by various pur-
poseful social policies?

The study has been pursued in the
belief that extremes of inequality in
income and occupatioiral well-being
should be reduced. In America, many
adults face menial work, job instability,
and low wages; yet, in America, an
individual's occupation is a major basis for
self-respect and political power. For this
reason, it is essential to understand the
causes and consequences of occupational
inequalities and the possible effects of

1'32
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public policies &signed to reduce in-
equality.

In order . to formulate 'a Svstem
dynamics model, it is essential to develop
a precise statement of the policy problem
the model is to illuminate: otherwise it is
impossible to judge which factors should
be included- in the model and which
should be omitted. For the study at hand,
the "dual labor market" theory of
poverty allows an extremely simple and
insightful statement of the problem.

The dual labor market theory. which
has -developed-directly-from attempts to
evaluate the effectiveness of manpower
training and anti poverty programs, dis-
tinguishes two -categories of .work, one
characterized by high productiVity and
high wages, the other by low productivity
and low wages (Gordon, 1972; Harrison,
1972; Doeringer, 1972; and Fiore, 1969).
In the primary labor market, high
wages encourage employee stability and
investment in training. Stability and train-.
ing permit the efficient utilization of new
technologies: and new technologies in
turn result in high productivity and hill
wages. In general the market power of
,primary firms leads to high profits, per-
mitting primary employers to invest both
in modern capital equipment and, through
Ui(- the-job training, in the "human
capital" of employees.

The secondary labor market is char-
acterized by h)vo, productivity, antiquated
physic-td capital, low wages, and employee
instability. flew skills are required in
secondary jobs, and consequently,
secondary jobs attract casual laborers.

These, features of the two markets
create considerable barriers which prevent

workers from ma6ng from the secon(U-y
to the primary economy. Workers in the
secondary market receive little investment
in on-the-job training and have little
incentive to learn stable job norms.
Further, employers have come to '.v Clue
certain worker attitudes and demogtaphilb

-traits above others. Evidence indicates, fol;
example, that federal manpower training
programs have rarely- bekn successful in
placing workers-with a history of second-
ary employment in primary jobs.

In. the 'urban ghetto, the secondary
labor market competes with "quasi- legal"
activities such, as "hustling" and illegal
activity, for example, crime. Both crime
and secondary employment share qualities
of instability, risk' and small opportunity
for "advancement." In .addition, the
income derived from welfare compares
favorably with wages in the secondary
labor market: thus a member of the
secondary_lahor force has little to lose by
moving from work to welfare and back
again.

The balance among primary" and
secondary' jobs in the United States has
apparently iemaine& roughly constant
since the Second World War, with perhaps
two-thirds of the labor force in primary
jobs and the remaining one-third in
secondary employment. Because no
explicit categorization of jobs according
to the two markets has yet been
completed, this estimate of relative

.primary and secondary sharA is based on
qualitative evidence and information on
income distribution.

The dual labor market theory suggests
the following pRlicy problem:

What are the determinants of the relative sizes

I <o"



of the primary and secondary labor forces in
Massachusetts, and to what extent can public
policy alter the primary-secondary compcisi-
don of the state's labor market.

This problem provides a focus for the
model-building effort:

The most important stage in the
development of a system dynamics model
is the formulation of the system structure

the set of feedback relationships among
system actiohs and conditions. In this
study of poverty and underemployment.,
the system structure should account for
the observed balance- between primary
and secondary jobs in Massachusetts over
time.

There are a number of central feedback
relationships in the two-market system.'
The first concerns the primary- secondary

I-

Fraction
Primary
Jobs
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job talatiet.- the state and theeduca-
tional attainment of adults. If educational
attainment in the state is high, primary
job growth is stimulated, causing the
primary-secondary job balance to move in
favor of primary jobs;, and when the job
balance favors ..primary jobs,. highly -.edu-
cated people migrate to the state to take
advantage of preferred employment. On
the other hand, if the educational attain-
ment in the state is low, primary em-
ployers leave the state to locate elsewhere,
and the resulting unattractive job balance
-influenceshighly-educated people- to leave
the state. This is a positive feedback loop
(see figure-6) because a small increase
(decrease) in the balance of primary jobs
leads to continuing . future increAcPs
(decreases).

Educational
Attainment
of Adults

FIGURE 6: Jo.13 Composition-Educational Attainment Feedback Loop

The 'second principal feedback relation-
ship in the system . concerns the educa-
tional attainment of adults and children.
When the average educational attainment
of adults in the state is high, the average
attainment of their children will be high.

WI(

But the attainment of children in the state
determines the 'future attainment of
adults. Consequently, this also is - a..
positive feedback loop (see figure 7).

The two positive feedback loops dis-
cussed above would tesult in sustained

'A complete description of the theory and evidence on which the model is based and a listing of all
system equations can be found in Garet, 1973.
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Educational
Attainment of
Adult

Educational
Attainment of
Children

FIGURE 7: Educational At
V

growth in the fraction of primary jobs, or
in sustained decline, were it not for
several negative loops in the system in-
volving unemployment and wages. These
negative loops tend to preserve a balance
of about two primary jobs for each
secondary job in.the state.

First, consider the wage structure. The
rate of increase in the mean wage paid to
primary job-holders is y function ,of the

Number of
Primary
Jobs

tainment Feedback Loop

average wage in the state: when average
wages are high, local costs of goods and
sec ices tend also to be high, resulting in
strong wage demands (for example, in
union negotiations). Since the primary
wage is considerably higher than the
secondary wage, the average wage tends to
increase as the number of primary jobs
rises, all else remaining constant. Thus an
increase in the number of primary jobs

PriMary
lob
Wage

Average
Wage

FIGURE 8: Primary Jobs Feedback Loop
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causes an -insrease in the average wage,
resulting in a rise in primary wages and a
corresponding fall in the rate of growth of
primary jobs, as firms move to Bake'
advantage of lower wages in other states.
This is a negative feedback loop, which
sends to preserve the number of primary
jobs at a constant level (see figure 8).
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A positiye loop relates, secondary-

jobs and *ages: an increase in the
number of secondary jobs causes a

decline in the average wage, which
results in a fall in secondary
wages, causing an increase in the
growth rate of secondary jobs (see
figure 9).

Number of
Secondary
Jobs

Secondary
Job
Wage

Average
Wage

%

FIGURE 9: secondary Jobs Feedback Loop

Because primary jobs are usually
in high productivity, high profit
industries, primary job growth is generally
less sensitive towage increases than is the
growth of secondary jobs. Thus the positive
loop in the secondary wage sector (figure
9) tends to dominate the negative loop in
the primary wage sector (figure 8), and
the two loops together behave as a single
positive loop, relating wages and job
balance. An increase in the primary job
fraction. increases the average wage, thus
increasing both primary and secondary
wages. Since these wage increases tend to
depress secondary job growth more
severely than primary job growth, the net
outcome is an increase in the dominance
of primary jobs (see figure 10), as well as
a fall in the total number of jobs.

As the total number 'of jobs falls,
unemployment must rise. Unemployment
tends to increase the relative supply of
tabor for secondary employment, how-
ever, and this increase in labOr supply
results i;. d pail in'the secondary wage. A
decrease in wages, furthermore, tends to
increase the growth 'ratN. of secondary
jobs, increasing the total number of jobs,

"'and limiting unemployment. This is a
negative loop, shown in figure 11. Note
that when secondary wages fall, the pri-
mary wage also drops, due to a decline in
the average wage.

A final negative loop relates the size of
the labor force to unemployment. If
unemployment rise, population out-
migration from the states tends to in-
crease, causing the labor force to fall in
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Primary and
Secondary
Job Wages

Average
. ,Wage

FIGURE 10: Job Composition Feedback Loop

Primary and
Secondary

' Job Wages

Total
jobs

Secondary
Job Wages

Unemployment

FIGURE 11: Secondary Job Wage Feedback Loop



size, decreasing unemployment, all else
temaining equal (see fiKure.12).

The overall feedback ldiip structure of
the dual labor market system in Massa-

'
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chusetts is represented in a level-rate flow
diagiam in figure 13. All feedback loops
discussed earlier can be traced explicitly
in the flow diagram, from the levels,

Unemployment
Size of
Lab or
Force

FIGURE 12; Unemployment Feedback Loop

through the information network, to the
rates associated with the levels.' A set of-
equations has been written, corresponding
to this level rate formulation, and para-
meter values have been obtained, when
possible, from census data. The equations
are expressed in DYNAMO, a compuier
language designed for dynamic simulation
(Pugh, 1970).

In the model, the population is, for
disaggregated into four age

groups:
children (age 0-14)
teenagers (age 15-19)
adults (age 20-64) -

aging adults. (.13f. 65 2nrI river)
This division was selected primarily be-
cause labor force participation, fertility
and migration characteristics differ
significantly among the groups. In fact, of
course; the groups are not completely
homogeneous with respect to these char- t
acteristics; for example, women are more.

likely to bear children in the age period
20-44 than in the period 45-64.

The adult and aging adult population is
disaggregated into five educational attain-
ment groups:

highschool dropouts (0-11 years completed)
highschool graduates (12 years completed)
occupational education graduates (12 years

completed)
some college (13-15 years completed)
college graduates (16 or more years com-

pleted)
Children and teenagers are grouped
according to the educational attainment
of the head-of-household of their family
of o_rigiPt_...

In the flow diagram (figure 13), the
large rectangles labelled "Children" and
"Adults" each represent a set of level
variables in the model. The large "valve"
symbols represent related sets of rate
variables.
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..; The present version of the model in-
cludes four job markets:

primary manufacturing jobs
primary service jobs
secondary manufacturing jobs
secondary service jobs

In the flow diagram, the large rectangle
labelled "Jobs" represents the set of four
job, level variables, and the valve symbol
represents related rate variables.

To each job market category in the
model corresponds a wage level, and the
set of four wa S. is represented in the
diagram by the large rectangle labelled
"Wages."' The ge "valve" represents
related-wage ge-rate-variable-s:

Each feedback structure in the model is
represented as a closed loop formed of at
least one 1 el, an associated rate, and the
information etwork cdnnecting them. As
an example, feedback loop shown in
figure. 6, relating educational attainment
and job composition, can be traced in the
general flow diagram beginning with the
"Jobs" level variables. The loop continues
from the "Jobs" levels through the
"Occupational Status" and "Relative
Occupational Status" information auxil-
iaries, to the "Migration of Adults" rate
variables. In the model, the "Occupational
Status" auxiliary represents the occupa-
tional quality of the state, in terms of the
primaiy-secondary job balance; "Relative
Occupational Status" represents the job
quality in the state relative to the average
in the United States as a! whole. The
feedback -loop continues through the

. "Adults" level variables and the "Labor
Force," .-Mducational AttractivenesW
and "Relative Educational Attractiveness"
auxiliaries. The "Labor Force" auxiliaries
represent the numbers of people with
different amounts of educatioepartici-
pating in the labor force. The "Educa-
tional Attractiveness" variables are indi-
cators of the degree to which the Oy,

training and attitudes of members ,of the
labor force, as reflected in their educa-
tional attainment, correspond to those
desired by employers. Finally, the feed-
back loop continues from the "Relative
Educational Attractiveness" auxiliaries, to
the "Growth in Jobs" rates, returning to
the "Jobs" levels. Thus, the loop is closed.
Job composition affects occupatio,nal
status, which influences migration, alter-
ing the educational attainment of adults.
The attainment of adults influences the
educational attractiveness of the labor
force, which in turn determines job
growth, affecting job composition. The
feedback-relationships shown in figures 7
through 12 can be traced in the flow
diagram similarly.

The purpose of formulating mathe-
triatical triode]. is to gain understanding of
the behavior associated with a structure.
This model of the two labor market
system in Massachusetts generates a forty
year time history. During the simulation,
the period" 1960-2000 is traversed in
one-year intervals, beginning with given
initial conditions. The values of the
system levels at the beginning of an
interval determine the values taken-by the
system rates during the interval. The
values of the rates during one inter,
turn, determine the changes in the values
of the levels from that interval to the
next. It should be emphasized once again
that all changes in system levels are
determined by rates, and that all rates are
determined by system levels: the model is
"self-regulating."

----The-c-ur-ves--in-the-figufes--whielt-follow
were prepared from computer plots
showing the behavior of selected system
variables as generated through time by the
simulation model. The horizontal axis is a
time scale, starting with the year 1960
and continuing for the next forty 'years.
The vertical scales at the left of each plot

1



are marked at the top with the plotting
symbols to which they apply.

The computer plots for the standard
model simulation are given in figures 14
and 15. The behavior is rather straight-
forward: primary and secondary jobs rise
throughout the 40 year period, maintain,
ing their relative shares of the labor
market. The poptilation grows at a slow-
ing rate. The relative wage, educational
attractiveness, and occupational status
variables all persist approximately equal
to unity, and the unemployment rate falls
slightly.
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This fall in unemployment rate is due
to the population migration formulation.
As the empirical evidence indicates, there
is a net out-migratiqn from states ex-
periencing unemployment rates equal to
the national mean. The initial 1960
unemployment rate in Massachusetts was
set equal to .05 in the model, and it drifts
down to about .04 as the out-migration
diminishes the size of the labor force. The
small variations in the relative %4ges are
due to these changes in the un-
employment rate (see strax-
ture in figure 11).
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ilGURE 14: Standard Model Simulation
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FIGURE 15: Standard Model Simulation

The standard run is, of course, unsur-
prising die model was constructed in
such a way that the primary and
secondary markets grow evenly.

Several Model experiments have been
conducted, by altering the normal growth
rate parameters of one job sector so that
the normal primary and secondary growth
rates are no longer equal. Compensating
changes in unemployment, wages, and
'population migration (see the feedback
loops in figures 11 and 12), however, tend
over time to counteract the alterations in
normal growth rates. Alt ogether, the re-

x

2000

The model can, be used to test the
effects of experimental policies on labor
market composition. The first policy
tested is an occupational education pro-
gram which provides one-third of the
normal high school dropouts with an
occupational school education each year.
This, of course, would be a difficult and
perhaps costly program to implement; for
purposes of this test, however, it is
assumed that the program is implemented
in 1965 and that it is effective in pro-
viding potential dropouts, with an occu
tional sclio-Orecation.

As figures 16 and 17 indicate, the
program has a significant but not dramatic
beneficial effect on labor market compo-
sition. By the year 200'0, the primary job
share has risen from 66% to 74%, and the
secondary share has fallen from 33% to.
26%. Interestingly, the program has

a-

sults of these experiments are not too
different from the basic run indicating
that a rather substantial change in the
normal primary or secondary job growth
rates does not have a very significant
effect on the charagteristics of the labor
market.

4
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FIGURE 16: Occupational Education Policy Test
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FIGURE 17: Occupational Education Policy Test
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almost no effect on job composition
whatever until 1974, nearly ten years
after it is implemented, arid,i has no real
effect until the late 1980's. s is due to
the fact that the educations attractive-
ness of the population influences the
number of, primary jobs through the rate
of primary job growth. An improved
primary job growth rate must persist for
quite a few gears before the increase is
felt as a significant change in the primary-
secondary job balance.

It is also interesting that the total
population in the experiment grows to
over 7 million by the year 2000 a figure
over 500,000 greater than the total in the
standard run. This is due to the improved

Primary Jobe
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11 Secondary Jobs

I Unemployment

I

en es u.
K K
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w000
1960

x

Unemployment

relative occupational status and. favorable
unemployment rate (see the feedback..
loops in figures 6 and 12). The possib
detrimental effects of crowding are not`,
included in this model; any consideration
of social policy, however,,, would have to
take such effects into ac unt.

The outcome of tl occupational edu-
cation experiment s fgests that a favor-
able policy might also require direct inter-
vention in the. labor market, in an effort
to work with employers and workers,
rough on-the-job training and re-
organization of work, to convert
secondary to primary jobs. This policy has
been proposed by a number of dual
market theorists. The policy has been
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tested in the model by moving 3% per
year of the jobs in the secondary sector to
the primary sector, beginning in 1965.
This would no doubt be an extremely
difficult policy to implement. Here, a test
is made of such a policy's effects on the
assumption that it can be successfully
carried out. Figures 18 and 19 indicate
the results of the experiment.

As can be seen, by the year 2000, the
job share of the primary market is about
90%, while that of the secondary market
is about 10%. This is indeed a dramatic
improvement. The unemployment rate
rises somewhat in the process, and this has
the effect of reducing the population
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inimigration that would otherwise occur
due to the improved occupational situa-
tion. The improved occupational status
does increase the in-migration of highly
educated adults, which enhances the rela-
tive attractiveness of the labor force to
primary employers, somewhat compen-
sating for the rise in wages which is the
consequence of the changing job mix (see
the feedback loops in figures 6 and 9).

A final policy experiment combines a
1% per year direct conversion of
secondary to primary jobs with the occu-
pational education program discussed
earlier. The results are indicated in figures
20 and 21.
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These policy tests should be considered
as% model experiments.. They are not
recommendations for action. At this
stage, the model is a laboratory in which
hypotheses can be tested. Many model
experiments must be evaluated; evidence
must be compared with model behavior;
important parameters must be revised to
conform more nearly to the developing
empirical theory. These are matters con-
sidered in the concluding section of this
chapter.

System Dynamics and Management Infor-
mation Systems

John Little writes that, "the big problem
with management science models is that'
managers practically never use them"
(Little, 1970). Political rationality and
responsibility in education are not served
by the production of data few people use
or the development of models few people
understand. To be used intIgmation
should meet the kinds of criteria Wilensky
has sul.tested: it must be clear, timely,
reliable, valid, adequate, and wide -ranging.

The development of information with
these qualities is necessarily an evolu-
tionary process. The particular evidence
collected for an information system the
variablei measured, the instruments used,
the 'errors tolerated will depend upon
the values and theories held by the investi-
gators. To the extent that these values are
unexamined or the theories are incom-
plete or ill-formed, the evidence collected
will likely suffer from empirical and
conceptual inadequacies: it will be un-
clear, untimely, unreliable and invalid.

In short, empirical evidence, if it is to
be used, as a scientific base for decisions,
must be collected with a clear human
purpose in mind. The formulation of
dynamic system models is one way to
attempt to make values and theories
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explicit: In developing a model, assump-
tions are often clarified, and the con-
sequences of multiple assumptions, taken
together, can be examined.

Of course, a model, once formulated,
must be compared with the- evidence
provided by the "concrete" system under
study. Thus a model su:nests not only
what should be measured, but also what
should be expected in the data collected.
As data is observed, of course, models will
necessarily be altered and new sources of
evidence will be demanded.

The labor market model described
above focuses attention on issues for
which new evidence is required: for
example, to what extent is job growth in a
state sensitive to the educational compo-
sition of the labor force? To what extent
is population migration sensitive to occu-
pational status? How important are wages
in industrial location? Some evidence is
available to, answer these questions, but
more information is needed.

The primary value of a dynamic model,
such as the labor market model discussed
earlier, does not lie in the precise policy
recommendations which emerge. Mostim-
portant is, the model formulation process
itself, which provides a means of visualiz-
ing actions and their interrelations in a
complex system. Long term consequences
of actions and unexpected secondary
effects gain clarity when viewed in a
system simulation context. Further, the
possibility of real and difficult value
choices is often sugested in a system
study. For example, in the labor market
model, it appears tTiat policies Whiai
improve the primary-secondary job com-
position of a state rnay, at the same time,
increase the unemployment rate.

Amital Etzioni has argued that the
important issue 'in social action is similar
to the dilemma posed by Freud in in-
dividual conduct: how is scfciety guided

14i)
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and what activities extend or curtail
societal self-control (Etzioni, 1968).
The study of social policy in
dynamic system 'terms is directed
toward an increased understanding

of the social
of

process.
Perhaps the use of dynamic systems
analysis is also a program in the
direction of a -new social self-

, consciousness.



CHAPTER 10
AN ASSESSMENT OF MISOE
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The assessment responses by Charles H. Buzzell, Davict Tiedeman and Jacob J.
Kaufman- are offered to provide the reader with -reference points for determining the
usefulness of MISOE. Each assessor responds from a professional perspective: Buzzell as
a chief state .manager for occupational educatwu in Massachusetts; IICC.einail as"- an
educational researcher and Kaufman as an economist. It was the editorial intention to
provide a range of responses as a stimulus for a broad-based evaluation. To a large extent,
this` seems to have been accomplished. Charles Buzzell's piece rings of "under the gun"
management realities, Dave Tiedeman's discussion deals with scope, structure and value
and Jack Kaitfman's assessment sounds just like an economist, as it shoidd, Together,
these responses could be helpful to the reader who has surrendered some of his
nonreplace'able time to consider and judge MISOE..
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A MANAGER'S RESPONSE TO MISOE

Charles H. Buzzell
t Associate Commissioner

Division of Occupational Education
Massachusetts Department of Educition

When one reviews the "state of the art"
relative to rational decision-making by
educational managers, it should become
obvious why MISOE has captured the
imagination of administrators not only in
Massachusetts, but nationwide. There lies
within this highly complextand scientific
information system the potential of free-
ing educational managers from' the
hazards of making budget and _prilgram-------As-
matic decisions in' a veritable vacuum, too
o,ften-devoid of valid data. To harp the
full potential of .MISOE requires a. new
level of decision - snaking sophistication be
achieved. This sophistication is not an
exercise to become academically "hip",
but, rather involves the development of
important new skills and Understandings.
The need for improved, management tech-
niques is a clear alternative to a .manage-

ment strategy which is based upon
emotional pleas for increased tax dollars
to "help children."' This tactic Will no
longer suffice.

The level of taxpayer concern (the
essential employer of educators) has
reached such a crescendi) in many places
that it has triggered direct responses by
legislative bodies, rather than educators.

chest respores develop, the real
danger of noneducators assuming the pro-
fessional educator's role becomes a reality
which may have dire consequences for
profepionals. In short, MISOE is a
necessity in the face of this reality, not
just another "academics' exercise. ,

Accountability,' that much bandied
,about expression, is upon us.. ther thanR
placidly sitting back, in the pes of
seeing it fade away, managers who recog-,.

Dr. Buzzell woul
response: Carol

like to thank the following members of his staff for their assistance in organizing this
ataldo, Vincent P. Lamo.
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nine the importance of the concept are in,
a pro - active stance, gathering their forces
in order to be in the vanguard of educa
tional response to the cry for accounta-
bility.

MISOE provides administrators with a
rational system for the implementation of
an accountability process. Fundatnentallv,
it addresses itself to the substantive
question of: give limited resources and
unlimited demands, how can I make
decisions which will result in resource
allocations achieving maximum cost/
benefit ratios?

In Massachusetts, /which has sortie
325,000 secondary students, more than
rl 90,000,000 is spent annually on occu-
pational education. It is the efficient
distribution, of these funds in a way to
maximize, benefits to society and students
that constitutes the core, of MISOE's
contribution to rational management.

In a society composed of a ,variety of
sub-systems competing for essentially the
same dollars, the ,success or failure of the
educational sub-system will ..rise or fall on
the results of the decisions educational
managers make. These decisions will not
only affect education, but , upon imple-

lueprint of MISOE has incalculable

entation;- can affect other political and
onoinic sub - systems. In this light, the

valuet It should be stressed, however; that
MISOE can be effectiye as a tool for
management only if it functions in a close
relationship with the local educational
agency, the State Department of Educa-
tion, and appropriate legislative and fiscal
bodies.

bnpac t Statements

Given MISOE as a System to assist
decisio'n-making, the manager is able
relate input to product, as ,well as
impact. For some it is 'essential

in
to
to
in
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decision-making not to focus on product
statements, but impact statements.- Let us
presume that education wishes to con-
tribute its share to increasing the tax
revenue available to the state. It Might be
assumed that increased occupatidnal
education could lead to increased state
revenue by virtue of increasing the tax
base.

In an attempt to achieve this goal, the
occupational educational manager must
determine where to distribute his dollars:
He may choose to invest in One or more
of the following in order to maximize his
benefits, increase the tax base, ex-
pand facilities, expand and/or improve
curriculum, focus on professional
improvement (pre-service, in-service),
expand., remedial- skids. in the academic
sector.

HoweVer, more often than not lie finds
that the data on which he bases his
allocatilm(s) are incomplete, without
validity or reliability. Just where among
the competing alternatives does he allo-
cate money? One thing is certain, he will
allocate. Often in the absence of fact he
relies on "gut" feelings. He may have a
"feeling" for what is best, but he does not
know what is best.

Hypothetically, a manager may feel
that the key to increasing the tax base lies
in enticing new industry into the state,
using the lure of a skilled _work force
which could be trained. An industry may
be a logical choice beeause manpower
opportunities are high and the training
costs low. However, this decision, based
on lack of sufficient data, could have long
-range effects counter-productive to the
goal of increasing the tax base. For
instance, new industry and employment
prospects may cause an increase in migra-
tory flow from Other localities. In essence,
the pay- off of dollars invested in occupa-
tional education may be jeopardized by
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an outside, experienced w rk force which
supplants local labOrAn: addition, greater
burdens may also be placed upon the
state, city, and/or town for supple-0
mentary services (police, fire, education,
sanitation, highways, etc.) by the new
industry, as well as by the new population
group. Thus, the demand for service
dollars may far exceed the new tax dollars
produced by the industry.

Hence, in the absence of sufficient
information, what appears logical to a
manager can be ..subverted by previously
unconsidered variables. Without a relevant
management system; using only the data
and tools presently available, the educa-
tional manager cannot accurately estimate
present program benefits or the far reach-
ing effects of his decision on other sys-
tems. The occupational education
,manager needs a process to help him
'measure what he received for past per-
formance, .and therefore a more ,accurate
measure 'of what alternatives are open to.
him now. MISOE can provide this
process. MISOE' can, relate to managers,
not only information, but alternatives for
action, their variations, and possible
consequences.

However, it must be 'emphatically .

stressed that MISOE will not make a
decision JOr a manager..MISOE must not
be looked upon as a substitute for the
decision-making process. It can only dis-
Play alternatives for us, as any manage-
ment system can. MISOE cannot act
alone, it is man who humanizes and
interprets for implementation. This
personalized conception is vital; he is
ultimately the decision-making process.
Admittedly, we do not as yet have all
elements isolated or factored out But we
do have, with MISOE, more than we have
currently. MISOE will als6 enable us to

I See appendix, this chapter 1.

1 t)

take a great percentage of the risk out of
our deciaion-making.

-Evaluation

To test the validity of MISOE, its
concepts were arrayed before a group of
state and federal administrators at varying
levels of the occupational education
hierarchy.' General concensus of opinion
was that MISOE can make a valuable
contribution to education, and in turn, to
society as a whole.

The evaluators supported the notion of
expanding the current state of the art in
making rational decisions from competing
alternatives. However, they also stressed
the need for implementation tactics.
MISOE will deliver its'benefits to a variety
of sectors, but these sectors -must know
their benefits as well as their responsibili-
ties. It is crucial that managerkunderstand
that benefits can only result from their
input.

With this beginning, MISOE begins Phase
II. We are now taking the blueprint off the
drawing 'board and fabricating the tactical
strategies to implement itWe would hope
that the strategies resultant from Phase II
will help realize decisions which are more
cost beneficial.

Only when these strategies can be proven
successful, by MISOE will educators begin
to relinquish the ambiguities, and
ambivalence of the past, and begin to
assume the posture which is theirs, a
posture which will allow them to come
forth and present to "the essential em-
ployer" the kinds of budgetary and pro-
grammatic decisions which that employer
is demanding.

The tool, ISOE, is in place. What is
needed now the determination to pick up
that tool an use it to its fullest potential.
Frankly, education has no choice.
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APPENDIX

The following is a list of "people who attended the National Invitational conference of
September 13 and 14, 1973 to offer judgment-upon MISOE.

Mrs. Evelyn Blewett
Editor
Journal of Research and Development

in Education
Room 219
175 W. Wieuca Road, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30305

Miss Barbara Carraway,
Division of Occupational Education
Department of Public Instruction
Raleigh, North Carolina 27611

Dr. John A. Creager
Research Associate
Office of Research
American Cbuncil on Education
One DuPont Circle
Witskingtott,-D.C. 20034

Dr. Ernest Feleppa
Division of Occupational Education Planning
99 Washington Avenue
Albany, New York 12210

Mrs. Ernestine H. Flizier
Asst. Dir. Program Evaluation
Division of Occupational Education
Department of Public Instruction
Raleigh, North Carolina 27611

Dr. Jack Gutilla
Vocational Education
Room 612, Ohio Departments Building
65 South Front Street
Columbus, Ohio 43215

Dr. Howard Hjelm
Adult, Vocational & Technical Education
Deprrtment of Health, Education & Welfare
Office of Education
Washington, D.C.

Dr. Jacob J. Kaufman .

Director & Professor of Economics
Pennsylvania State University
Institute for Research on Human Resources
407 Graduate Building
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802

Dr. Michael Kozma, Supervisor
Division of Occupational Education Planning
State Education Department
99 Washington Avenue
Albany, New York 12210

Dr. CILrles J. Law, Jr., State Director
Division of Occupational Education
Department of Public Instruction
Raleigh, North Carolina 27611

Mrs. Mae E. Murphy, Consultant
Program Evaluation
Division of Occupational Education
Department of Public Instruction
Raleigh, North Carolina 27611

Dr. Urwin Rowntree, Director
Adult, Vocational & Technical Education
Room 1309-A
J. F. Kennedy Federal Building
Boston, Massachusetts 02203

Mr. Robert Russell, Director
Chief of Data Processing.- Vocational Division
225"Weir Stdre Street
Trenton, New Jersey 08625

Mr. Harold Seltzer, Director
Occupaticinal Research & Development
225 West State Street
Trenton, New Jersey 08625

Dr. Stephen Sworen, Chief
Administrative and. Planning Services Division
Department of Education
P.O. Box 911
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17126

Professor David V. Tiedeman
College of Education Gurler 204
Northern Illinois University
DeKalb, Illin ois 60115

Mr. Robert Trombly
Twin State Educational Information Director
State Department of Education
105 Loudon. Road
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

Dr. Robert M. Worthington
Associate Commissioner (former)
Adult, Vocational & Technical Education
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Office of Education
Washington, D.C. 20202

--Dr. Garth Yeager
Division of Vocational & Technical Education
Board of Vocational Education & Rehabilitation
1035 Outer Park Drive
Springfield, Illinois 62706
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4.

A RESEARCHER'S RESPONSE TO MISOE
BECOMING AN OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

SYSTEM FOR OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

David'V. Tiedeman
Professor

College of Education
Northern Illinois University

A Model of,MISOE's Past Growth

I had the pleasure of advising die
Associate. Commissioner, Division of
Occupational .'Education, Commonwealth
of Massachusetts to support constructidn
of MISOE (Management Information--
System for . Occupational Information)
when, in the Spring of' 1971, he was
entertaining a proposal for its inception. I

# considered the potential value of MISOE
to be evident even during insemination.

As MISOE entered the gestation of
implementative planning in the ensuing 28
months, Dr. William Conroy kept the
promise of MISOE's potential before me
by reporting to me and consulting me
from time to time. I was first. pleased with
Dr. Conroy's vision of the many uses and
users of MISOE. Dr. Conroy dreamed
large dreams for the child he was con-
ceiving. I was next particularly delighted
by his choice in that dream to have the
acronym MISOE represent a Management,

not just a Massachusetts Information
System for Occupational Education.
Although the .samples, which would
aOtfally go into a MISOE supported by
the Commonwealth's Associate Commis-
sioner for Occupational Education would
be those dictated by the boundaries of his

. Commonwealth and specific duties,
MISOE's conception is as applicable to
Massachusetts' 49 sister states as it is to
herself.

The MISOE is in one sense born with
publication of this Journal. MISOE's
implementative planning is concluded.
The child is born. It remains for those
who must decide either to accept and
nurture or Ito reject and ignore the MISOE
to determine whether this baby will have
a childhood or not. I personally hope that
the baby will be given a childhood. The
baby is born healthy. The potential of the
baby is great, just as its promise was in
Spring, 1971. It currently remains for
those of us who will benefit from its

0;4., ,
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adulthood to 'decide to invest the money
still needed to give it a childhood. Hence,
it's important for us who have read what
MISOE can be about to pause now and
assess whether we wish to help it achieve
its potential or not.

Reckoning What MISOE Currently Is

The reader is cautioned that MISOE
presently exists only in potential, not in
reality. Like the baby it is, AlISOE is a
corpus, capable of existence with further
nurturing, but doomed to death without
developmental financial nurturance in its
immediate future. The articles provided
by Dr. Conroy and his staff di ate in
elcgiticirf= detail what_ lvtISOL
provided someone is now willing to inv
in the data assembly and data analyses
which are required to turn proposed,
adjuvant, interactive-computational form
into the needed reality. Dr. Conroy and
his staff have taken all the steps needed to
give the Commonwealth 'of Massachusetts
the following 'capability:

1. A pensus of a few data for all schools
including those offering occupational edu-
cation within the Commqnwealth (only
very broad data will be collected in the
census, bat the census defines the popula-
tion of schools which will be represented
in the sa ple of schools);

2.- Represe tative samples of schools which,
because of the fine detail of their data, will
permit extensive IPPI (input, process,
product and impact), studies of occupa-.
tional education in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts and its contrast with non -
occupational educ'ation;

3. Cost data which will permit IPPI studies of
',occupational and non-occupational educaT
tion to be undertaken with full attention
to costs, benefits and relative effectiveness;
and

4. An extremely powerful interactive compu,
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tational systein which gives a user flexible
specification of (a) target groups, (b) the
analyses he wants performed, and (c) the
formats in which he wants his data
reported.

In addition, Ms. Weinberger, Dr.
Conroy and Mr. Garet have illustrated th6
versatility of the adjuvant, interactive
computational facility which MISOE can
be. Ms. Weinberger has given several rather
clever examples of reports which an
administrator will be able to get from an
operating MISOE. Any administrator with
technical leanings could not help but
admire the reporting power which MISOE
could put at his command.

Dr. Conroy went on and presented an
:adVanced example_ of how an administrasoL

= can locate a problem among the data ofMs

'4.ports and cleverly query the system in
order, to find a path more likely to achieve
what he wants within costs more reason-
able for ''"the elected procedure than for
others. An educational researcher caonot
help but admire the scientific method and
technique which Dr. Conroy exemplified.
MISOE invites administrators and policy
makers to be applied scientists of theta
of managing occupational education.

Finally, Mr. Garet has illustrated the
quite considerable power which is envi-
sioned for MISOE, namely inclusion of
Forester's system of dynamic analysis.
Dynamic analysis is not common in edu-
cational research or policy making and
deserves a few extra words as a result.
Most of what is investigated in educa-
tional research and policy making occurs
within fairly closed and a priori systems.
The result is that most of our investiga-
tions are more convergent than divergent.
We lack inclination toward divergent
thinking and its rewards of discovery. Yet
we are day by day, year by year, gaining
more evidence that more divergent than
convergent thinking is needed in educa-

15'
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Lion. Old assumptions need the revitaliza-
tion of new assumptions, as it day by day
becomes more and more evident that old
solutions are not up to new demands in
education. Dynamic analysis offers
visionary administrators the power to
think divergently with a system that
converges in its limits. This power stems
from the fact that the administrator has
to operate on his variables in . dynamic
analysis in order to move effects from a
state Which is not desired into another
state which is desired. This requires that
the administrator not alone thirik rela-
tionally as those of us in educational
research have so far taught him to do, he
must think functionally as well. He must
chain effects into sub- systems. in WhiCh a
causes b and b causes c, etc. Means lead to
ends but in the end the administrator will
find that in reality one end merely
becomes the means to a larger end, etc.
Furthermore, he must begin to estimate
rates in order to see how long it will take
a to become b, etc., under his assump-
tions. Administrators who allow- them-
selves time to become familiar with such
technique and thinking will find that they
can chart quite considerable pathways
into the future with quite strong feelings
that they knoir what is likely to happen
within relatively narrow time spans, pro-
vided certain conditions can be made to
exist. The effects-which MISOE seek to
cause in administrators would allow them
to play with its capability for dynamic
analysis in the same. way which an
insurance agent trys to influence his
customers, namely to look into the future
and its potential, relatively certain that..
consequences which are sufficiently
detailed and clear will give the customer..
the personal conviction that he must act
now, in such and such ways, to get what
he seeks by "x" years from now. Dynamic
analysis can build the consciences Of

occupational education's administrators
to such a point that they become more
rational guides, not the somewhat irra-
tional guides they are, and will remain, in
the absence of dynamic analysis in
MISOE.

Although I intentionally accord MISOE
great potential, I am realist enough to
anticipate problems for MISOE as well. In
order for MISOE to work, it must have
data, not enormous sets of missing obser-
vations. It must be open to all users, not
closed to many users. It must be consulta-
tive, not dictatorial. It must be syner-
gistic, not competitive. Such conditions
will not easily materialize. Some of the
difficulties now readily discernible are as

I. Local schools and the Commonwealth's
Department of Education itself must all
agree to participate in MISOE for it to
work;

2. There are rather high implenientative costs
which must be borne to collect MISOE's
data, maintain its data files, and operate it
as a consultative, adjuvant, interactive-
computational facility;

3. There are computational and display dif-
ficulties of high magnitude which must be
worked through before the adjuvant, inler-
active-computational facility will become
as commonplace and reliable as the tele-
phone; and

4. The difficulties which naive users will at
first experience will cause the near sighted
to argue that a state facility ought to do
the computation for a user, not provide
the adjuvant, interactive, computational-
capacity in which any Torn, Dick and
Harry who thinks he can' decide better
than .a legislator, the Commonwealth's
Associate Commissioner for Occupational
Education, or a local system's director of
occupational education can actually test
his assumptions.



Alternatives and a Recommendation

Since MISOE is' funded annually, its
continuation or discontinuation will be
the major decision which has to be
reached now that implementative plan-
ning is almost finished and implementa-
tion itself is becoming necessary, if the
planning .is to be given value. In this
decision, immediate full or ,a phased
implementation are alternative pathways
which can be followed, should implemen-
tation be elected. My recommendation is
by all means for implementation, but I
suggest a phased rather than an immediate
full implementation. Why?

Rationale for RecOMmendation of a
Phased Implementation

Readers experienced in operating data*
files within the context of an adjuvant,
interactive, computational capability can
readily understand why I recommend a
phased implementation of the MISOE. At
the present time MISOE's data files do
not exist, except as examples. In addition,
MISOE's computational routines appear
so far to have been exercised merely in
terms of the examples repotted by Ms.
Weinberger, Dr. COnroy and Mr." Garet
above. Actual data and computational
routines have yet to meet each other.
Those experienced with computer .opera-
tion,:^1know that many difficult hours lie
ahead for those who would make an
adjuvant, interactive, computational-
facility out of that meeting. There is a
need for as yet unwritten editing routines.
for both the data files and the' output
programs. Despite such programs, inevit-
able errors in data files and output rou-
tines creep through even the most rigormis
editing routines and will cause difficulties
for awhile. Intermediate applications
programs- will be needed to approximate
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optimization of data recovery and Ilse in
the various forms of problems which will
be attacked. In addition, educational
researchers and educational policy makers
are not very experienced in asking
product and impact questions simultan-
eously in a system, of input and process
data as well. Experience will therefore
have to emerge in the handling of cost
data in relation to output. data. These
conditions together suggest that at least
12 months of intensive trial effort in the
operation of the adjuvant, interactive,
computational-faciltiy will be necessary.

AlthoUgh the need 'for more trial and
experience with the operation of an inter-

. active computational, facility seems self
evident at this time, it is still necessary...to
make a positive overall implementation
decision at this time. The big problem for
MISOE is -initiation of its data file; This
requires the Division of Occupational
Education in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts resolutely to direct'acquisi-
tions of the data called for in MISOE's
detailed implementative plan. Both local
school systems and the Commonwealth's
Department of Education itself will be
sources of the required data. Hence co-
operation of these groups will be needed
and should be obtained as early as pos-
sible in coordination with the 'further
development of the adjuvant, interactive,
computational-facility. There will be no
reason for the latter in the absence of the
former.

The genius of the MISOE plan lies in
the expectation that it will operate as a
network. 'Data are to be assembled at local
and Commonwealth levels. Computational
power is being arranged to address ques-
tions in local program invention and

"operation, in Commonwealth program
invention and operation and in legislative
policy making. There are fortunately no
present plans to restrict address of any
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part of the system to any class of user.
This means that in addition to the ques-
tions appropriate to the level at which
each works, local program administrators
can ask Commonwealth and legislative
questions, Commonwealth administrators
can ask local and legislative questions, and
legislators can ask local and Common-
wealth questions. In contradistinction to
present suspicions which currently limit
each group to the questions at only its
own level, MISOE can therefore
materially increase communication and
understanding among local and Common-
wealth administrators and legislators.
Through MISOE each can satisfy himself
that the other is doing the best he can or
else generate -data- publicly transinissable
which ought to convince the party in need
of change 'of the bases on which that
change ought to be predicated and pur-
sued.

The creation and operation of a net-
work requires leadership and finesse.
MISOE as a network intends to operate as
a consortium. Funds will have to come
from both local and Commonwealth
sources for data collection, filing and
analysis and for the continual consulta-
don with users which is required in
operation of an adjuvant, interactive,
computational-facility. The Federal gov-
ernment, additionally, has to be interested
in,generalizingMISOE to the several United
States, thereby creating a fourth level at
which MISQE can operate. However,
Federal participation should not be ex-
pected other than in development at the
moment. The Commonwealth and its
local systems will have to lift themselves
by their own bootstraps in the actual
operation of their consortium for awhile
before the Feds are likely to become
convinced that MISOE is a good valuable
to Massachusetts' sister states as well.

With annual renewal of funding being

the momentary situation, the Division of
Occupational Education has to address
the problem of leadership in MISOE with
considerable care. Effective and efficient

..operation of MISOE requires the ability,
interest and dedication currently
exhibited by those who conceived and
planned it. However, personnel of such
quality are not likely to remain interested
in a project in which the Commonwealth
annually wavers in its support. Hence the
present key to MISOE's childhood prin-
cipally rests with the Division of Occupa-
tional Education and its resolve to press
forward, despite the difficulties which can
now be foreseen and will inevitably arise,
even though all are not now foreseen.

The_ Division -of -Occupational- Educa-
tion world do well to separate kinds of
costs in planning for a phased implemen-
tation of MISOE. Data collection will

irequire a considerable initial investment in
forms and training. Some of these costs
need to, be borne by local school districts.'

!They will be receiving advantages by
securing such' data and addressing ques-
tions to them which are relevant to local

Lschool operation. There will be other data
which the Division of Occupational
Education will have to provide as well.
Hence data collection costs will be at the
Commonwealth as well as the local level.

The machine reading and inputting of
data into MISOE will be a continuing cost
which needs to be borne by the Common-

.wealth. Local systems will benefit from
their own data,,but the Commonwealth's

,benefits need to be borne both by School
and for the Commonwealth as a. whole.

The creation ormaster files of data and
the provision of a capacity to process the
files when analyses are desired will be
costs which the Commonwealth will alsb
need to support. There may well be
questions which, individual users ask that
are sufficiently esoteric to assess data
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processing and analysis costs directly
upon them. Howevers,the Commonwealth
will have to provide sonic general nionev
in support both of data processing and of
empowering users to ask and get questions
answered without havin& to secure special
grants in aid every time a use is antici-
pated. Nothing will bring about the
demise of MISOE- {aster than a preinature
use-by-use fee which must be paid in
order to secure use. The policy matters
which can be addressed by MISOE are
currently sufficiently unfamiliar to most
educational administrators to require a
period of general sup'port to provide the
education which will permit them to
know what useful questions they can,get
answered anti -to make thosepersonal
decisions which give local school funds in
support of'worthy-iluestions they want to
address to MISOE with some regularity.

Finally, continual system- improvement
will have to be provided for MISOE. A
data file deterioriates without continual
care and improvement, just like a library
deteriorates from lack of use and atten-
tion. The current plan is that the inter-
active, computational-facility will expand
as individual uses are programmed and
serviced. This represents good financial
planning; the system is not over-
programmed in the beginning and the
programs which are developed are those
for which use can be anticipated. How-
ever, the problem with case-by-case con-
struction of a system is that it quickly
becomes a non-system. That is, if each
case is not programmed with some larger
system in mind each time, the case re-
mains an example, it does not become a
capacity which can be used later with
greater generality. Thought and attention
must therefore continually be given to
computational facilities in which ex-
amples are to become general cases of
computational functions rather than
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,
singular computations. Costs of this atten-
tion is what is meant by the improvement
costs which MISOE needs! to anticipate
and secure.

Problems will also arise in the opera-
tional management of improvement in
MISOE, Programmers in their selection,
writing And operation of established
programs with new sets of data are
ordinarily inclined to insert small im-
provements gratuitously. Such improve-
ments are fine when they operate cor-
rectly the first time. However, difficulty
frequently arises from small errors in
modifying established but less efficient
programs and production and accuracy
tend to suffer. The result is that data files
operated in £onjunc-ti©n vvith an- adjuvant--
intera ctive computational facility can
quickly become so confusing o everyday
operation that production dro s off. The
workable answer to this conditi n so far
derived has been ruthlessly o separate
production runs from developmental runs
and to incorporate well proven and tested
developmental programs into the main
stream programs only from time to time.
Management decisions such as this lie over
the near horizon for MISOE, should it
become a regularly producing system.

Administrators are likely to use
MISOE as they might a chauffered
automobile, namely to have someone
drive MISOE for them. This will
defeat the ultimate purpose of MISOE,
which is to have all administrators
interactively lend their minds to MISOE
so that administrators might together
improve education by improVing the
game of educational decision-making.
MISOE will therefore have to antkcipate
that fear of the unfamiliar will cir-
cumvent its main purpose and must do
whatever is within its power at all times to
disspell that fear and encourage
familiarity.
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Alodel for MISOE's Future Growth

I began this comment by presenting a
model of MISOE's growth. The model I
elected to use was that of human con-
ception and -development. Within the
model of human growth and develop-
ment I assessed MISOE's current state
representing it . as that of the new born.
child, a bundle of high potential and
great heed for a financial environment in
which that potential can be realized. .I
then went on to challenge the local
schools of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts and those who might help
financially in further development from
the Federal level to provide that environ-
-.hunt, However, the Assex:jate-Commis-
sioner's Office of tile Division of
Occupational .Ed4ation in the Common-
wealth currently faces the dilemma of
honoring its paternity and continuing to
nurture the bundle of potential it has so
far brought to the wonderous state of
visibility in the world or not.' I have
recommended that the Associate Com-
missioner of Occupational Education
elect the course of undertaking MISOE's
implementation, but that he do so in 'a
phased- program, not an all out program
starting immediately. MISOE needs to
start collecting data. But MISOE also
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needs 12 months of intensive testing of its
basic paradigms and programs, .1.ising live
rather than contrived data, before it
represents itself. as an operating inter-
active, computational-facility.

Should MISOE be given a childhood
as I recommend, MISOE's .parents can
very well later expdct some of the pains
of adolescence td follow the joys of
MISOE's childhood. As MISOE grows it
will demand new things of those who
have so far served the System on 'terms

ithey attributed to it, not terms -which a
young and boisterous MISOE can and
might later demand. These will be the
times when administrators who prefer to
administer' without developed and used
personal-skills-in--numerical -analysis- of
education and societal data will receive
their trial by fire, the trial of either
changing themselves to operate with new
ppwer because of added adjuvant, inter-
active, computational-capability, or to
wither without daring to change.

MISOE holds considerable potential
for good in our common development of
an Educating Research Machine ;Game.
Let's help MISOE to have -a._Childhood
and face ,the trials and tribulation S- of its
adolescence when they .arrive' a decade
from now. Doing well later by doing
good now is greatly to be desired.



AN ECONOMIST'S RESPONSE TO MISOE

Dr. Jacob J. Kaufinan
Director and Professor of Economics

for Recenrch nn HamanAtes.Qutces
The Pennsylvania State University

The Massachusetts Information System
for Occupational Education (MISOE) has
certain basic characteristics which are
essential for decision-making in a society _
which is confronted with limited
resources and virtually unlimited social
needs.. It is the purpose of this article

. (1) "to describe these characteristics;
(2) to review and discuss briefly some Of
the alleged limitations of such an ap-
proach; (3) to indicate the potential
value of such an information system:

Characteristics of MISOE

Rationality. The basic characteristic of
MISOE is its rationality. By rationality is
meant that decisions to allocate
resources are consistent with the objec-
tives which the decision-maker wants to
achieve. This requires the presentation of
alternatives to the decision-maker, each
of which describes the resulting social
benefits and costs.
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Computerization. The information
obtained by MISOE is computerized in a
manner which allows the decision -maker
to interact with the computer as he
pursues a series of questions designed to
produce answers which will assist him in
making a decision, in the form of alter=
native lines of action.

Cost Effectiveness. MISOE is
organized in such a manner as to provide
information not only on outcomes but
also on costs, operating on the principle
that rio outcome is "good" unless related
to costs, and no action is "Cheap" unless
related to outcomes.

Trade-Offs. The emphasis of MISOE is
that there are always altermitive lines of
action and that each line of action has

aboth advantages nd disadvantages.
Therefore, the decision-maker is con
frOnted, with the probleni of "trade-
offs", namely, what is he willing to give
up in order to obtain a certain outcome.
The system will not yield this particular



answer but will provide the information
to the decision-maker who can then
.make the judgment..

Planning. MISOE .provides the basic
ingredients for planning. In the past,
plant-14n' g in education usually involved
the making of projections in such areas
as enrontef,its, teachers, building con-
struction, ere, Under MISOE planning
involves more than- this. It attempts to

,predict the optcomes or consequences
favorable or unfavorable of certain
lines of action. Such an approach in-
volves the 'development of a theoretical
model which permits such predictions.
Such a model is required beaus
decision-makers usually fail to take into
account the large number of variables or
the complex: interaction of the variables
on each other.

Alleged Limitation o f the .1115()E
.1pproaeh

Any attempt to introduce an informa-
tion system that involves the application
of rationality to decision-making fre;,..---124"tial
fluently results in the misinterpretati6*wor
misconception of the processes involved.
Several of these can be discussed.

The Pass-Fail Phobia. Any information
sy,,tern designed to determine outcomes
and costs is looked upon by those
affected ast .method by which they will
be held "accountable.::,',4ctually, although
"accountability" is .involved,. MISOE is
primarily a system which provides a'leed-
back mechanism by which 'eorrective
actions can be taken in order to produce
better the desired outcomes. Thus, it
permits the decision-maker to-make better
decisions and by "better" one
achieve better results.

Difficulty of Quantification. One of the
most common criticisms is that certain
"things" cannot be quantified. If this

criticism can lw changed to certain things
are difficult to quantify, the criticism is
legitimate. The only response is every
effort must be made to quantify certain
qualitative outcomes. This can be done by
the development of new instruments or
obtaining "proxies" for certain.outcomes.

Inadequacy of Data. In the develop-
ment of any managethent information
system, it is usually found that the data
which heretofore has been submitted for
legislative and fiscal accountability are not
satisfactory for decision- making purposes.
Frequently, concern is expressed over the
"added burdens" of submitting additional
'information. A solution to this problem
would be (a) io determine what kinds of
data currently being :submitt"ed .can.
eliminated: and (b) to utilize sampling
techniques for certain types of data.
Despite this concern, the willingnesS to
submit additional data will depeild on the
usefulness to the recipients of the various
reports generated by the system.

means to

l'alue of MISOil

From an economist's point of
given linlited resources available,.
essential that a given amount of resources
should achieve maximum

view,
it is

outcom es or
given outcomes should be acllisNed at the
least possible costs. MISOE is designed to
achieve this goal. As indicated previously,
given the virtual array 'of unlimited social
needs, it is incumbent on each decision-
maker to utilize this process. As social
needs increase, each decision-maker will
be facing incryeasing competition for
resources. The failure to develop a man-
agement system along the lines indicated
by MISOE might well result in the
curtailment of a particuIdi social program,
if the administrator cannot account for
the outcomes of his program.
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